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the Unitarian church next

Sunday,

morning service at 10.45 o’clock; preaching
by the pastor, Rev. Harry Lutz. Sunday
school at 12 o’clock. All are welcome.
There will be meetings at the Gospel
Mission, 58 High street, every Monday,
Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday evenings.
Sunday school at 1.30 p. m. and meeting
at 2.30 Sundays.

NUMBER 23.

CITY GOVERNMENT MEETING.

OBITUARY.

■

Silver Cross Lodge, Knights of Pythias,
attended divine worship at the Unitarian
church Sunday, June 5th. The decorations
were in the colors of the order, yellow, red
and blue, draped on the pulpit, with potted
plants and bouquets on tables on and near
the platform. The lodge marched in in a
body and took seats in the centre of the
church. The music was by the choir, composed of Mrs. L. V. Keyes, soprano; Mrs.
E. S. Pitcher, alto; Chas. E. White, tenor;
E. S. Pitcher, bass; Miss Mary E. Faunce,
organist. The services were as follows:
Trembrach
Voluntary, March,
Miss Faunce.
Choral response,
Pastor and choir.
Reading, selection from Owen Meredith,
Rev. Harry Lutz.
Anthem, “Consider the lilies,”
Toplif
■Solo by Mrs. Pitcher, trio and quartette.
Psalm 19
Responsive reading,
Pastor and congregation.
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MEMORIAL SERVICE.

MAINE, THURSDAY, JUNE 9, 1904.
The regular meeting of the City Council
held Monday evening, J une 6th. Mayor
L. T. Shales presided. All the Aldermen
and Common Conncilmen were present.
Roll of accounts No. 3 was passed. Following are the amounts under the various
was

The subject of this sketch, Persis T. Hall,
was born some sixty-eight and one half

ago in the town of Jacjtson, among
the hills and beautiful scenery of Dixmont
mountains, the daughter of Kedman and
Mary Twitchell Boody, whose family con- appropriations:
Contingent.$ 787.70
sisted of ten children: John, Persis, Ann Cemeteries.
61.J0
Edwin
B.,
Clarendon
C.,
Mary, Henrietta,
Highways. 1,300.71
Fire
and
136.67
Evedepartment.
Wellington
The Waldo county Sunday school con- Georgia, Arrolyn E.,
General sohool purposes.
344.78
a brother of the
vention will be held at the Methodist lyn. Redman Boody was
School contingent.
7.67
.,i at Cruguay..A Big Convention.
Per- Free text books.
Hon.
1). A. Boody of Brooklyn, N.
3.25
church
in
Searsmont village Friday, June
i,tatin'..JKin O’Ktaadn. The U.
sis was the oldest daughter, and of course Repairs and insurance,schoolhouses
6.27
vi.
24th. The program will be published in
Free
163.47
library.
more duties devolved upon her than upon
•■■rials County Caucuses..The B.
next week’s issue.
!• xtension..The News of Brooks,
the others. When quite young her mother
Total.82,814.02
societies. A New R. F. D.
The services next Sunday at the Uniwas very sick for a long time and she asThe New England Telephone and TeleAt
versalist church will be as follows:
of
sumed
the
and
duties
of
Belfast.
responsibilities
N'.’ws
graph Co. presented a petition for permis10.45 a. m. regular service; preaching by
the household in a very workmanlike man- sion to erect
tl Address..Register of Deep
poles, wires, etc., on Swan
the pastor, Rev. Ashley A. Smith; at 12 ner.
•t
Vessels.
of
a
comShe received the advantages
Lake avenue from the junction of the back
History of Belfast..Camping
o’clock, Sunday school.
mon school education and when about 18
1 Me Democratic Presidential CanSearsport and Swanville road to Swanville
At the Auxiliary Mission, 58 Church street,
years of age went to Brooks to attend to town line. A hearing was ordered for June
'em)..Disappointment (poem). Gloria,
Choir.
; tuirne and Bowdoin.
services are held Tuesday, Friday and the household duties of Mrs. A. J. Roberts.
Rev. Harry Lutz
27th, and the City Clerk was instructed to
also in Post Office She
correspondence..Ship News.. Prayer,
Himmel Sunday at 7.30 p. m.;
was there some two years or more, and
Response, “Incline Thine ear,”
Briee Current .Births...Mar*
advertise the same.
Square Sunday afternoon at 2.30. Rev. while there she met and married Colman
Deaths.
Choir, with solo by Mr. Pitcher.
The City Clerk was directed to advertise
Scripture, Romans 12.
Mrs. Annie Johnson is in charge of this Hall. The
result of this union was five
Rev. Harry Lutz.
for bids for placing heating apparatus in
mission work. All are welcome.
children: Ethel, Elmer, Bert, Ralph and Memorial
and love,”
Schneck
S CHARACTERS IN
JAIL. Solo, “Faith, hope
building.
Mrs. Pitcher.
A telegram from Rev. Albert F. EarnMyra. She was a kind and loving wife,
The salaries of the night police were fixed
bilked into Belfast Wedues- Hymn, “God our Shepherd,” Montgomery shaw of Portland declining the call to the and an affectionate mother.
Her grand- at
Choir and congregation.
81.50 per night, the police to furnish their
lime 1st, on the Camden
Rev. Harry Lutz pastorate of the North church was read father on the paternal side was John Boody, own uniforms.
Sermon, “Friendship,”
i went across to the LiucolnMr. Lutz took for his text .John 15:13: from the pulpit last Sunday morning. It is who' was born in Limington, Me., and
Alderman Stantial was authorized to repmad, where they spent the “Greater love hath no man than this, that a said that at the time he came here Mr. came to Jackson as one of the pioneers of resent the
city’s stock at the annual meeting
call
to
Massachusetts
a
tree about two mile out.
had
a
Earnshaw
the town. He married Patience Redman, of the Belfast
man lay down his life for friends.” This
& Mooseliead Lake Railroad
the
came
into
under
consideration.
city was the supreme test to which Jesus was
ning they
by whom he had eight children: David, Co.
fin asked at a farmhouse if
The services next Sunday at the Univer
Redman, Isabella, Lucinda, John, Henry,
put, but we find another notable example
The committee on lights reported favormilk to spare. Two of the of the same
spirit in the ease of Damon salist church will be as follows: at 10.43 a. Harriet and Alvin. Persis T. Hall was be- ably on the petition of Robert Burgess and
!"i food at houses on the road
and Pythias. Their unswerving fidelity so in., special service, with baccalaureate ad- loved by every one who knew her. She others for an arc light at the corner of
They were reported to the touched the heart of the tyrant Dionysius dress to the graduating class of the Belfast had not been a member of Harvest Home Union and Pearl
streets, and an order was
Deputy Sheriff M. G. Norton that he released both prisoners and asked High school; subject of address, “The Grange of very long standing, but was an
passed to establish the light.
>n Charles street.
When he
interto be admitted to their friendship.
Their United Way;” special music; at 12o’clock, exemplary member, and thoroughly
The committee on park reported, recomarrest them they started on
ested in the order of the P. of H. She had
fidelity should be a lesson for us all. In Sunday school. A cordial invitation is exmending that the city buy the Jones lot, sowere
lived in Brooks until about six years ago,
outfooting the officer modern life not many are called
tended to all.
called, containing 15 acres, of land, located
upon to
urged his revolver in the air die for their friends, but all are in
A silver harvest jubilee reception in when her husband having died she went to on Northport avenue and extending to the
duty
pted to run through a passage bound to live true and^noble lives for the honor of Rev. Fr. Phelan was given in take care of her sister, Mrs. S. S. Roberts, shore at a cost of
83,000. The report was
of buildings, but found a
who died soon after, and Persis remained
good of their immediate friends and for man- Knights of Lolumbus hall, Rockland, last
signed by all the members of the committee,
in
the
until
as
her
•astened and were brought to a kind. To live
housekeeper
family
Aldermen Freeman M. Wood and Chas. W.
good, true and noble lives is Monday evening. More than 600 guests
were started towards the jail,
death.
miaiwe
were present and Fr. Phelan was presentinegieaiesi tesi oi liioueru me.
Lancaster, and Councilmen LaforestL. Robreaching there two of them ran are ami rvhat we do are of value only as ed by his parishioners with a purse coniU. Xi,
1)1 U VY XI y XX. Xl>
The friends of Mrs. Sarah A. Patterson ISIUOf UUUU M
three were lodged in jail and
they bear on our relations to others. We taining 8900. Among those seated with Fr. were grieved to learn of her death, which Ellis and E. A. Nickerson. The report was
escaped were caught a few are bound up in the welfare of society. To Phelan were Fr. Kealy of Belfast and Fr.
occurred at her home, No. 26 Bridge street, unanimously accepted. An order was passn
East Belfast.
They gave him who looks only to himself and not to Garrity of Winterport.
June 2d, at the age of 56 years, 9 months ed instructing the committee to buy the
as Fred Dyer, John Carroll,
others does the order of society become disand 16days. Her last illness was of but a Jones lot at the price named.
tit
me
meeting
Luugicgauuuai
Vrthur Kent and Thomas Lewis,
arranged. Friendship is the cement that
The petition of H. A. Wiley and others
at 7.30; week’s duration, although she had been %
aigned in the police court Fri- binds people into one society. It begins at church this, Thursday, evening
tupic, “A Doubting Friend,—Thomas.” great sufferer for more than a year. She for rebuilding the sidewalk on Upper High
H.
mi, on complaint of Win.
home, but does not end there. It extends in
Sunday services: sermon at 10.45 a. m. by leaves to mourn their loss, her husband, street between the residences of Robert
i.trge of vagrancy. Lewis and an ever
widening circle.
Friendship Rev. J. W. Vaughan of Citypoint; Sunday Amos P. Patterson, four sons, George L., Patterson and R. T. Rankin was referred
! guilty; the others, not guilty.
brings the power of the strong to the aid of school at noon ; C. E. meeting at 6.30 p. m.; Herman A., Ishmael E., and Herbert E., to the committee on sidewalks.
I ,id a large number of cards
the weak. The united efforts of an organThe chairman of the committee on high“What Paul teaches me about rising and one daughter, Mrs. VV. H. Kimball.
English and French, asking ization like the Knights of Pythias is topic,
She was a kind, loving mother, and a faith- ways was instructed to change the location
above discouragement,” 2 Cor., 4; 7-18.
but he claimed that he found
more potent than the individual efforts of
ful wife, always thinking of the comfort of of the hydrant at the corner of Miller and
•'.iging house where lie stopped, the same number working independently.
Christian Science services are held at No. others
first, and herself last. The bereaved Front streets.
them to practice fancy penmau- In the words of the
The bids for collecting the taxes for 1904
poet, “lie serves all 55 Cedar street at 11 o’clock every Sunday family have the sympathy of their friends in
T'he men told a very plausable who dares be true.”
morning, Rev. Henry S. Fiske, first reader. the loss of one who was so dear to them. The were opened. Charles II. Sargent offered
their reason for being on the
The hymn “Law of love” by Trench was All who are interested are invited to attend. funeral took place at her late home Satur- to collect the taxes for 10 mills on a dollar,
went to Rockland
.g that they
sung by the choir and congregation; the Testimony meetings on Wednesday even- day at 2 p. m., Rev. Ashley A. Smith offici- the city to pay ;for the bond, and furnish
d t-» get work on the new elecAil honest inquirers are wel- ating. The floral offerings were very pretty
benediction was pronounced by the pastor ings at 7.30.
printing and postage. Maurice W. Lord
!- Holing the work being done by
Christian Science literature will be and included a pillow marked “Mother,” offered to collect the taxes for 9 mills on a
ami the service closed with the “Triumphal come.
were on the way to Bangor,
Send from the children, and bouquets from F. M. dollar, the city to pay for the bond. Mr.
sent free to any sufferer or inquirer.
-March,” by Flagler, by Miss Faunce.
where they had been since last
name and address to P. 0. Box 035.
Staples, Mrs. Woods, Misses Kate and Lord was elected, receiving 9 votes to Mr.
it work in one place and some UNITY’S CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION.
The regular prayer meeting of the Bap- Gertie Stevens, Mrs. F. 0. Roberts, Misses Sargent’s t! in joint convention.
.ill were careful to keep clear
tist church will be this, Thursday, evening Ann and Teua Jackson. The family wish
Sanford Howard, Inspector of Buildings,
.a- it had been suggested that
Unity will celebrate its centennial July 4, at 7.30 o’clock. The services next Sunday to express thanks to those who were so reported, giving a list of new
buildings
it
is
the
intention
of
and
the
citizens
'Mine of the men who had been
1904,
will be in charge of Mr. Ilosea W. Rhoades kind and thoughtful to them in their be- erected and of buildings repaired or en! n th** assaults and hold-ups in
of the town to make this an event in its hisThe
list
in the absence of the pastor. The morning reavement.
includes
a
new
larged.
dwelling
Judge Rogers, after hearing tory long to be remembered. The Belfast j service will be at 10.45; Sunday school at
Leslie Mendall, Miller street; new work
Mrs. Sarah L.
Wardwell, widow of by
a ]
listening patiently to argu- Band, one of the best in the State, will be ! noon;
Gospel praise service at 7.30 p. m. David A. Wardwell, died at the Britt hos- shops by Geo. A. Gilchrest, Front street;
leniency made by tlie men in in attendance. The oration w ill be deliver- I Mr. Rhoades has decided to
prepare for the pital June 4th, at the age of 59 years. Mrs. additions to dwellings of L. L. Robbins,
ed
C.
of
President
Bates
told
them
that
if
George
Chase,
Wardwell was born in Stockton Springs,
by
oehalf,
they
j ministry and is arranging to take a course and was the daughter of Robert and Celia Miller street; H. W. Marriner, Congress
uld suspend court 24 hours to College, a former resident of the town. The
in
the
Crozer
Institute
at
ChesTheological
j
Clewley. For the past 30 years she has re- street; R. C. Johnson, High street; Horace
with their friends and tlie of- Hon. John Crosby of New York, Frank L.
sided in Rockland. She is survived by one Chenery, Franklin street; repairs to store
ter, Pa.
places where they claimed to Dingley and Benj. Chandler of Lewiston,
daughter, Miss Harriet Wardwell of Rock- of F. B. Knowlton, High
street; dwellings
There
will
be
a
in
Love-Feast
the
parlor land, and two sisters, Mrs. Horace Clifford
■d.
If they were what they Capt. Win. Dyer and M. Y. Boothby of Bosof the Methodist church Sunday morning of Boston and Mrs. Edna Cousins of Sandy- of G. B. Marsano, Miller street; W. H. Mcbe the fact would be in their ton, Mass., and others, are expected to be
Alt 9.30; sermon at 10.45 by the pastor, sub- point, Me. She also leaves six step-chil- Intosh, High street; Dr. E. L. Stevens and
iien all objected strongly to
present. Services will be held in the Union
dren, to whom she has always been a kind C. E. McIntyre, Church street;; new chimchurch July 3d at 10.30 a. m.; Kev. J. T. ject, “Christ the Singer,” after which the and affectionate mother. They are John J.,
: ng. and demanded that they
sacrament of the Lord’s Supper will be ob- Frank and Arthur of Rockland, and George ney to county court house. The Inspector
-d.
The judge then sentenced Crosby of Auburn occupying the pulpit. A
served. Music by choir, Mr. N. G. l’etten- Wardwell of Boston, and Mrs. A. B. Ben- has inspected, with the fire engineers, the
will
be
in
choir
attendance and all are
;u>> each in jail, and they were good
of Rockland. Knights of
ner and Mrs. E. C.
Pythias Hall, Odd Fellows’
gill chorister; quintette, with solo obligato —Rockland Star. Ingraham
They have since been plioto- cordially invited.
Hall, Masonic Temple and Belfast Opera
Wm.
McKenzie.
school
at
Mrs.
by
Sunday
July 4th at 9 o’clock a. m. a procession
their descriptions and photoHouse.
YACHTS AND’ BOATS.
will be formed on the scboolhouse grounds noon ; young people’s meeting at 6.30 p. m.,
to the officers of the cities
II. E. McDonald, City Marshal, reported
leader, Miss Lena Sanborn ; praise service
the
headed
of
the
town
by
band,
consisting
iIts and hold-ups have been comand address by the pastor at 7.30 p. m. All
The Macombers shipped last week to 6 arrests for the month of May, of which 4
officers, invited guests, the oldest citizens
were for drunkenness, 1 for larceny and 1
of the town, school children, the oldest car- persons are cordially invited to all these Chase & Bartlett, Unity, a naphtha launch
The launch is one for attempting to bribe an officer.
for use in Unity Pond.
services.
and
farm
riages
implements, contrasted
ivlAINE POLITICS.
On petition of Edward Sibley and others
Congregational Conference.
The of their latest model torpedo design and is
with the modern, and fantastics, and march
it was voted to recommend the assessors
26 feet in length.
through the principal streets, after which annual meeting of the Waldo County Con•I DISTRICT DEMOCRATS.
that they abate the taxes assessed against
the usual sports, including a tug of war be- ference of Congregational churches will be
Capt. W. D. Scott is getting the schooner
h district Democratic conventhe Belfast Industrial Real Estate Co., the
with the church in Belfast, Tuesday, yacht Sperauza, owned by F. W. Hill of
tween
eleven
men on each side from Unity
held
iangor, June 1st, elected the
to go into commission. The Manufacturing Real Estate Co., Fosterand
1904.
Thorndike.
The
oration
June
is
the
will
be
Bangor,
ready
14,
given
Following
program:
.‘gates to the St. Louis convenEstabrooks Co., Leonard & Barrows and
11.00 a. m.
at one o’clock p. m., and at its conclusion
Opening exercises and busi- yacht was moored the past winter just
gale-at-large, F. Otis Gould of
F. J. Gerry & Co. for the year 1909, in acabove the railroad wharf.
the band will give a concert. At 7 30 p. m. ness.
-legates, Ilenry J. Hathaway of
1.30 a.m.
Devotional service.
cordance with the recorded wish of a mathere will be a line display of fire works on
1. M. Cottrell has built a carrier at
1.50 p. m.
laid M. Hanson of Calais; alReports from the churches.
jority of the citizens and taxpayers of Belthe schoolhouse grounds.
2.20 p. in.
Arrangements
Topic, The second service, the Dyer storehouse for taking boats fast.
avid Mudgett of Dexter; Simon
what shall we do with it? Mr. C. W. to and from the second
are being made for a special train from Belstory. It ex•Vi tin and Amene liammond of
Adjourned to Tuesday, July 5th, as the
fast. In the evening a grand ball will be llawesworth.
The delegates are uninstruct3.10. Topic, How may greater interest in tends out from the building so that boats first
Monday in the month comes on a legal
in Adams & Knights new hall, with
be
lifted
from
given
men
be
taken
?
Rev.
E.
E.
Colmay
wagons.
directly
religion
by
llearst men were turned down.
holiday.
Discussion.
burn.
music
the
Belfast
orchestra.
of
Machias
was
by
nominated
i:gall
Among the power boats launched the
3.45.
Topic, The Bible, a constructive
'. defeating George W. Hall
bj
force in life, Rev. J. R. Wilson. Discus- past week were Rev. F. Kealy’s Stella Mar-2 to 20.
BASE BALL.
Belfast Weather Report.
|
sion.
is, Judge Johnson’s B, the Decrow’s Orca,
11STRICT PROHIBITIONISTS.
Communion service.
4.15 p. m.
of
is a summary of the weather
launch
the
the
schooner
Following
yacht Speranza
Belfast Upper Grammar, 16; Seargport, 7.
Unionists of the fourth district
EVENING.
and the launches of Chester Clements and record of the Belfast station of the U. S.
invention in Bangor, June 1st,
Weather
The Upper Grammar boys defeated the
Bureau for the week ending June
7.30 p. m.
Praise service.
C. W. Coombs.
H ions were made by acclamation
7, 1904:
7.50 p. in. Address, Prof. II. \V. Hulbert,
Searsports on the Allyn field Saturday afHon. Volnej- B. Cushing ol
D. D.
The
steel
steam
built
yacht
Machigonne,
ternoon, June 4th, by a scores of 16 to 7.
.ness ; S. 8. Kimball and 8. W
Collection for Conference Expenses.
by the Gas Engine and Power Co., and j?
'f Bangor, Lyman B. Merritt ol
The teams were made up as follows: Kel=i
Wind, Sky, etc.
|
Adjournment.
\. Rideout of Calais, John II.
Charles L. Seabury & Co., Cons., for Cyrus
X
It
Willie
c.
f.:
fasts—King
Pierce,
c;
ft
»
e*
Estes,
1
Old Town, district committee
of
the
Home
Ladies’
JourCurtis, publisher
W. C. T. U.
Harold Richards, s. s.; Warren Fahy, r. f.;
64
ones of Bangor, Charles F. Bear
1
47
E. Cloudy.
nal and Saturday Evening Post, and a sum- 2
62
46
E. Cloudy.
N II. A. Gammon of Old Town,
Seldou Hammons, 1 b.;
innie Colby, 1. f.;
W. C. T. U. will meet with mer resident of
Waldo
The
3
62
E. Cloudy. Rain, .18 of an inch.
47
was launched last
K. L. Richardson of Old Town
Camden,
Ray Hall, 2 b.; Herbert Elwell, 3 b.; Ralph Mrs. L. E. Roberts June 14th.
4
63
48
N. Clear.
The yacht was christened after the 5
Kimball, Bangor, county treasweek.
68
50
S. Cloudy. Rain, .04 of an inch.
Page, p. Searsports—Carter, 2 b.; Berry,
oles K. Hill, Greenbush, count}
67
45
S. Cloudy; rain. .44.
The 21st annual convention of the Waldo original Indian name for Portland, Me 6
•l
Charles \V. Wilson, Bangor, c. f.; Hailey, s. s.; Colcord, c.; Trundy, 1.
7
46.
58
s. Part Cloudy; rain. .01.
•bate; I)r. E. L. Richardson, Al- f.; Benson, 1 b.; Havener, p.; McClure, 3 County W. C. T. U. will be held in Waldo, The hull is of steel, with forward deck
The monthly report for May is as follows:
Mrs. Howe of Missouri, the house, companirnways and deck fittings oi
22d.
ine, Charles R. Hill, county com
June
b.; Dyer, r. f.
Havener, Page and HamMay May
speaker, has engagements in half the towns mahogany. She is a flush deck, schoonermons each got a 3-bagger and Bailey a sin1903
1904
'.‘Nit DISTRICT DEMOCRATS,
Some new unions will add rigged yacht, 115 feet over all,;95 feet on the
Mean temperature. 63.4°
5U.3C
gle. Page struck out 16 men and Havener of the county.
from
normal*.
nit of the 2nd Congressional dis
1.1°
4.0C
Departure
water line, with beam of 16 feet six inches
10; Page let 2 men to first on balls and interest and helpfulness to the meeting.
Highest temperature. 83.0°
"••ratic convention, held in Au
81.0C
in
trim
draws
about
and
sever
cruising
'h*
of
the
Date. 18
Havener 5.
8
Superintendents
department ol
1st, two sets of delegates to tin
Lowest temperature. 25.0
32.0C
'invention, two candidates foi
flower mission in all the local unions in feet six inches.
Belfast. II. S. 5; Freedom Academy, 4.
Date.
1 two district committees were
3
2
Waldo county are requested to send in theii
Greatest daily range. 38.0°
44.0C
The split arose over the etTor
ETNA CAMPMEETING.
The Belfast High school team defeated
flower mission reports not later than the
Date. 11
4
■wers of William R. Ilearst tc
the Freedom Academy in a 10-inniug game
3
10
Rainy days.
ttform pledging the delegates u
15th of June to Mrs. Ellen E. McKinley,
The First Maine State Spiritual Camp
in
Belfast
June
6th.
0.51
lion. I). .). McGillicuddy o:
Precipitation.53
Monday afternoon,
County Superintendent Flower Mission, R meeting Association will hold its June Departure
from normal!. —3.34
<‘d the revolt, and bis follower*
2.04
Tlie score was S to 4.
The Belfasts weni
F. D. No. 1, Belfast.
meeting on the Etna Campground Saturdaj Greatest in 24 hours.33
U-ast half of the delegates. Thi:
1.53
to Freedom yesterday afternoon to play the
Date.
5
19th.
10
nominated tlie following dele
18th
and
Eeducec
Mrs. Callie Howe of Missouri, nationa, and Sunday, June
Number
of
clear
he national convention:
Academy. They were accompanied by the
19
10
days.
E. 0
of the The Woman’s Christiai rates have been secured on the Maine CenNumber of partly cloudy days
o
•f Farmington, F. A. Millet o
8
Senior class.
They will play in Rockport organizer
0
7
Temperance Union, will speak in the follow tral railroad, good from June 17th to 20th Number of cloudy days.
Falls, Alfred Laveusailer o
Saturday.
ing places in Waldo county: Thursday The directors have engaged Edgar W. Em Dates of thunder. 24,25 19
ates, F. A. Fox of Kezar Falls
Dates
of
June
frost.
16tl>, Winterport; Friday, 17th, Elling erson of Manchester, X. II., one of the besi
none
‘don of Lewiston, E. F. Kelly o
14,18
WEDDING BELLS.
Dates of aurora. 15
wood’s Corner; Sunday, 19th, Frankfort
none
Foss of Auburn was chosen ai
anc. test mediums in Xew Eug
Dates of lunar halo. none
24
for Congress. A. T. L. Heureuj
Monday, 20th, Prospect; Tuesday, 21st speakers
Belmont; Wednesday, 22nd, Waldo; Thurs- land. The following program is announced
'•"-'gin, A. M. Kimball of Oxford ;
IIodokinson-Kimball. Samuel Ilodgto date.
1859
•Average
-ideal' of Franklin, E. M. Fuller o
day, 23d, Brooks; Friday, 24th, Jackson
Saturday—10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m.
tAverage 1880 to date.
Vtwood Lavensaller of Liucoli [ kinson and Miss Liliias A. Kimball were Sunday, 26ih, Troy; Monday,27th, Monroe
lecture and test by E. W. Emerson; 4.3<
!
married Wednesday evening, June 1st, al Tuesday, 28th, Freedom ; Wednesday, 29th
l'aul of Knox were named as
their new home, No. 11 Cedar street, in the Palermo; Thursday, 30th, Liberty; Friday p. m., directors’ meeting; 7 p. m., seanee.
■mniittee. The delegates to tin
Charities and Correction.
invention were uniustructed. Tin
presence of a few relatives and friends
July 1st, Searsport; Sunday, 3d, Knox
Sunday—10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m.
The rooms were very prettily decorated Monday, 4th, Morrill; Tuesday, 5th, Burn lecture and test
ulion proceeded to nominate tin
Emerson. Gooc
E.
W.
National
The
Conference of Charities
by
with green and white.
The ring ceremouj ham.
delegates: Oliver Otis of Rock
and Correction is to meet this year in Portmusic will be interspersed in all the meet
was
liineois X. Beileau of Lewiston
performed by Rev. J. W. Hatch
from
June
15th
to 22d.
It is a great
land,
Thomas H. Gray acted as best man and the
11. Brown of Farmington; alter
ings. A cordial invitation is extended t< 1 educational force,
CONCERNING LOCAL INDUSTRIES.
resultipg in improved
1' O’Brien of Lewiston, Raymom I bridegroom’s sister, Miss Helen Hodgkin
all.
conditions of charitable and correctional
* i
as
bridesmaid.
The
bride was fiecom
Thomaston, Cyrus II. Tuppe : son,
work the country over.
Leonard & Barrows are increasing th<
From all sides
’BiUa} Harbor. 1). R. Hastings o f ingly dressed in blue and white silk. Re- help in their shoe
there comes testimony from workers in vafactory, and the outlool
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
freshments were served after the cere
the candidate for Congress; R
rious parts of the field of social uplift, of
for the summer is good.
‘dim, of Knox, C. II. Tupper of Lin
mony. The bride and groom received manj
the great help which attendance on even
H I’urington of Sagadahoc, S. E
handsome and valuable presents and th(
The new boiler house and coal and iei !
Comet Grange, Swanville, is to entertaii
one of the Conference has been. The conshed of the Silver Lake Creamery is nearli
.f. A ndroscoggin and N. C. Burban! t congratulations of their many friends.
Seaside Grange, Belfast, next Saturday
ference is purely a conference, formulating
il!,l'iin, district committee.
ready for occupancy, and the creamery wifi evening.
no platform and binding no one to any acJackson-Bumps. Ou Wednesday even
be moved as soon as the boiler can be se
tion. The situation of Portland, and the
ing, June 1st, at the home of Rev. H. F up.
Harvest Home Grange, Brooks, had
FKliRY.
time of the year chosen, offer peculiar at
Wood in Winslow, Mr. Perley A. Jacksoi
""l Mrs. Simof.Ti Ellis of Stockto 1
last Monday. Visi
tractions
'very
pleasant
for attendance. All persons inevening
v
Hutchins Bros, sold last week to Capt
of Wiscasset and Miss Inez May Bumps o
tors were present from Thorndike, Jack
terested in
1,|ys
hsited Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Berr f China were united in marriage. The ser Solomon Douglas of Castine a cottagi 1 son and Monroe.
any of the forms of social work
Ice cream, cake and cof
included iu the program are welcomed tc
monument 8 feet high, with Lincolnvilli 1 fee were served. Ernest
Mr. and Mrs. George We s vice was performed by Rev. Mr. Wood ii
'"'•day
Wil
the meetings, but the annual due for
Stimpson,
"
base and cap and champion black die. Thi 1
the presence of a few friends, after whicl
RhikhI to their home in Northfiel 1
Colburn, Walter F. O’Brien, Lawrence Cool membership is $2.50. By becoming a memfirm is using a quality of marble known
ice cream and cake were served. Mr. Jack
and Hiram Clements presented the farce
ber you will not only help to pay the exSaturday—W. D. Harriman wa s son is an engineer on the W. W. & F. R. R. as the Rutland Italian, of which they ari 1 “A Queer Hit.” The grangers
!
have plowei 1
of this great educational body, but
last week on business....Mri
while Miss Bumps is one .of the popula
making tablets for Rev. S. L. Hanscom, ti 1 and planted the garden of Kufus Lancas penses
u'”'hijit
you will receive a copy of the proceeding,«
:1iver visited Mrs. E'rank Curtis i
be set in Grove cemetery and for Capt
young ladies of China. They are to live ii
who has been on the invalid list severs 1 volume of five hundred or more
ter,
Point several days last week.
pages, anc
Thomas Clifford of Stockton Springs.
Winslow.—Waterville Mail.
months.
the occasional bulletins issued.
«
years
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PERSONAL.
Stephen S. Wood

was

in Brooks last week

business.

on

John J. Mellen was in Waterville Monday
on business.
William M. Welch of Portland spent SunBelfast.

day in

Mrs. W. C. Tuttle went to Bangor Sunday
for a few days’ visit.

—

‘.if1

■

■

Mrs. L. A. Knowlton went to Bangor yesa visit of a few days.

terday for

Mrs. H. D. Clough and Mrs. H. B. Cunningham spent Sunday at Sandypoint.
Benjamin F. Wells arrived home Tuesday, after a three years’ stay in California.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Howard of Thorndike are visiting their son, Fred A. Howard.
Andrew J. Colcord left Tuesday for New
London, Ct., to join sch. D. H. Rivers as

Mrs. Rose Fahy returned last Saturday
from a short visit in Boston.

mate.

Mrs. L. A. Knowlton returned last week
from a visit in Massachusetts.

day to live with his brother, Herbert A.

Mrs. Carrie F. Black was in Portland a
few days last week on business.

Harold Condon went to Bass Harbor TuesCondon.
W. S. Alexander, Mrs. C. Morton and
Miss Mary White of Eastport are guests of

Mrs. Lydia C. Mudgett of Albion is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Geo. E. Johnson.

J. L. Alexander.

Mrs. Abbie B. Cox returned home Saturday from Boston to spend the summer.

Miss Emeroy Ginn attended the commencement at Lassell Seminary, and returned home yesterday.

Mrs. James C. Durham and son went to
Bowdoinham last Friday for a short visit.

>.

**

Mrs. Annabel Underwood went to Auburn
a short visit.

Monday for

Mrs. G. A. Dunning returned home last
Thursday from a 4-weeks’ visit in Brunswick.

Eugene Cook returned last Saturday to
South Braintree, Mass., after a short visit
at home.
Dr. J. E. Cook of Unity, with his wife
and little son, visited friends in Pittsfield
last week.
Mrs. Freeman R. Cook and son Russell
went to Thorndike last Thursday for a
short visit.
Charles H. Welch arrived home Saturday
from New Bedford, Mass., where he has
been employed.

Percy J. Simmons arrived home from the
University of Maine last Friday for the
summer vacation.
Charles S. Bickford went to Orono Saturday to attend the commencement of the
FTnivArsitv nf MainA.

Mrs. William Hartshorn went to Brooks
after a short stay with her daughter, Mrs. George Salter.

Saturday,

Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Hathorn of Bangor
returned home Sunday from a visit to Mr.
and Mrs. John W. Nash.
Charles M. Welch came to Belfast last
week from Greenfield, Mass., to work with
his father, M. W. Welch.
Miss Ella A. Paul returned last Thurs-

day from Boston and Providence, where
she spent several months.
Mrs. V. A. Mitchell and Miss Hattie A.
Clark went to Bangor Saturday to attend
the Maine Music Festival.
Mrs. F. A. Schubert has moved from Plyon the coi ner of

mouth, Mass., to her home

Vine street and Waldo avenue.
A. H. Ellis and daughter Minnie have
moved from North Searsport and are living
with Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Marden.
A. E. Chase and Dr. A. E. Kilgore of
Brooks arrived in Belfast by boat Sunday
morning from a business trip to Boston.

Karl McDonald returned home from the
University of Maine last week and is in
the employ of the Duplex Roller Bushing
Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney B. Keene of Somerwere in Belfast last week on
account of the death of Mrs. Ellen A. Wil-

ville, Mass.,
son.

B. P. Gardner spent Sunday with his family in this city. He has a position on steamRockland
er Monhegan running between
and Portland.
Mrs. W. C. Barbour and daughter Hazel
of Liunekin, Me., were in Belfast last week
to attend the funeral of Mrs. Barbour’s sister, Mrs. Ellen A. Wilson.
Dr. Edwin A. Porter has returned from
extended trip to New York and Boston
the interest of study and professional
work.—Pittsfield Advertiser.

an

in

Mrs. Nancy Burns of Lexington, Me., is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Leauder Bean
of East Belfast. Mrs. Burns is 85 years old
and very active for one of her age.
Mrs. S. E. Pierce, Mrs. S. L. Milliken and
Mrs. Olive Cooler went to Auburn Monday
morning to attend the Universalist State
convention. Rev. A. A. Smith went Tues-

day.
Following

are the Belfast people who attended the Maine Music Festival in Portland this week : Misses Isabel Ginn, Mary
E. Faunce, Carrie E. White, Marion E.
Wells.

George 1’. Carter went to Augusta Monday to represent tire Belfast Boot and Shoe
Workers’ Union at the meeting for organizing a State Branch of the American Federation of Labor.
Kev. J. W. Hatch went to Bangor Saturday on business, and returned to Winterport, where he delivered the graduation
sermon for the Winterport High school.
Mrs. Hatch accompanied him.
Frank P. Merrill of Auburn was in Belfast Saturday on business. Mr. Merrill was
formerly Colonel of the Maine Division,
Sons of Veterans. He reports the order as
prosperous throughout the State.
R. A. Holland, M. D., w ho has been absent from Calais several weeks, returned
home Wednesday evening very much improved in health and lias resumed his extensive practice.—Calais Times.
Kev. E. S. Phil brook left Monday for a
visit iu Waterviile, Lewiston and Boston,
and to attend the commencement at Newton
Theological Seminary, lie will preach next
Sunday in the Baptist church iu Concord,
N. 11.
Mrs. Charles Brier, son and daughter,
have returned home after spending the
winter in Savannah, Georgia, and other
Southern points with Mr. Brier, who is
employed on the government dredger Cumberland.

Captain Alexander Amsbury of the ship
Roanoke and his son. Captain Stanley Amsbury of the bark Adolph Obrig, called on
friends in Camden last week. They are
visiting relatives iu their old home in Rockport and this is their first meeting in eight
years.
Mr. John Comfortli and wife from Guada-

lajara, Mexico, passed through Waterviile
last Thursday afternoon on their way to his
home in Thorndike.
Mr. Coruforth has
been very sick with typhoid fever but is
much improved. He will remain home until

August 16,

1904.

Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Greenlaw of Sacramento, Cal., are visiting his brother, Wm.
J. Greenlaw of Northport. Mr. Greenlaw
was born in Waldo and went to California
in 1855. This is his first visit East, an absence from the old home of nearly so years.
Mrs. Greenlaw is a native of Vermont.

Prof. A. A. Drury went to Boston Monday for surgical treatment at the Massachusetts General Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Riggs have moved
from the Chase house on Spring street to
the Frye block on Court street.
Mrs. Martha J. White returned home Iasi
after spending the winter with
Mrs. Clara Edmunds of Lawrence, Mass.

Saturday,

Mrs. Charles A. Piper went to East Or
land yesterday to attend the funeral of hei
late husband’s niece, Mrs. Mary Farnham

Capt. Marion Staples of Joplin, Mo., formerly of Belfast, occupied a post of honor
in the parade in the Joplin Carnival, May
30th.
Miss Nellie Hills arrived

from

Boston

Tuesday to spend two weeks at the home
of her grandfather, M. B. Hunt, in Belmont.
Mr. E. L. Cleveland of Houlton, Me., and
F. G. Cleveland and Goldie Cleveland of
Salem, Mass., are guests of Mrs. N. E.
Brown.
xui.
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the Eastern Steamship Company, was the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Dinsmore,

Tuesday.
Alphonso Wood was at home from the
University of Maine a few days last week,
but returned to attend the commencement
exercises.
Mrs. George E. Brackett was called to
Braintree, Mass., last Saturday, by the
death of her cousin, T. K. Newell. She returned Monday.
Favorable reports are received from John
F. Chapman, who underwent an operation
for appendicitis at the Maine General IIospital in Portland June 2d.
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Harris, who spent the
winter in Florida, are now in Boston and
later in the month will come to their summer home on Holbrook's Island.
Mrs. Etta Saverj went to Bangor Tuesday for treatment of her eyes at the Eastern
She was accomMaine General Hospital.
panied by Miss Florence Gilmore.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard L. Lathrop of Boston were in this city Monday on their way
home after several days’ visit at Temple
Heights, where they have a cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. E. Owen and daughter Marguerite left Monday for Boston,
where Mr. Owen is buying goods. They
will also visit friends in New

Hampshire.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter B. Kelley and son,
William Swan Kelley,left Monday for Minneapolis. Mrs. Kelley and son have been
visiting her father, Hon. Win. B. Swan,
since February.
Mr. ami Mrs. William Whitney and the
Misses Whitney arrived last week from
Boston and are occupying their cottage,
The Priscilla, at Saturday Cove tor the
summer

season.

M. B. Smith of Hartford, Ct., was in Belfast a few days tire past week, lie came
down to try some of his trotting stock at
Pearl Brook Farm, but was not able to do
much because of the unfavorable weather.
James W. Owen, for many years with
Or. A. S. Davis at Turtle Head, and for the
past nine years with Mr. E. K. Harris, arrived by tlie Boston boat Tuesday and went
to Castine to get the Harris cottage ready
fur tlie family.
Frank W. Twombly arrived home from
tlwr I'

i.f

M

!:ki

wool;

lmr rotiirnorl

to not

uslier at the Music Festival in Bangor
last Thursday, Friday and Saturday and ti>
attend the commencement exercises at the
college the first of this week.

as

Herbert L. Grinned, formerly of Libertyville, who has been employed in Boston fur
the past four years as a driver and coachman, recently changed his profession and is
driving an electric car, having been appointed motorman 2268 on the surface cars
of the Boston Elevated Railway.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Wescott returned
home from their wedding tour Monday
forenoon.
They visited Mooselread I.ake
and other points and on Saturday attended
the closing concert of the Bangor music
Mrs. Sarah B. Dinsmore joined
festival.
them in Bangor and attended the concert
with them.
Mr. Sampson A. Reed and family of Minneapolis are in their pleasant “Lung View’’
cottage at Excelsior Lake, Minnetonka, for
the summer. Mr. Reed will go east the last
of June, to Dartmouth College, Hanover,
N. II., where his class id' ’74 will celebrate
their thirtieth anniversary, after which he
wrill go to Boston and Peak’s Island for a
short time.
The President has appointed Captain
William II. Reeder of the navy, William M.
Bradley of Portland, Me., and Henry M.
Waite of Lexington, Ky., a grandson of the
late Chief Justice Waite of the .supreme
Court, a board to select the most available
site for a naval training station on the
Great Lakes. Mr. Bradley is a native of
Buoksport and a prominent Portland

lawyer.
Mr. W. R. Howard has resigned his position as Governor in Friends School in
Providence, R. I., aud associated himself
with Mr. Albert E. Bailey in the management of The Allen School of West New ton,
Mass. This is a school for boys— “those
who have the instincts and training of
gentlemen: and its one purpose is to train
such in the ideals of manliness, work and
culture for service." The boys live in two
homes, that of the Head Master, Mr. Hailey,
and that of the assistant Head Master, Mr.
Howard, and the catalogue shows them to
be beautiful homes; while the new schoolhouse, finished in March, 1903, is a fine
building. The school year of 34 weeks begins Sept. 14, 1904. Mr. Howard’s address
until Sept. 1st will be Belfast, Me.

GRAFTERS AND ftlOSSBACKS.

PAST GRAND

MASTERS,

REPUBLICAN

I. 0. 0. F.

COUNTY CONVENTION.

ALMOST A CENTENARIAN.

The Republican voters of the County of Mri. L. C. Clark of Belfaat I* Nlnety-SI*
AmH»a T. C. Dodge.
Baltimore is having a heap of trouble
Waldo are hereby notified to meet by deleYears Young.
Amasa T. 0. Dodge of Bangor was gates, in convention, at the Court House in
with its city council, judging from ediThe late John Perley of Unity was wont
the 13th grand master of the grand Relfast, on Saturday, the sixth day of Autorials and correspondence in the Herlodge.
He was the son of Mr. aud j gust, 1904, at 10.30 o’clock in the forenoon, to answer, when asked how old he was: “I
to nominate a candidate for
Sheriff, am not old. I
ald of that city. This is the more-sur- Mrs. William J.
Dodge and was County Attorney, Judge of Senator,
am eighty years young.” The
Probate, Regisprising as we believe that in the past born in North Searspoft, Waldo I ter of Probate, County Treasurer, and same might be said of Lovisa Chandler
1S17.
The
Nov.
1
Dodge County Commissioner. Also to choose a Clark of Belfast, with an addition of,sixBaltimore was considered one of the County, Maine,
is of English origin, but mem-1 County Committee, and transact any other teen
to the number of years. Mrs. Clark
■cleanest of American cities, so far as family
bers have resided in this country for business which may properly come before
was born in Searsmont September 12, 1807,
the municipal administration was con- nearly three centuries. We have men- said convention.
Each city and town will be entitled to one and is consequently nearly ninety-seven
cerned. It had a handsome city build- tion of one William Dodge, who was
and one additional delegate for years of
age. She was one of seven chilborn in Salem, Mass., as early as the delegate,
that
was
built
of
white
marble
ing
every forty votes cast for the Republican dren of
John and Abigail (Ladd) Bartlett,
1040.
year
candidate
for
Governor
in
and
one ad1902,
within the appropriation and without
Wm. J. Dodge, the father of Amasa, ditional delegate for twenty-five or more who came to Searsmont from the Kennebec
a taint or suspicion of jobbery, and
was a farmer near North
Searsyort. votes in excess of the last forty votes, and when this section was a wilderness and the
that alone was justly considered a mark He was a most devout member ot the one additional delegate^ for each town that only road across the country was a bridle
Methodist church and very naturally cast twenty-five votes and less than forty,
of distinction of which any city might
path. They cleared the land, built a log
after his son Amasa had passed through for the Republican candidate for Governor
in 1902.
But
seem to
Upon this basis the following al- house and established their home in the
well he proud.
the grades of the village school he was
lotment has been made:
forest. The daughter Lovisa, the subject
have changed since then. The task of sent to the Wesleyan seminary in Read- Belfast.
14Northport.3 of this
his education was com- Belmont.2
sketch, married Samuel B. Clark of
Palermo.2
raising Baltimore from its ashes has tield, where
When the young man left Brooks.31 Prospect .3 Northport, and they lived in that town
pleted.
been made the more difficult by the ad- home to seek his fortune he went to Burnham .3Searsmont
3
38earsport. 3 aboutt a year after their marriage, when
vent in city affairs of “grafters” and Boston, where he found employment Frankfort.
Freedom. 2 Stockton Springs. 4
moved to Lincolnville and lived there
He next Isleshoro .2SwanviUe.C they
“mossbacks.” A correspondent in com- with one Sarn’i B. Capen.
Jackson.2 Thorndike
3 until his death, which occurred twenty
went
into
trade
at
North
j
Searsport,
Knox
mending the Herald for its clean and and
2 Trov. 4 years
ago. Mr. Clark was a farmer and
subsequently conducted a hotel at
Unity.4
manly fight against these enemies of the same place. The running of hotels Liberty.3
Lincoln ville.3, Waldo.
2 blacksmith, one who worked early and late,
the public good admits that a seeming- became his business during a large por- Monroe. 3 Winterport. 5 tilling the soil by day and working at the
Montyille. 5
of his life.
He conducted hostel- Morrill .C2|
88 forge and anvil at odd hours, often by the
ly Sisyphean task confronts it, and con- tion
ries at North Dixmont, Belfast, Bangor
The
Committee will be in session light of a lantern. Ilis wife was in no wise
cludes :
and Portland in this State, and in New at the County
Court House at nine o’clock a. m., on behind him in industry, doing all the work
Those festooned warts and embossed York and Washington, D.
C.
He the day of the convention to receive the
that fell to woman’s lot in those days. The
carbuncles who have prostituted public achieved a reputation in this line that credentials: the delegates are
requested to
older ladies will realize this when they learn
office to private greed during the past extended far and wide.
Mr. Dodge present the same promptly.
Per order of the Republican County Com- that she often spun ten skeins of yarn in a
week must not go unwhipt of justice. was an ideal host.
No weary traveler
Indeed, these “grafters” are as callous ever sought his inn in vain.
After a mittee.
day in addition to doing the housework for
Gf.o. E. Johnson, Chairman,
to public sentiment and as barren of season at North Dixmont, in about
a large family. She was the mother of four0. F. Drake, Secretary.
those ennobling traits that constitute 1852, Mr. Dodge went to Rangor, where
teen children, and three sons and three
Relfast, Me., May 7, A. i>. 1904.
rugged manhood as is the Asiatic tree he purchased the old New England
daughters are now living. The survivors
whose drip is poison and whose shadow House, changing its name to ihe
Dodge
are:
George O. Clark of Lowell, Mass.;
is death. But everything comes to him House. He was very popular while in
Dr. Alden’s Appointment.
John Horatio Clark of Rockport, Maine;
who waits. The “itching palmists” will Bangor, his house becoming a
very
not need to wait long.
noted one.
Dr. Carlos C. Alden of New York, a Francis Ansel Clark, with whom the mothGentlemen, the music to the “GrafSoon after the war of the rebellion I grandson of the late Hon. Hiram O. Alden er makes her home; Painelia, widow of Alters’ Waltz” has begun. On with the Mr. Dodge left Bangor for Washington, I
of tliis city, lias been appointed dean of the fred Miller of Rockport; Lucy Jane, wife
dance!
D. C'., where he obtained a position in ;
Buffalo Law School and will assume charge of Ephraim Knight of Lincolnville; and
The Herald, in commenting on this the Agricultural Department, that city
of the school iu September. He was the Mary, wife of Frank Dorman of Belfast.
his
home
the
remain-1
becoming
during
letter and others of like tenor, in which
Her oldest son, James Clark of Belmont,
der of his life.
During the last 20 unanimous choice of the faculty. The Bufthose who stand in the way of needed
served in the army, and was accidentally
years of his residence at the national falo Illustrated Times says:
public improvements are charged with capital he was an attorney in pension | Dr. Alden is one of,New York’s foremost shot a few years ago while riding home
lawyers. He is 38 years old and has been from a visit to his brother and sister in
having “misled and frightened the and patent claims before those depart- \ an
active practitioner before the New York
meats, lie was not, however, a regu-1
the
of
whole community by raising
bar for 15 s ears. For a number of years lie Rockport. Her father was a soldier in the
cry
lar practicing lawyer.
He owned a1
She has thirty-five living
lias been instructor in practice and plead- war of 1812.
enormous taxes,” says:
tine residence, takiiig great delight in
ing in the New York University Law- grandchildren and fifteen great grandchilMr. Dodge never lost in- I School. lie lias been a successful
As for the traitors, there is a Nemesis, gardening.
practicterest in his native State, and was al-! ing lawyer, and be has been engaged in liti- dren. Of her father's family one sister remore certain and more tragical than any
intluence a newspaper can summon. In ways loyal to Maine. lie was a fre- gation affecting labor. Among the cases in mains, Mrs. Dorothy Crommett of China,
Mrs. Clark is in good health and
close observations of nearly a quarter quent visitor to his native town and at which lie was interested was that before Me.
When i tile Court of Appeals affecting the constitu- spirits; her hearing is good, and she can
of a century in polities we have noticed places of his former residence.
of the eight hour law. His long
tionality
liis
last
illness came he was making ;
that when a member of the Legislature,
and successful career before the bar has see to read coarse print without the aid of
or a member of the city council sells
preparations to visit a brother in Bel- ! led him to seek honors ill another field, lie glasses. If nothing unforeseen occurs she
msi.
*vi
i.
men
n
at
himself he comes to see the day when
ioouge
asningion, has decided to give up his practice. He bids fair to
round out a century of life, all
death is welcome. The price of treach- March 87, 1814, aged 77 years. lie was will devote his time to teaching and writthe years of which have been filled with
twice
at
and
his
deatli
was
is
however
never
married,
large,
large enough
ery.
written several important text nooks which work and doing her best, with the means at
to last: the bankruptcy in honor always survived by a wife and two sons.
It is something of a coincidence that are well known to the lawyers of the land. her command, for those near and dear to
leads to bankruptcy in’ everything else.
Personally l)r. Alden is a genial and culThe man who handled the most corrupt in the early sixties there were three I tured
gentleman. He has a host of friends her, and her children are seeing to it that
money in Maryland died penniless. Some l’ast Grand Masters of the jurisdiction throughout the State, made by his quiet her last days shall be passed in comfort.
of
Maine
of those now living who fattened off
holding government positions and unassuming manner. He comes from
corruption have seen their fortunes at Washington, D. €., at the same old Puritan stock, being a direct descendA BELFAST BOY’S DISCOVERY.
time:
Past Grand Master Ezra 1!. ant of John Alden.
lie is from an old
dwindle.
(hid is merciful, but He never spares French of Xobleboro, Second Auditor 1 Maine family. His loss to New York will
ot the Treasury Department; Past be Buffalo’s gain. The removal of the dis- A Novel Use of n Bicycle Tire in Dairya t ra'tor.
tinguished lawyer to Buffalo will be pleasWork.
in
The Herald is de- Grand Master Nathan Emerson of Or-! ant news to the bar association here. The
A later editorial
clerk in the Naval Agents office, accession of the new
A Belfast farmer boy is using a novel
land,
the
dean
will
place
voted to the city council, and the ef- and Past Grand Master
Amasa T. 0. i Buffalo Law School on a footing that is sec- and highly effective anti-switch on the cows
forts made to curtail its powers. It Dodge, in the Agricultural Depart-1 ond to none in the country. The Buffalo
in his charge.
There are many devices in
meat.
| Law School will be prepared to give a use for preventing cows from switching
says: “There are those who will cry
Mr. Dodge became interested in Odd course of two years which will be a eredi’
that we cannot have representative
Alden himself will lecture their tails while being milked, hat all are
Fellowship while a resident of North to the city. Dr.
and Pleading.”
He is emigovernment without the city council. Dixmont. lie was one of the charter on “Practice
open to more or less serious objections.
nently conversant with tlieis, the most Some
M e do not have it with the city council. members of Oriental Dodge, No. do, technical and difficult
require too much time for adjustin the law
subject
ment, some hurt the cows and make them
It is
misrepresentative government. which lodge was instituted at Dixmont, curriculum.
24, 1851. The lodge was never |
kick, and others are dangerous in case of
M e allow a lot of cheap ignoramuses January
a robust body while it remained at Dixan accident.
The youth above referred to
SOUTH SEAKSPOUT ITEMS.
with itching palms to mutilate the mont, the highest point in
takes a worn-out bicycle tire and places
in
reached
1853
when
of
a
to
it
had
sell
little
their
ship
being
plans
great city,
one side over the cow’s back just forward
In 1852, as beLester Dow is visiting his parents, Mr.
votes for pitiful prices and to spread fifty-three members.
of the hips, the other side hanging down
fore mentioned, 51 r. Dodge, who was and Mrs. Wilson N. Dow.
abroad a feeling of smallness and con- one of the leading spirits, moved to
behind just above the gambrels.
Tiie tire
;
Percy Scribner of the New England holds its
tempt.” And further: “Frankly, we Bangor, Other members left town, un- Telegraph
circular form, hut is flexible enough
and Telephone line was in town
til
in
1859
the
to allow for any ordinary movement, but
membership had become recently.
do not expect the present city council
reduced to but seven.
At the session \
to do anything tiiat it is not forced to : of the
Miss Lillian E. Scribner from Chelsea, holds the tail firmly in place. It can be
Grand Lodge of Maine in 1859, I
do, cr to act for the city when it can be 5Iessrs. Amasa T. C. Dodge, Norris II. Mass., is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. changed from one cow to another instantly
II. T. Scribner.
and does not annoy the animals.
The
bought by private interests." Is there Bragg, F. A. Bean and Joshua Dennis, j
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Welch of Pittsfield writer of this saw it in use and even nermembers of Oriental Lodge, introduced
American
free
from
this sort
any
city
the following petition: “The under-, were in town recently, visiting his parents, vous young heifers paid no attention to it,
of tiling- Are there not lesser, perH W and Mrs. Welch.
hut it did what was required of it to persigned, residents of Bangor, being a * Rev.
haps in some instances greater, Tam- majority of the members of Oriental j The remains of Mrs. Cynthia Grant, form- fection The device is not patented as an
Miss
Mason
of
this
located
at
who
would
erly
Cynthia
all
Lodge,
over
this country. The disDixmont,
place,
repmany's
anti-switch, although most bicycle tires are
resent that but one member of said died in Lynn, Mass., last winter, have been
closures. made in McClure's Magazine
patented so far as their original use is
now resides in said town, and interred here.
lodge
show that St Louis, Chicago and some but one
other nearer than this city;
The Memorial day exercises in school dis- concerned, and the discoverer gives it out
otiler large cities are ring-ridden and consequently w e are unable to do busi- trict No. 8, .Miss Theodate Merithew, teach- for the benefit of his brother milkers.
at the mercy of boodlers and grafters. ness as a lodge, and are deprived of the er, were as follows: Singing, America, bv
the school; History of Our Flag, by Letti'e
BELGIAN HARES.
We
would
privilege of meeting.
Tammany is no doubt quite as black as therefore request that we be allowed Welch; Blue and the Gray, Ethel Smart;
American
Inez
At
Flag,
Smart;
it is painted, but there are other or- to move said
Magnolia
lodge to Ibis city, tBan- Centre, Oliver Smart; The Flag, IIenrv
A Once Flourishing- llusiness in Maine
ganizations upon which charcoal would, got and that Oriental Lodge, No. no, Thompson; Love of Country, Hazel Smart;
Which i* No More.
at Dixmont, may be hereafter known dialogue, North and South,
make a white mark.
Evelyn Welch,
In a Maine paper a few days ago there
as Oriental Lodge, No.
00, of Bangor.” Florence Smart, Hazel Smart,’ Norman
The request was granted and the lodge Welch, Charlie Clements and Elina Thomp- appeared a small advertisement setting
son ; quotations, by all.
A Searsport Bedstead.
moved to Bangor.
forth that the one who inserted it had BelThere was then
but one other lodge in the city and 1
The Memorial day exercises in school gian hares for sale. To many
newspapers,
M. E. liurgin of Searsport recently there was ample room for two. Ori- district No.!), Mrs. Mabel Mathews, teachas well as a great many
people of Maine
completed a bedstead that in some re- ental Lodge took on new life, growing er, were as follows: Singing, America, by
in other pursuits, this brought
spects is a wonderful piece of work- rapidly, until today it is one of the Bertha Bradford, Boy Spaulding and ker- engaged
vin Rogers; declamation, Harold Rogers; recollections ot a former
flourishing busimanship, says an exchange. The head- largest and best in the jurisdiction of exercise,
by ten pupils recitation, lllue
it might be called an industry, of the
board is six feet, live inches high, the 5Iaine.
> and
the Gray, by Nellie Dow ; declamation, ness,
corner posts of yellow birch, two inches
5Ir. Dodge became a member of tlie Our Standing Army, Kerwin
Rogers; rec- state, which made quite a flurry and somesquare: the eioss bars, four in number, Grand Lodge of Maine in July, 1851, itation, Decoration Day, Sadie Maddocks; thing of a scare.' It was in lsioo that the
are inlaid.
The panels are of white while a resident of North Dixmont. In singing, Red, White and Blue, by four pu- business readied its zenith. Belgian hare
wood, veneered with California red- 1856 he was elected Grand Master. It pils ; declamation, Our flag, by George Ilus- companies sprang up in all parts of the
Pride of Jennie State; scarcely a settlement could he found
wood.
The footboard is three feet, six was the misfortutie of 51 r. Dodge to tus; recitation, The
that did not have its breeder of the animals.
inches high, with corner posts the same have been Grand 5Iaster at a time McNeal, Bertha Bradford; singing, March- The
newspapers took it up and some booming Through Georgia, by the school. The
as on headboard; there are three crosswhen the Order was on the decline,
ed the business, and others had
program was well carried out, after which
only ridibars of whitewood inlaid and two pan- following its unhealthy grow th in the
cule
for the claims of the enthusiasts.
appropriate remarks were made by Comels also veneered with California red- lirst decade. Its membershin bail h
An association was organized
rade A. Stinson, and then all marched to
by the
wood. Two sides of tiie corner posts reduced from about u,000 in 1S40, to the cemetery where the graves of our fallen breeders and they could see only the golden
are also inlaid.
The sideboards are in but 1,300 in 1850,-and it was not sur-! heroes, who laid down their lives for their shower that was coming their way. They
°.®
On returning
.1.UUWI3CI) I1C11 ai
cypress in the natural color. Fourteen prising that Grand Master Dodge could country, were decorated.
once through the medium of the hares.
different woods are used in the con- ond but little encouragement after sur- from the cemetery three rousing cheers And then
some
of-those
were given for the living soldiers.
who hail invested
struction of tiie bedstead and ii,300 dif- vey ot fbe field.
The years which foland raised a few marketable animals
began
ferent pieces of wood used.
lowed saw a still further shrinkage, unto look around for a place to sell the hares
til it reached its lowest ebb in 1805
Customers were lacking and the great deMemorial Sunday in Portland.
mand which had been talked about was not
The Cabbage Trust.
with about 1,100 members.
After Mr. I
insight.
began to wonder where all
Dodge left the State his interest waned
Memorial Sunday was observed at the moneyThey
which
were going to make
Is it a vision? Is it truth? The farm- until finally he
dropped out of the or- the Secord Parish Congregational out of the businessthey
was coming from. About
ers about Racine, Wis., can tell better
der. In after years, when the Odd Felthis
time
the
annual
church, Portland, Sunday morning,
report of the fish and
than we, who must be content to swear
lowship in tl is State had revived and when Bosworth Post,
Xo. 2. G. A. R., game commissioners came out. In it they
by the despatches. They are sure that became one of the leading institutions, and Relief Corps,
and Shepley Camp, called attention to the Belgium hares, also to
a knot of those farmers made small
he realized his error, regretting his ac- Sons of
the danger which would result if
they were
Veterans, and their Ladies’ to escape
and went on to say that in Southfortunes by forming a cabbage trust tion.
In conversation with the writer i Aid
were the guests of the oc- ern
society,
where the business had
California,
and “hanging on” to their cabbages. Mr. Dodge expressed a desire to
I
again casion. The sermon by the pastor, nourished, tiie
The sauerkraut factories had to buy unite with the
quickly became safraternity, but he never i Rev. R. T. Hack, was on True Patriot- tiated with tiie people
hares as a food and the
lie was a most agreeable gentle- I ism. Mr. Hack in
cabbages or shut down. The farmers j did.
conclusion
said that price had fallen to so low a point tiiat there
held on, sold only in small lots, and at
man and
dearly loved to meet an old his prayer was that when the Grand was no profit ill raising them. The commislast forced ti e price to $50 a ton
time Odd Fellow and with him go over
printed reports from various
Army was mustered out that they sionersof also
"Three of these cleared $30,000 and a the past.
the country to show that they were
parts
IIis reminiscences of the might be mustered into
the grand army not a safe animal
to introduce into Maine.
dozen others smaller amounts.” If the early fathers of the order in this State j on
high, and serve forever with the
,*'*'1 this the business declined very rapstory of this Cabbage Trust is not true, was something worth listening to, and captain of their salvation.
until
is
now
it
in the “also ran” class.
idly
it ought to be.
It will be solemnly be- once heard would never be
forgotten.
lieved in this shop until a ton of affidaRussell G. Dyer,
vits to the contrary appears.—With the
Maine’s Insurance Figures.
Aroostook for Cobb.
Grand Secretary.
Procession, Everybody’s Magazine for
The
lion.
36th
Will.
T. Cobb, we believe, without
June.
annual
CONDUCTOR CLEMENT.
report of the State
insurance commissioner was given out doubt, will be the choice of the Aroostook
that will be sent to the ConvenSWANVILLE CENTRE.
Waterville, June 1. After to-day May 26th. The premiums received by delegation
tion charged with tiie nomination of a ReMrs. Dowling has returned tb her home Waterville will have an alderman re- all companies doing business in this publican candidate
for Governor.
AroosState in 1903 were $2,232,436. The took
in Malden, Mass—Yr White and wife of siding out of town. Alderman Owen
likes a candidate who reprelosses paid were $1,489,358. The losses sents county
of
W.
Clement
ward
2
will
to
Belfast
business
go
and
breadth,
cleanability
Winter port w ere the guests of his son, II.
where he will assume his incurred by the foreign fire companies ness of character.—Presque Isle Star-HerP. White, Sunday—Mrs. Reuben Smart is to-morrow,
ald.
amounted
to $1,538,044 and were 71.76
new duties as a conductor on the Maine
One of the strongest things to the credit
sewing for Miss Mary Cunningham_ Central railroad, taking the train so percent of the premiums collected.
Herbert Knowlton is at work for Abraham
of Mr. Cobb in his canvass for the goverin
of
conductor Jerry Sullicharge
Curbs—Mrs. Norton of New Jersey is long
norship has been the unanimity with which
those who have been closely associated
spending the summer with her parents, Mr. van. Mr. Clement will move his famMaine State House Insured.
and Mrs. Jennys... William Clements vis- ily to Belfast, where he will take up a
with him in business or political affairs are
ited his brother in Monroe Sunday. permanent residence. He has resigned
supporting his candidacy. The campaign
Augusta,
1904.
Me.,
For
May
31,
Richard Robertson is at work for Wilmont from all of the
on his part and the part of his friends has
city committees on the first time since Maine
Robertson....E. E. Clements and family of which he was
a thus far been fair, dignified and free from
serving, but has been re- State the State House has became
been
inSearsport were the guests of his sister, quested not to
any and all personal attacks upon other i
resign as an alderman.
Mrs. H. P. White, Sunday.Granville
sured. The council today accepted 24 candidates. His course has been clean, upMr. Clement came to Waterville 34
Lenfest has bought the farm owned by
in
policies
all, representing as many right and manly. From the beginning of
Charles Marden and which was so long oc- years ago, when he first entered the different
companies. The total amount his campaign up to the present time not an
service
of
the
Maine
Wilson
Central
as
Colson.Calvin
brakeWebb
cupied by
unkind or disparaging word has been said
of insurance is $500,000.
is at home on a visit to bis parents, Mr. and man.
For the past 20 years he has
regarding his competitors. All the “mud
Mrs. A. T. Webb.
been a conductor of freight trains runslinging” and innuendoes have been left
for others.
Candor, fairness and courtesy
ning out of this station and has reBesides its high class literary fea- have
An Alarm Clock for 25c.
characterized his every word and the
sided at the corner of Main and Chap- tures, the National
for
June
If you want to get up early and feel good
Magazine
words of his supporters.—Aroostook Relin streets for the past 22 years. Mr. treats in text and
all day take a Little Early Riser or two at
pictures of the three publican.
bed time. These famous little pills relax •Clement’s new train is in the passenger great news interests of the time—the
and
the
run
is so arranged World’s Fair at St. Louis, the war in
the nerves, give quiet rest and refreshing department
sleep, with a gentle movement of the bowels that he will be at home every night and the Far East and the national political
about breakfast time.
W. H. Howell,' at every meal. For the past 15 years
campaign. Edmund S. Hoch, assistant
Houston, Tex., says “Early Risers are the Mr. Clement has been in charge of to the chief of
exhibits, gives an
best pill made for constipation, sick head- trains that took
him away from home authoritative account of the
For Infants and Children.
ache. biliousness, etc.”
principal
Sold by R. H.
every
evening.
exhibit
features
of
the
exposition. The
Moody.
political article, of the number is “The
Semi-Centennial of the Republican
Dyspepsia—bane of human existence.
Burdock Blood Bitters cures it, promptly,
Party,” an historical sketch by Charles
permanently. Regulates and tones the
M. Harvey, associate editor of the *«■**»of
stomach.

notherLoT^i
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GLENWOGD RANGES,

$

TINWARE,

cooking easy.

$

of

posssibility

no

Ranges j

p'ease the hard to please. They
are titted with the most reliable
oven heat indicator, and
have
known
device
to
make
every

disappointment

if you have

an

ATLANTIC.
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NEED REPAIRS?

DOES

Belfast.8
Belmont. l
Brooks
s. 2
Burnham. 2
Frankfort.
2
Freedom.

as
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Marine
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LEAD THEM Al I
NEED REPAIRS?
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Now is tlve time to have it done
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OPTICIANS.

BYRON BOYD, Secretary.
Bangor, April 28, 1904.

county is entitled to 51 delegates,

sy*

TnissHI

^Clock StationaryMotor;

RcpubliCan

Waldo
lows:

OP EX

( EYEX1XGS (

at 1.30 o’clock, F. M.
[or tlie purpose oi nominating a candidate for
Governoi to be supported at the September Elec
tion, and for tin* transaction of such other business as may properly come before it.
Tlu* basis of representation will be as follows:
Each City. Town and Plantation will be entitled
to one uelegatc; and for rich 7f> votes east for
candidate for Governor m I9U_\
the
an additional delegate; an I for a fraction of 40
votes in excess of 7f> voles, a further additional
delegate. Vacancies in t ie delegation of any
('it \. T,.\vn o Plantation can only he filled by
residents of the County ir.-which the vacancies
exist.
Tlie Nt;q«- Committee will be in session in the
reception room oi the Hall at 12.30 o'clock P. M..
oil the day of the Convent on. for the purpose of
receiving the credentials oi delegates. Delegates,
in order to he eligible to participate in the Convention. must la* elected subsequent to the date
oi the call for rliis Conven ion.
All electors of Maine, without regard to past
political alliliations, who believe in the principles
of the R publiean Party, and endorse its policies
are cordially invited to unite under this call in
electing delegates to this Convention.
Per Order, Republican State Committee,
F. M. SIMPSON, Chairman.

WARE,

Watch Mitchell k

THE AUDITORIUM, BANGOR,
WEDNESDAY, JINK

la^ps

*

MIANUS
MOTOR

Satisfaction guaranteed

:

in every

Morrill. l
North port.
Palermo.2
Prospect. 1
Searsmout. 2

WORKS

department.

•it)-:?;*, i*..;

1*0 R I

w

\\

H.J. LOCKE & SON

Searsport.2
Stockton Springs. 2
Jackson.1 Swanville.1

\

i \K

Islesborough.1
Knox

1 Thorndike

Liberty

1

J. F.

.2

3
Troy
Lincolnville.2 Unity.3
Monroe.
Waldo.— 1
Moutville.3 Winterport.3

That
the Fernald movement in
Franklin county is on the wane there
is no doubt whatever.
There was a
time a few weeks ago when the bugaboo was new, and the people hadn’t
been given time to think it over, but
they have had time since to think it
over and to learn a good deal about the
various candidates.—Maine Woodsman.

WILSON, President.
FRED RACKLIFF, Secretary.

Waldo County

I
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Agricultural Society

Liver, stomach and bowel com- \
plaints, blood disorders, feverish- %
M ness, nervousness, ami the irrita- R
M tine and debilitating conditions R
m brought on by worms, are quickly re- R
M
lieved and perm mently cured by
R

/ Dr.
H
■
■
■
■
■

True's

Home

Write for free
dren ud
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Supply Co, "’"Vi
WANTED.

If You Want to Get a

Summer Board

QuickSale

Semi tor our free uescrip
tion blanks.
We require no payment
in advance.
We use our own money
to advertise your proper-

|

Dr. 4. F. Trie ■

Aubur«,

v'

tfS

Elixir!

It Is a wonderful tonic and builder of
flesh and muscle.
Makes weakly childreu strong and robust.
For over 50
mothers
years used and praised by
33 o-nts at all druggists.
everywhere.

big catalogue

200 OTHKK PRK>111

Childhood SEPT. 6, 7 & 8. 04.
M
a

L

$lt> assortment of s.
Spices, Tea. Coffee, Cocoa, Toil,
Standard Groceries.
Send at once for our

ANNUAL FAIR AT BELFAST,

ILLS OK

Handsome

Given with

By thousands of Brooklyn penpl.few? It so. list your liotise in thi
DAILY EA(II.E FREE INFORM'
REAL, for which purpose a print
vided.
The service of the INFORM ATI* >v

a

ty.

over 300 sales in Maine
since l!H)l to men from JO
States is our guarantee to
you that our methods are right.
If you want to buy a farm get our FREE
Catalogue. It will tell you where the bargains are and save you tune and money.
31. S. STILKs,

K

Brooks, 31anager

for

E. A. Strout,

Will Cost You Not!?'1
The Brooklyn Eagle is the beM n
diuin in tin* world. It carries mon
tisements than any New York nap
PRE-EMINENTLY at the head.
An ADVERTISEMENT in the
little, but brines large results
EAGLE INFORMATION BUREAl
ly helping it.
Write for listing blank, picture
Advertising Rate Card. Address

Waldo C ounty

New York

■■

I

<

City,

INFORMATION BURFAl
Second-hand goods

of every
ion. F u

BROOKLYN DAILY

.descrip-

\

I

N

Brook I .1

ture, I
Mention the paper in which >**"
bedding, carpets,
stoves, e,tc. An- advertisement.
tique furniture a

a

r n

i

specialty. If you j
have anything to
md you will receive
WALTER H. COO vi BS,
prompt call.
Coiner Cross and Federal St., Belfast
ly5J

|

BELFAST 4 MEAD LAKE
RAILROAD

WANTED
Ladies to know that tumors, cancers
and all uterine troubles can be cured
by a simple borne treatment. One boa
given to every lady addressing Ladles’
H one Treatment Co., 257 DeerlngAve

Portland, Me.

Agents wanted. 4t51*

1

COftir.l

Cl.KRK’s Oi

*

Belfast. Mf., May

Notice is liereby given that the ni
this corporation will be held
House, in Belfast,‘Wednesday, July *•
lo A. HI., for the
following pu'rpost
1st. To hear and act upon the r<T
directors, treasurer and trustees.
2d. To ehet nine directors for
year.
3d. To act upon ar.v other business
legally come before said meeting
Per order.
WM. II. QUIMBV
of

>

1

A

ARRIVAL

the Most Rich and Pros-

aio

Y

(^URUGUAY.

jntry of South America. Novel
landing Passengers.
-pondence of The Journal.]
hi. Uruguay, April 27,
ui r manifold experiences
urican ports, we flattered

v

nothing

more

the line of disagreeable
transit from ship to shore,
vessels

where

ports

via

civilized pier and dis-

a

over

passengers
as

,o

angel's

a

visits.

gangAs a

cast three or four miles
iadder-like stairs are let

s

from the upper deck, and
to row

people descend
me dancing over

tiie bil-

urpose. Such an experiagli in the usual rough

n

remembrance of sharks beneath, you may be compelled to make
nervous

alarming leaps
or occasionally
improvised bridge

some

chasms,
remained

: 11

1

ting through the crush, nor around it,
under it; so perforce, you must go
over it on your own two legs, and trust
your luggage to the waiting swarms of
yelling, fighting cargadores. Picking
your way from boat to boat, with

watery

over

to walk over

of oars laid
And when at last your trembling feet are safe on terra firma, you
an

across.

utterly “unstrung” as to be glad
the enforced delay in the Custom

are so

of

House, where you must await the convenience of petty officials to be searched as a possible smuggler; and you are
ready to vow that you will end your
days in Montevideo, if getting out of it
is as difficult a matter as getting in.
Naturally, we had intended going direct from

Patagonia and

its

neighboring

islands to the Argentine Republic, that
i.st spring off the stairs
country lying next in regular course of
instant when tiie tiny
travel around the Southern continent.

near

:

vine

.it.

the crest of a

on

successfully perbe rowed through

But when we came to
for Buenos

that not one of

purchase

un-

carried to land
at Guatemala on

we were
men;

llico in

-m

in a

;

barrel;

wagons; at
and a hun-

roeky coasts where bilusteroug for other means,
hoisted up and swung
;ke cattle, seated on a
u

a

rough

box or tub—

and round in mid-air

as

apparatus slowly perform,tia;

finally dumped, with a
waiting scow, or

some

u

,ed for no such trouble at

■

■!.

e

rich and

iniis

splendid capUruguay, which has

tickets

;

Plata, leaving

them to

make their own way across the mouth
of that mighty river by one of the many
local steamers that are

constantly plying to and fro. Therefore, being in
Uruguay and having had quite enough
of its landing facilities to last a lifetime,

we

have decided to see whatever

is of interest in the small
fore

Republic be-

doubling back on our
greater neighbor.

course

to

visit its

“La Banda Oriental,
(the Eastern
Strip!, as this country is generally
known among South Americans,
once a part of Argentina, the latter
was

estuary.
ing properly only
Campaclie and Next to the Amazon and the Missisblessings, sippi, it is the largest river on the
ide an unusually careful
Western Hemisphere, its mouth being
-.■• morning that we were
120 miles across, straight as a line can
video, expecting to skip, be drawn between Montevideo and
a gang-plank into the
When Sebastian Cabot
Buenos Ayres.
:i
aged smilliug, from his christened it the “River of Silver'
answer to the welcome
(somewhere about the year 1320), it was
Ail ashore.”
But, to our by no means on account of the purity
i.
there was neither dock of its coffee-colored
water, but because,
-■glit: the stuccoed palaces having stolen enormous quantities of
an gleaming dim in the dis- treasure from the coast Indians, the
ven tlie stair-like ladder
insatiable Spaniards believed that by
ini quo, lashed up under
following up the course of the stream
What did it mean?
they would find still richer regions in
ady, ladies? said the ever- the interior. The river is salt twelve
and there upon we miles or more above Montevideo, and
.11,
•-d to the end of the ship its turbid yellow tide does not mix
q> highest above tlie water readily with the ocean, but may be dist be ■•fore” or "aft" 1 am tinctly traced away out into the Atlancough to tell you. Away tic fully a hundred miles.
lining, tossing, rocking litUruguay, the old Indian name of the
anced and receeded, the region, has been made the legalized title
the bilious; and straight of this smallest of South American Reearner's side dangled a lad- publics, and so incorporated in its coni rope--made fast at the stitution; yet its inhabitants are comiging loose at the bottom monly spoken of by their South Ameriif at nowhere, far above can neighbors as “Orientals”—with the
■■

pon which uv had often
sailors ascending and de-

caricatures of Jacob’s
arveled at their temerity,

ar

at

;

nobody

conceived the

tals."
very strong on the
Though least in area, let nobody imagine
that Uruguay is of lesser importance
accent

than the other Southern Republics. On
the contrary, though it has an area of

tween the steamer, the
tl e tug; and then it dawnlike a blow on the head,
mally expected to clamber
i.
railing, climb band under

only 73,135 square miles (being a trille
larger than England), with a total pop-

those frail ropes to their
ice, and cling there above
irep till that bobbing tug

extent, and hardly

enough—then drop, and
videuce! Though it seemalk a pirate's plank could
■•re harrowing, there was no
nothing to be done but
deck rail and get outside of
u

■

ale ropes, with as little dis■'iery as circumstances will
a
breezy (lay at sea; say,

ulation of 300,000, it is one of the richest
and most prosperous. There is not an
acre of unproductive soil in its whole
the

a

only country—at

pauper; and it is
least on this side

of the world—where American gold is
Whereas in Mexico,
at a discount.

Peru, Chili, Argentina, Brazil, and all
the rest of them, one receives a good
round premium on Uncle Samuel’s
gOiUeil CUIUS, Vrtljuig luauivuuv »vwiuing to the times, but always consider-

able—in Montevideo you pay heavily
for the privilege of getting your twen-

ty-dollar gold pieces turned into the coin
i. adieu,” shut your eyes, of that arrogant country. At present
or dear life, while the ship
Uruguay’s principal source of wealth is
Late statistics
and down as usual- till in cattle and sheep.
-bouts ‘‘Drop!” Then you place the number of sheep on its ranches
ting to fall into fathoms at 11,000,000; cattle 8,000,00o and horses
into the interior of a shark, 8,000,000. So genial is the climate and
and presently lind yourself productive the soil that any grain or
:icd heap on the slippery fruit of the temperate, torrid or frigid
little tug.
Then you gath- zones can be grown in abundance—from
mangled remains and hasten sugar and cotfee to wheat and corn,
your blushes (and probably bananas and potatoes, pineapples and
if not more strong minded pippins. There is plenty of the best
average woman), in the tiny pasturage in the world; plenty of water
cabin, striving to repair dam- for mechanical purposes and for the
i regain something like com- Hocks and herds; plenty of stone and
mie your comrades in distress timber for building material; and geolo!l
(going the same ordeal.
gists assert that the entire upp^ycorner
""■'(■
aged people, children and of the cone-shaped Republic ®uuderan not lie trusted to make this
layed by exhaustless coal beds. So
passage for themselves, and many are the navigable rivers that one
passengers are just picked up can go by water to almost any section
M il overboard into
somebody’s of the country, and natural harbors are
1 si retched below.
To he sure, frequent along the coast. The fact is,
:
any a slip’t wixt the cup and Uruguay is almost a peninsula, having
and it sometimes happens— an Atlantic seaboard of 120 miles, a
■

■■'

■

1

1
■

miscalculation is made or the
iway too soon—that an unfor-

southern shore line on the Rio de la
Plata of 235 miles, and a western shore

gets a ducking; but line along the Uruguay River of 270
always plenty of sailors at miles, while on the north, separating it
sli him out of the ocean, and from Brazil, are the rivers Chuy, Yaassured that few had been guaron and Duareiu, and Lake Hirin;
Sharks? Well, yes, it was leaving a land frontier of only 450 miles
■mi.v admitted that there are from the Rio Cuarein to the bar of the
’a these
waters, and they had Chuy river on the Atlantic coast. The
'"wii to snap off unwary legs Rio Negro and its big affluent, the Yi,
■u
nis, therefore one cannot be too intersect the country diagonally, and
about keeping out of their way. there are numerous other rivers of unall the passengers had been pronouucable names but great local immust erred the luggage is pitched portance.
Fannie B. Ward.
hciii; then away you go, packed
For Ovor Sixty Kean.
(Mines in the sweltering, seaAn Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
rocking little tug, till it suddenly Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
c
up against the impenetrable used for over sixty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
,|f small craft of
every descrip- with perfect success. It soothes the child,
scows, rafts,
barges, tenders, softens the gums,allays all pain, cures wind
II
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
e-boats, pleasure yachts, fishing- Is pleasant to the taste.
Sold by druggists
*u solid
phalanx a quarter of a in every part of the world. Twenty-five
J .'"'■
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.
!iceP, that continually line Monte- Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothe0s water
front. There is no get- ing Syrup, and take no other,
ager

■‘

1

1

■

1

1

I

Saves Ten Dollars I

I

ATfear In The Kitchen

$

chat, so that the interest of the
reader is continuously held; and the
lights and shadows of the life of simple
country people are shown in such artistic contrasts in these pages that the
heart is touched by the tender sentiment of one verse, or paragraph even,
while the laugh still lingers from a
page of rollicking humor.
The title of the volume is explained
by a quatrain on the title-page which
refers to “the giant mount which typifies the sturdy strength of Maine,”
Ktaadn being the ancient and Indian
spelling of Katahdin, the king of mountains and practically the centre of the

UR.

GIUSEPPE LAPPONI.

results, he freely avows the facts and endorses the value of this remedy with an authority which no one will venture to question.
Dr. Lapponi'* Letter.
“I certify that I have used Dr. Williams' l’ink Pills in four cases of the
simple amemia of development. After
a few weeks of treatment, the result
came fully up to my expectations.
For
that reason 1 shall not fail in the future
to extend the use of this laudable preparation not only in the treatment of
other forms of the category of amemia
or chlbrosis, but also in cases of neurasthenia and the like.”
Giuseppe Lapponi.
(Signed)
Via dei Gracchi 332 Rome.
“The “simple amemia of development”
referred to by Dr. Lapponi is, of course,
that tired, languid condition of young girls,
whose development to womanhood is tardy
and whose health, at the period of that development, is so often imperilled. His
opinion of the value of Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills for Pale People at that time is of the
highest scientific authority, and it confirms
the many published cases in which amemia
and other diseases of the blood, as well as
the nervous diseases referred to by Dr.
Lapponi, have been cured by these pills.
In all oases of amemia and other diseases
due to impoverished blood, and all affections
of the nerves, such as nervous prostration,
neuralgia, St. Vitus' dance, paralysis and
locomotor ataxia, they are commended to
the confidence of the public, and now that
they have received the emphatic endorsement of so high a professional authority as
Dr. Lapponi, the trusted physician to the
Vatican, they will be accepted by the medical and scientific world at their full value.
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and its

ft

monmrioc

return

nf its

HEADSTONES,
CURBING,

won

mourn.

Then the

Monuments,

ft

who come back lor
the festivals and those who come to

changes to rollicking
fun as in the second section, “While
Waitin’ for the Mail,” where those
gathered about the stove in the forum
of the village, its country store postoffice, tell stories and discuss homely
philosophy and local traditions and hapscene

the superstitions, humor, and
customs of the woods are so vividly set
forth that even those unfamiliar with
the great Maine forests will find their
blood tingling with the joy of outdoors;
while the next division, “In Sight o’
the Sea,” is filled with diverting narrations by the old men gathered to enjoy
the warmth of L'ncle Sidelinger’s fishhouse, where the waves beneath the
wharf afford illusion of the ocean.
In the fifth section, “Down at the
Gate,” comes the evening hour, when
those who have toiled honestly all day
filter out into the dusk and wander
along the village street for a bit of a
chat across the gate, and stories, songs,
and philosophy spice the restful hours.
The book closes with a section of
more general interest, “Of the Rank
and File,” in which the poems are of
the great army of humankind, well preluded by the prefatory lines:
“Down to the West with the setting sun,
And thj shadows are lo'>g behind—
Errors and terrors lying black
Along the course of our travelled track.
Eyes to the Front, then! Look not back.

political convention in Maine
proportions that it canaccommodated in Bangor City

Hall, then it is a convention worth
talking about. That's the way with
the Republican State convention, which
lias long been announced to take place
in City Hall on June 29th. It will be too
big for tiie hall, and so Chairman Simp-

of

Cemetery Wor^.^

HOSIERY.

THE BEST OF WORK AT THE LOWEST FRICES.

In the third section, “Kingdom o’

o\v

is the time to

call,

as we

have

a

NECKWEAR.

large stock of finished work.
Ill

Bridge Street,

Belfast, Haine.

fact, anythinglyou may need for Spring wear,
from the best selected stock I have ever shown.
The hats are beauties, in all the popular
shapes
and colors.

OKEEN TRADING STAMPS.

Dwight P. Palmer,
MASO.XIC

MARK WOOD & SON, Es,a™bSed

1 LIVE

MANUFACTURERS OF

I

Marble Monuments Jablets, Headstones, Etc

I

Our work is second to none and always mves
satisfaction. Our prices are consistent with the
best of material and workmanship.
Now is tintime to place your orders for sprint; deliwrv. l>o
not fail to look at our well selected stock of
finished work before buying elsewhere.
We

“Down to the West—and the journey done,
And the peace of the Night is kind.
handle
Though the loom o’ the Fast is dark back
Auditorium.
there
me convention
is entitled to lL'il'
IRON VASES,
From whence we came, we shall not care
delegates, and with these will come ! If only the evening skies be fair.”
BOUQUET HOLDERS, ETC.
such hosts of enthusiasts in support of
The book bears a striking cover dethe several candidates that if all were
a
view
of
Mt.
distant
to he crowded into City Hall the brick sign, showing
walls would buige out and the golden Katahdin, misty blue against an evenWOOD &
eagle would scream in alarm from his ing sky, and framed by tall spruce-trees j
Hills
in
the
line
of
A
Building,
High Street, opposite Court
foreground.
portrait
on
the
tail tower.
And then,
perch
where would the Bangor people come the author appears as frontispiece, and
House, Belfast, Maine.
in—or get in'? Impossible, and so to each of the six sections has a vignette
title, with an appropriate picture and
the Auditorium the convention goes.
There will be plenty of music on this preliminary verse framed in a distincoccasion, aside from the plain and vig- tive decorative border. The drawings I
orous chant of the political choir.
It and cover design are by Miss Amy
will he furnished hv three bands—one Rand. The immediate success of the
from Rockland, playing inspiring Cobb volume is evidenced by the fact that
airs, one from the western part of the the first edition consists of 4,000 copies.
State with Prescott harmonies in its The publishers are of the opinion that So visitors have called WINGATE COTTAGE, on Northport Avenue, Belfast, now offerrepertoire, and the Bangor hand, which this is tlie largest first edition of any* ed for sale. It is also a oomfortable all-the-year residence and has been so occupied for
will give the crowd the best of every- book of verse by an American poet.
A new Glenwood furnace was installed recently, and there is one of the
a long time.
thing, including, probably, something
handsome fireplaces of the Philadelphia & Boston Face Brick Co. in the sitting room,
UAriTOJElXgSL,
to the effect that:
Kind Yon Have Always Bougtt
where driftwood makes a cheerful blaze.
/)
“No matter where you go, you'll find they Sean the
cannot show
The house is tSOx-fO and oonveniently arranged, with plenty of closet room. There are
You as good a time as you can have in old
three rooms besides the kitchen on the ground door and three bedrooms and a large trunk
Bangor!”
or storage room on the second floor. There is a 7-foot veranda on two sides, affording
THE U. OF M.
shade at any time of day and a tine view of the bay. City water and well water in the
GRADUATIN’.
house. It is on the telephone line, and electric lighting may be had. The proposed elecThe University of Maine is an institric road from Belfast to Camden will pass the door.
Sis is goin’ to graduate;
tution that is doing a great deal of good
Mother works till offul late;
The grounds contain fruit and shade trees, shrubs, vines and flowers. Apply to
to the State of Maine. This might be
Got a lot of wiuimeu, too:
said of all the other colleges of the
Guess they never will get through.
at The Journal Office.
CHARLES A.
State, but the institution at Orono is
Gemunnee, when they all come
How that old machine does hum 1
doing a work for the industrial interests
of Maine, that none of the other colEvery woman sits and sews,
Insurance and
Makiu’ graduatin’ cloze.
leges attempts to do.
All that man obtains as a reward for
Sis is goin’ to graduate:
forty-five
million assets.
over
REPRESENTING
his labor, practically comes from the
Things is in an offul state;
Cloze is piled up t> feet deep;
earth by the aid of the sun, and it is
Tornado
Plate
Glass,
Insurance, Steam Boiler
hire, Life, Accident,
Ain’t no place to eat or sleep.
highly important that man should make
Things is lyin’ on the chairs,
Insurance and Inspection.
a study of the best methods to obtain
Table, bed an’ everywheres;
the greatest reward for that labor. At
Every place a feller goes
the University of Maine, besides the
Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Has to keep away from cloze.
Correspondence solicited. Keai estate bought and sold.
classical and scientific courses and the
Sis is goin’ to graduate;
of law which are open to all,
college
She's shoppin’ at a fearful rate,
there are agricultural, horticultural,
Kuyiu’ hats an’ gloves an’ shoes,
forestry, agricultural experiment, civil
Lace an' handkerchiefs—jest sloughs.
engineering, mechanical engineering,
Never gets to school no more,
electrical engineering, mining engiGraduating such a bore;
her
Keeps
neering, and pharmacy courses. The
-ANDbusy makiu’ bows
For her graduatin’ close.
instructors are earnest, enthusiastic,
Entertainment'—that is, pleasure to your guests
—does not depend on the money you spend, but
and sympathetic. The expenses at the
on your own knowledge of how to receive and
institution are within the reach of all,
Gee! It must be somethin’ great!
extend hospitality. Christine Terhune Herrick
tells you all about it. Postpaid, 50 oents.
so that there is no excuse for any young
Relatives’ll all be here,
man to say that he cannot afford a colStringin’ in fr’m far an’ near;
E. J. CLODE, Publisher,
Rushin’ in an’ runnin’ out,
tf6
15G Fifth Avenue, New York.
lege education. The fact that there are
Can’tlind what it’s all about.
between five and six hundred students
But from what 1 see I s’pose
in attendance at the university, show
t
Graduatin’ jest means cloze.
that the advantages offered are being
IMPORTERS OF
—Council Bluffs Nonpareil.
of
the
the
State.
appreciated by
youth
By an act of Congress, the university
At Taunton Insane Hospital,
SILK SHAWLS, DRAPERIES, HANDDrugging Will Not Cure Catarrh. This recei ves $15,000 annually for the mainloathsome disease is caused by germs that
CLUNY
MADE
KIMONAS,
Taunton, Mass.
LACE,
invade the air passages of the head, throat tenance of the department known as
Waites ^15 per month. Advance in wattes mayLACE, TABLE and CUSHION COVERS,
and lungs and can be cured only by inhala- the Agricultural Experiment Station.
be expected if service is satisfsetory.
tion of medicated air. Stomach
MEXICAN DRAWN WORK, DOMESTIC
I9tf
.1. P. KKOWN, M. I)., Supt.
medicines, It aiso received $25,000 annually from
atomizers, snuffs are ineffectual, because the government, for its more complete
anti IMPORTED NOTIONS and LACE.
they fail to reach the cause of the trouble. endowment and maintenance. It reCatarrhozoue is successful because it is in- ceives $20,000
People are invited to call and examine our
annually from the State;
haled to every part of the breathing organs,
lni2l
with the tuition at less than one- goods. We sell cheap.
and has power to kill the germ, heals the still
HOUSE on Congress street. Price reainflamed tissues and prevents droppings in thixd of the usual price at colleges, it
sonable and terms easy.
Selfast, Me.
the throat. Catarrhozoue treats more than cannot meet the demands made upon 99 High Street,
BELFAST
LOAN AND BUILDING ASSO.
one thousand
square feet of mucous sur- it, to teach so many students the numMarch 31,1904.—I3tf
face with every breath taken through the erous subjects with modern methods
inhaler, and affords instant relief. It per- and appliances. There is a great opfectly cures Catarrh, Asthma and Bron- portunity for those who have the
chitis.
Sold by druggists.
Two months means to bestow their
gifts for educatreatment. Price Si;<X). Small size 25 cts.,
Poor & Son, or by mail from Poison & Co., tional purposes, now, so they will result in doing the greatest amount of
Kingston, Ont.
FOR SALE BY
good to the greatest number of those
SWAN & SIBLEY CO., Belfast.
Dr. Seward Webb has just completed who are seeking to prepare themselves 1 have a fine line of Carriages
a trip through Maine, where he pur- for the duties of life.—Maine Journal and Harnesses from the.
18tf
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“An Ideal Summer

Home,”

ORIENTAL BAZAR
Dry

Real Estate,

Hospitality

at

Since the

Ayoub,

Female Atteodanls Wailed

.FOR SALE!

SMALL

Carriages

and

Harnesses.

Everybody’s liable to itching piles. Rich
and poor, old and young—terrible the torture they suffer. Only one sure cure; Doan’s
Ointment. Absolutely safe; can’t fail.

Kodol

Dyspepsia Cure

NgMto what you eat.

Choice Seed Oats

of Medicine and Science.

FOR RENT.

MAINE STATE PRISON
A Strong Heart
is assured by perfect digestion. Indigestion swells the stomach and puffs it up
against the heart. This causes shortness
of breath, palpitation of the heart and general weakness.
Eodol Dyspepsia Cure
cures indigestion, relieves the stomach,
takes the strain off the heart and restores it
to a full performance of its function naturally. Eodol increases the strength by enabling the stomach and digestive organs to
digest, assimilate and appropriate to the
blood and tissues all of the food nutriment.
Tones the stomach and digestive organs.
Sold by K. H. Moody.

Also Carriages of all kinds from

P. O. BAILEY CARRIAGE CO.
OF PORTLAND.
I will discount five dollars on every Carriage after June 1st.
Call and see them and be convinced.

•

H. C.

MARDEN,

V

—Repository Rear Windsor Hotel,—
3m22
BELFAST, MAINE.
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Live Stock Commission busiWe sell each week live stock

ness.

at

Brighton market direct

Milkmen and Butchers.
for

shipper the speculator’s

the

profits.

to the

We save

] f you have live stock to sell

it is worth dollars to you to inves-

tigate

methods.

our

business

Our live stock

established in

was

lMir>.

Our salesmen have had 20 years’

experience.
returns at

We guarantee

quick

values.

market

Write

if you have live stock to’sell

us

We will

keep

l; market.

posted

you

on

the

See our market reports in

this paper.
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LIBBY

COMPANY,
BURNHAM,

MAINE.

BELFAST

Ga$& Electric Light Co.

5mall Expense

Goods Store.

M. Barakat &

STOCK

in Massachusetts we have been do-

PILSBURY,

FRED ATWOOD, W,S0RT

TEMPLE.

ON COMMISSION.

]

chased twenty-one head of the best
horses he could find. The doctor made
his tour in a private car, accompanied
by his physician and servants, with a
“palace” horse car attached to his
train, in which he stabled his purchases
as he went along.—Boston Journal.

1904

GLOVES,

-^AI Kinds

Spruce,”

such

Spring Styles
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penings.

Auditorium,

son of the State committee lias decided
th-it ttie gathering qmst be held in the

Granite

dering sons,—those

When a
not be

AND DEALERS IN

In the first section, “It’s Home up

Bangor.
assumes

& WOOD,

riANUFACTURERS

Here,” the dominant tone is that of
sentiment; and a picture is given of the
typical “Down East” homestead, with
its lights and its shadows, its treasures

BIG CONVENTION

It will Ik* Held June 29tli in the

HEAL

Lamson & Hubbard

State.
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Every

or

their passengers for Buenos Ayres at
Montevideo, on the northern shore of
the Rio de la

A Book for Old Home Week and for
Week.

That the reading public relishes a
taste of freshness and the spontaneous
and unconventional is shown by the
fact that over fifteen thousand copies
Dr. Lapponi, the famous physician to the of Holman Day’s volumes of poems,
Vatican, whose name has recently come so Up in Maine and Pine Tree Ballads
greatly to the front on account of his unre- have been sold.
mitting attention to His Holiness, the late
Mr. Day’s new7 book entitled Kin o’
Pope, Leo XIII, and the high esteem and
confidence with which he is regarded by the Ktaadn, just published by Small, Maya still more vivid
present Pope, His Holiness Pius X, is a'mau nard & Company, is
of commanding genius. He is more than a and piquant portrayal of Xew England
mere man of science; he is a man of original rural character and outdoor picturesand independent mind. Untrammelled by queness. In its conception and executhe “etiquette” of the medical profession
tion, its mingling of prose and verse
and having used Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
this new volume is absolutely
for Pale People in his practice with good stories,
unique, and seems sure to become one
of the “Old Home” books to be sent
broadcast over the country and treasured as a real contribution to literature.
The book is divided into six sections,
five of these sections portraying each a
distinct phase of homely Xew England
life.
It is neither a book of short
stories nor merely a volume of poetry.
In each section a generous number of
the author’s latest and best poems are
woven into a harmonious unity by a
thread of prose narrative, description

the

on

KIN O’ KTAADN.

Himself of Dr. Williams’ Fink Pills in
Hie
Practice and Praises Them.

eastern side call at the principal port
of Argentina. 'All of them discharge

Mollendo are

i

an AmeriPreparation. Is Free From
Prejudice. One of the World's Most Distinguished Medical Men, Be Has Availed

Medicinal

many steamers
from the western

transit oi

a

Giuseppe Lapponi Endorses

can

the

described as the finest
country being then called “La Banda
America. Judge then of
Occidental,” the Western Strip), both
moralization of unprepared
names having reference to the dividing
:vhs when we found here the
river—which, by the way, is the Pa:■
thud of landing we have
rana, the name Bio de la Plata belong-eied. compared to which
to its broad
n

Dr.

APPROVAL.

it was discovered

Ayres,

wetted to tiie skin, or
making regular trips
-warnped, to be fished side of South America to ports

mm'd, damp, moist,

POPE’S PHYSICIAN GIVES

nor

House with modern conveniences and

stable, 21 Pearl St.
MRS. K. J. MOKISON.
Belfast, May 2,

1904.—2tl8»tf

Caution Notice.
This is to forbid all persons trusting my wife,
Alberta F. Waterman, on my account, as I shall
pay no bills of her contracting after this date.

Belfast, May 23,1904.
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W. A.

WATEKMAN.

Electric

Wiring of All Kinds.

Electric, Gas Fixtures»Supplies.
Office

Washington Street.
Telephone number, 44-2.

For Sale at

Bargain.

a

One 4-year-old Not man stallion, weighs about
1300, color gray, sire .Jaimauue: dam. large draft
mar*' by Island l’rince.
This is one of tile best
colts 1 ever raised and will be sold ight.
A 1st* 2 top buggies. 2 road carts,
miift or
set double
grocery wagon (crank axh tree),
road harnesses, 1 set double work harnesses.
For cash or negotiable notes.
Reason for selling: I have other b siness in
Liberty, w here you can communicate with me by
letter, telephone, or in person, at the store of T.
P. Mathews, or see my Ih lfast agent. W. H. Walton, near Holmes’ mills.
I3tf
It. L. PITCHER

Mr. McKENZIE,
1 have talked so much about
Brown’s Royal Stomach King that
my friends eire ready to laugh at
me.

But

she

laughs best.

who
The

laughs

last

medicine

has

done me so much good I can
ford to laugh with my friends.

af-

MARY WHITMORE,
129 Main Street, Belfast,
ml

The

Republican Journal.

BELFAST. THURSDAY. JUNE 9, 1904.

Republican Journal Publishing Co.
CHARLES A. P1LSBURY,

j jrManager.

Subscription Terms : In advance, $2.00 a.year;
$1.00 for six months; 60 cents lor three months.
Advertising Terms: For one square, one Inch
length in column, 75 cents for one week and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

Senator Gorman says he is out of
politics. Of course he is; but we did
not suppose he knew it.
“S. A. D. Smith” of the Machias
Union lias been nominated for Congress
by tlie Democrats of the fourth district.
Ilis othei name is W. R. Pattengall.
The war news from the East continues
to be too

conflicting and uncertain

for

weekly newspaper to deal with at
length; but the general tenor seems to
be favorable to the Japs and the fall of
Port Arthur is daily expected.

a

There is a good thing in it for the
who will write a history of Rockland—Rockland Courier-Gazette.

man

Who is better litted for that undertaking than the author of “What Happened to Wigglesworth”—W. O. Fuller,
Jr.?

print

on

THE HEWS OF BBOOKS.

& A. EXTENSION.

The Journal of May 19th contained
article on the B. & A. extension, >
embodying statements made to the
Kennebec Journal “by a man who is
in a position to have knowledge of railj
roads.”
First, a positive denial was
the
that
rumor
to
the
“persistent
givep
proposed extension of the B. & A. I
railroad from Lagrange to the sea
coast had been given up;” and then,
assurances that the road would eventu-1
ally be built. One of the reasons why
the road would not be built this year
was the financial conditions, and another the falling off in the business of
the big railroads of the country.
As
to the first, all who are in touch with
the money markets know tlAt it would
be difficult today to negotiate railroad
bonds at a figure that good business
men would be willing to accept; and
the fact that good business men are
concerned in this important enterprise
is shown by their determination to defer operations until the money market
has come to a normal condition. As to
the falling off of railroad earnings the
Xew York Tribune quotes the president of one of the largest trunk lines
as saying, May 31st, that “a monthly
loss of more than $3,500,000 in net
earnings confronts the railroads of this
country and must be offset by economies.
A compilation of railroad earnings for March shows that while the
aggregate earnings of all of the railroads in the United States showed an
increase of a fraction of 1 per cent in

j

editorial
from the Maine Journal of Medicine
and Science on the University of Maine
and wish here to give it our hearty endorsement. This institution is doing
gross earnings, there was
an excellent work in
affording car net of about $3,650,000,
We

another page

B.

an
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an

people an opportunity to secure
practical education at a minimum

young

a
or

decrease in
10.68

per

Mrs. Ira W.

Grady is still

very ill.

C. E. Lane is making some improvements
on the grouuds in front of his house.

!

W. A. Winchester has put a nice door
with plate glass into his market entrance.
A special meeting of the Eastern Star
Chapter was held Wednesday evening, J une
1st, for work.
Hiram H. Pilley has been oonfined to the
house some weeks by illness and is getting
to be lonesome.

press, J une 0.
tt'e fail to see what aid can be given
to Mr. Prescott’s candidacy by such a

deliberate misstatement as the above,
and we are sure it would not be sanctioned by Mr. Prescott himself.
Cobb then had a

majority

of

Mr.

delegates

elected and has since increased his lead
over the other candidates.
The New York Herald says: “We are
to have a school of journalism. Why

school of fiction?”

not a
not?

The Herald shows

that one is

Well, why
conclusively

much needed as the
Pullitzer has endowed a
school of journalism why should not
Bennett endow a school of fiction?

other; and

as

as

journalism is no worse than
the yellow fiction of today, and if both
can be eliminated by the establishment
Yellow

of schools the money would be well expended in founding them.
The Halifax, Nova Scotia, Recorder,
in advocating a civic improvement association for that

city, quotes

a

Sydney.

“There is of
paper as saying:
course little use in attempting to improve the appearance of the streets and
X. S..

This is

the railroads have run behind the re-

cord of 1903 about $11,000,000.

Labor

Miss Josephine Lane has returned from
Massachusetts, where she visited some
friends and relatives.
Miss Minnie Crosby visited her sister
Bessie, who is still living with their aunt,
Mrs. C. E. Felker, last Sunday.
There has been a great demand for the
Deerlng hay tedders by local agents and
the general stock is practically exhausted.

Mrs. C. F. Files has returned from a visit
Mr. Files reto her parents in Greenville.
turned some days ago and resumed his
business at the station.
Mrs. Minnie Seavey of Waterville, with
her son, recently visited friends here. She
has rented her house here to Mrs. Miranda
W. Roberts.
C. E. Lane is going back to primitive
methods. He recently bought a large pair
of oxen to assist in farm work and especially to haul his hay.
Mrs. E. O. Stantial is haviug quite a sick
spell and has been confined to her bed for
several weeks.
Mrs. C. M. Place is taking
care of her at present.
Miss Erma Barker visited' her parents
here last Sunday.
In two weeks more she
will have graduated from the Belfast high
school; and what then ?
The friends of W. R. Bailey and wife extend sympathy to them in their sad bereavement by the death of their daughter, a lovely girl of some sixteen years.

mits that Mr. Fernald may have friends
Order, but so has Mr. Cobb, of
whom it is said:

Strange that those who believe in
public places unless some effort is made temperance should be opposed to one
to beautify private property.”
The who has always been a living example
reverse of this proposition is equally of the principles they represent and
whose glass is always turned down.
true. There is little use in beautifying
The temperance people of Rockland,
private property if the streets

are

lit-

tered with waste paper, torn up by road
and
covered with
loose
stones.

machines,

Arthur Brisbane, editor of Ilearst’s
New York newspaper, has written for
The Bookman a defence of yellow journalism.
a

people will think this
supererogation, as no reason-

Most

work of

able defence can be made of what we
trust is only a passing phase of journal-

ism. In commenting on Mr. Brisbane’s
article the Brooklyn Daily Eagle well

who know Mr. Cobb best and have had
the opportunity to watch his career
from boyhood up, are earnest supporters of his candidacy.
He has the unqualified endorsement
of such men as Geo. C. Purington,
Principal of the Farmington Normal
School; Hon. Horace Purington of Waterville; Rev. C. F. Owen of Waterville
and scores of others, lifelong and consistent temperance
advocates, who
would not endorse any man for the
position of Governor of Maine who
was not considered perfectly
sound
upon this question.

says:
j The Fairfield Journal says of the
The yellowness of yellow papers eon- Waterville caucus, so widely heralded
vists in their falsehoods, their sensa- as a Fernald victory: “The truth of
tions, their brag, their vulgarity. They the matter is a majority of the delepublish untruths every day, but their
readers do not know it, foi' the reason gates elected on this ‘Uninstructed
that the corrections are never made, ticket' are Cobb men and will give him
or, if made, appear in such small type their votes on the first ballot,” It says
and out-of-the-wav places that few are
further, and we believe truly, that there
are three Cobb men in Waterville to
Rockland’s Carnegie library is prov- Fernald’s one.
ing a good advertisement for the city, i
as any institution of this sort is bound
COUNTY CAUCUSES.
to do.—Rockland Courier-Gazette.
Waldo County Will Be in Line for Cobb.
Just as the fact that Belfast is to
Morrii.l, June 4. A delegate favorable
have a public park of fifteen acres
to Mr. Cobb was chosen here at a Republifronting on the bay will prove a good can caucus.
advertisement for this city. It shows
Knox, June 4. A delegate to the Repubthat we have a city government alive lican state convention favorable to
Mr.
to the best interests of Belfast and is a Cobb has been chosen.
Freedom, June 2. The Republican caupromise of better things in the future.
cus
here today elected a
to the
“Delays are dangerous,” says the poet; State Convention, lie was delegate
instructed for
and in this case they must have proved Cobb.
fatal. It was no doubt the last opporRrooks, June 4. At a Republican caucus
held
two delegates were chosen to
tunity to secure apiece of land suitable attendhere,
the State convention at Hangor.
in area and location for the purpose; They are strong Cobb men.
and it should be cause for general
Thorndike, June 2. At the Republican
congratulation that it has been availed caucus held here today two delegates were
of. X' ext in order will be the laying elected to the State Convention at Hangor.
They were instructed for Cobb.
—

out and

naming

of our new

park.

On each recurrence of Memorial day
we are reminded that the ranks of the
veterans are growing thinner and that
the strain and stress of

bloody
are

war

are

telling

a

on

long

and

those who

still with us. Commander Dawson’s

address

point;

at

emphasizes this
brought to a fuller
situation by the talk

Monroe

bat we are

realization of the

and business trip. Mr. Elliott has returned,
but Mrs. Elliott will remain a few days to
see her old friends here.

Northport. The Republicans of Northport held a caucus June 2d and elected a
Cobb delegate, I’. G. Hurd, to the State
convention in Hangor, and J. R. Hurd and
Joel 1*. Wood delegates to the county convention at Helfast. The county delegates
were instructed to support P. G. Hurd for
sheriff.

fast this week have in their company a
woman with as small a foot as is often
seen.
M. J. Dow sold her a pair of Oxfords,
li A size, which she wore with ease. This
equals Millie McCarty’s record.

Elmer G. Roberts and wife have returned
from Bangor, where they visited the widow
of the late Manter A. Roberts, formerly of
this town.
Mr. Roberts died about a year
ago, and I think mention was made in The
Journal of his death. He was buried at
Mt. Hope.
Marshall Wentworth, who nearly always
has some high strung, nervous, young
horses, came near having a circus with one
last Saturday. A partly broken colt became

frightened

at

some

machinery

at

Roscoe Webber’s and made a break. Starting across the field lie soon spilled Mr.
Wentworth out and then proceeded to
demolish the wagon, from which he soon
cleared himself. lie then struck for the
main road and came tearing down between
Ihe schoolhouse and shed, turning a complete somersault, the children say, over the
steep bank. He then ran for home, but
was caught by some one on the highway.
Luckily no one was injured in the fracas,
and the horse, which is a valuable one, was
wax.

uiu

uui 1

Leading Belfast Druggist Urges You to Try
Hyomei, tire Guaranted Cure for Catarrh.

Any reader of The Journal, who suiters

away with. “Had it not been for the
visit of General Miles to Bangor this

year," said a prominent G. A. R. man,
“there would not have been any parade
in connection with the exercises of
Memorial day.” “It’s no use talking,”
said another “we are getting too old to
march in the parade, stand around at
Mt. Hope during the exercises and walk
around the way we have been doing on
Memorial day.” The general idea is that
details should be sent to each cemetery
where soldiers or sailors of the Civil
war or other wars lie buried and proper
decoration of their graves made, and
that the usual exercises be held in the
evening. While some say they want to
march “as long as they have a leg to
stand on” it is evident that the marching days of the veterans must soon be
over.

treatment of
on trial.
While it would be unreasonable to expect
a chronic case of catarrh, which has been
growing worse for years, could be cured
within a month, yet he feels sure that the
thirty days’ treatment will convince the
user that Hyomei is infallible in driving
catarrhal poison from the system. There
is no dangerous stomach drugging when
Hyomei is used. Simply breathe its healing balsams through the neat inhaler that
comes with every outfit, and the germ-killing and health-giving air will penetrate to
the most remote cells in the air passages of
the head, throat and lungs, and drive
catarrhal poison from the system. Nothing
else will so quickly cure a cold in the head

Hyomei

In the treatment of torturing, disfiguring, Itching, scaly, created, pimply,
blotchy and scrofulous humors of the
skin, scalp and blood, with loss of hair,
Cuticura Soap, Ointment and Pills have
been wonderfully successful. Even the

most obstinate of constitutional humors, such as bad blood, scrofula, inherited and contagious humors, with
loss of hair, glandular swellings, ulcerous patches in the throat and mouth,

eyes, copper-coloured blotches, as
well as boils, carbuncles, scurvy, sties,
ulcers and sores arising from an impure
condition of the blood, yield to the
Cuticura Treatment, when all other
remedies fail.
And greater still, if possible, is the
wonderful record of cures of torturing,
disfiguring humors among infants and
children. The suffering which Cuticura
Remedies have alleviated among the
young, and the comfort they have afforded worn-out and worried parents,
have led to their adoption in countless
homes as priceless curatives for the
skin and blood. Infantile and birth humors, milk crust, scalled head, eczema,
rashes and every form of Itching, scaly,
pimply skin and scalp humors, with loss
of hair, of infancy and childhood, are
speedily, permanently and economically
cured when all other remedies suitable
for children, and even the best physicians, fail.
Sold throughout the world. 'Cutlcure Resolvent, TOe.
form
vial of 60),
of Chocolate Coated Pille, 25c. per
(in
Ointment, 50c., Soap, 25c. Depots: London, 27 Charterhouse Sq.: Paris, 5 Roe de la Paix; Boston, 137 Columbu*
Ave.
Potter Drop* Chem. Corp., Sole Proprietors.
ujr Send for *• The Great Humour Cura."

^NEW^-

SUMMED IDEAS

rangements for the trip to Bar Harbor to
the annual field day: D. F. Stephenson,
Ralph H. Howes, E. L. Cook, Fred V. Cottrell, Harvey H. Gray and Orrin J. Dickey.
A New R. F. D. Route.

E. P. Boutelle, postal inspector, recently went over the proposed Free Delivery
route to connect Union, Appleton and
Searsmont. The route leaves Union postoffice and proceeds on the west side of the
river to Nye’s Corner, then in a northerly
or stop an ordinary cough.
direction to Bryant’s Corner over AppleSingers and public speakers will find ton Ridge to Martin’s Corner, crosses at
Hyomei invaluable. It strengthens the Gent Mills, and down on the east side of
voice and gives it a rich, clear tone. the river by way of Gumeytown to Union.
Catarrhal deafness is cured when Hyomei The route will be 22 miles and serve over a
and the special Hyomei balm are used.
hundred homes, representing some 300 or
The complete outfit costs only one dollar, 400 persons. It is believed that Mr. Bouand if, after using, you can say that it did telle will report favorably on the proposed
not help you Mr. Moody will return your route, and it is expected it will go into operation in a few weeks.
money.

AT VERY LOW PRICES.

j|

Reduced in Price

Ladies’ Suits
All Silk

;

Waistsj

SS&le of Shirt
Ribbons,

S in. Washable Taffeta Ribbons.
SPECIAL VALUES.

Much More than
Value Received!

|

j

China Mattings,
Oil

To John D.;Rockefeller it means thousands
of dollars every time the big hand of his
watch completes a circle. In such a case,
time IS money. Yet equally productive,
relatively of course, will be the time you
may spend this w'eek brooming after some
of the good things here told about. It comprises goods in every day demand, while the
values will be a revelation to veteran shoppers. We don’t want you to buy blindly,simply because we tell of extraordinary offerings
—but use your best knowledge, compared
with what is shown elsewhere, and then

Cloths,

j
!

Linoleums,

Hassocks 62c Lack.

♦
♦
*

♦

1 Trading Stamps i I

decide.

*

*•

Cf

*

oiiii i

F0RM0L1D CREAM

j
\

Curtains.
Draperies,
ForMoney Expended
Carpets,
Rugs,
On These.
Japanese Mattings,

WE GET THEM At« FAST
AS THEY COME OUT !

vyaiai

•

_

_

•

_
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MAIL ORDERS RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.

J
*

ouu

JAMES

PATTERNS.

cleanses the teeth, sweetens and
purifies the breath.

H.

j

HOWES,

♦

Dupont’s Badger Tooth Brushes
For sensitive moutlis.

Colgate Old English Glycerine
Soaps 10c. per cake.

At about two-thirds original values, including Etainines, Lipeus, Flake Effects,
Pin Heads, etc., no two alike, divided
into three lots at 15, 274 and 31 cents per
yard, former price, 25,42 and 50 cents.

I

Great Comfort in Trusses,
Cool Water Pads.
New

patterns.

All material for

Every New Medicine

0,1

nf I1
IE.-

iu>».

repairs.

Includes about 25 styles only, in from
10.j to 12£ yard pieces, browns, blues,
greens, grays, in a good assortment
to ,:i,uose from, at only 15c per yard.

”*rket,

41X*

BEST QUALITY,

Includes

some extra rare bargains in
our regular half dollar a yard Suitings, about 15 styles in all, splendid
patterns, and almost half price, only
3lc. per yard.
The above three lots of Suitings
are all BELOW COST, take advantage and buy now.

POOR & SON,

1 Case Colored Laivns,

DRUGGISTS.

lie per yd.

1 Case Ladies' Gauze Lisle Hose,
extra value, 25c per jiair.

only

4c per

Seventy

an

advance in the price of a certain
tobacco used in the
manufacture of the “ShTH BULLOCK”
cigars,togetherwith other increased cost
of production, it has become necessary
to either cheapen the production or advance the price in order to maintain
the present standard of excellence*
and after mature consideration I have
chosen the latter course. After June
10, 1904, the price will be $33.00 per
thousand.
Believing the trade and public will
agree with me that the above is the
wiser course, and thanking my patrons
for their past generous patronage, and
hoping for a continuance of the same,
I remain yours truly,
F. M. BAILEY.

FARM FOR SALE.
The GEORGE H. RANKIN farm in Llncolnville, known as the Snow farm. It contains 80
acres, with buildings, and can be bought at a
bargain. Address or inquire of
15H
JOHN R. DUNTON,
Administrator on the estate of Geo. H. Rankin

|

Is

I

I

|

bank.

I

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.

»<

2 PER CENT INTEREST paid
to check.

T

1500 yards Xetv Cretons, 10 and
12 1-2 cents.

THE WIDOW JONES

$1.15 Muslin Xlght Robes, $
1.25

“

“

1.37

“

“

.85

.98
“

.85

Shake

Hands with this opportunity while it lasts.

“
“

3 50

style,

MAKE,

to mothers wanting the best
and most reasonable in price, we will

c
..

t

HARRY W. CLARK & CO..
Main Street Clothiers, Tailors and Outfitters, Br'

f

.05

“

our

The

1.121-2

.87 1-2 Chemise,

in wear and

DOUBLE BLUE STAMPS for one week more, or
June 10, on all knee pants suits and odd knee pants, aSes 3

Muslin Underwear.

3 00

■*

deposits subject

Boys’ Clothing
is,

2 75

oil

TO INTRODUCE THAT EXCELLENT BRAND OF

FIXE EXTRAORDIXART
VALUES IX

Closing out

exceedingly comforting in times of need—
And there’s a feeling of security and SATISFACTION when the account is kept in this

quality hand
only 07c.

entire line of high grade

Mercerized Petticoats

$2 25 value to close

lt23*

GOOD BANK
ACCOUNT

cent

five

turned Sheets

1.00

George W. Burkett

yard.

at less than cost to buy.

scarcity, causing

1

Z

500 yards best quality dark Prints

NOTICE Welleslyian
to the

Successor to

about 15 styles, all very desirable, some linen, and a few fancy
mixtures, regularly 42c. per yard,
this sale only '71c.

17lr

LOWEST PRICES.

OWING
high grade

♦

I lit ? Includes

LUL

Siven

One candidate received the degree at the
meeting of Canton Pallas, P. M., I. 0. 0. F.,
Monday evening, and the following committee was appointed to look after the ar-

Wash Dress Fabrics I

_

NOTICE.

Belfast Company, U. R., K. of P., had an
excursion to Camden last Saturday afternoon on steamer Castine and a dance in the
Town Hall in the evening.
Both the excursion and dance were well patronized and
it was an enjoyable affair for all concerned.
The music was by Keyes’ Orchestra. The
party arrived back at about 2 o’clock next

JAMES H. HOWES'

sore

failed to materialize last week on the News
of lirooks, but it is felt that some notice
should be taken of the successful Memorial
services held here, even if it is ancient
The New England
news.
For some years the people of Hrooks
Telephone and Telegraph
and vicinity have made a special observance Company respectfully petitions the Mayor and
of the day, and the town appropriates a sum Board of Aldermen of the City of Belfast, Maine,
a location of its poles and wires
thereon, and
of money to aid in the work. The idea is to for
the necessary supporting and
strengthening fixmake a memorial service not only for the tures
and wires, in the following named streets
soldier dead, but for our friends in general and highways
of said city.
who lie in the cemeteries. No games or
said
company agrees to reserve space for one
amusements are practiced and the places of cross arm at the top of all the above poles for
business are closed during the services. telephone,fire alarm and police signal wires,ownby the city and used for municipal purposes.
This year we were fortunate in having a ed
Said poles to be erected under the
supervision of
perfectly lovely day for out of door exer- such officers as the city may designate.
cises. At noon the procession was formed
Following are the streets and highways above
in front of the G. A. R. Hall under the di- referred to:
Swan Cake avenue, so-called, from the juncrection of Ezra E. Carpenter, who mounted
of the back Searsport road, so called, and
upon his splendid horse Harry made a very tion
fine marshal. The order was as follows: Swanville road, so-called, to Swanvilie town line.
Dated May 3,1904.
Hrooks Cornet Hand, Knights of Pythias,
New England Telephone and
Pythian Sisterhood, school children, veterTelegraph Company,
ans and citizens.
The ladies and children,
By Francis A. Houston, General Manager.
and in fact all, were in holiday attire, and
(C. H. A.)
white dresses and bright ribbons were
City of Belfast, Maine,
in
evidence.
The
two
everywhere
village
In board op Aldermen,
cemeteries were visited and the usual exDate June 6,1904.
ercises gone through with, Rev. E. E. ColUpon the foregoing petition, it is ordered that no
burn officiating as chaplain for the G. A. R. tiee thereof be given by publishing a
copv oi said
They then marched to the beautiful new petition and this order thereon in The Republiball, which was densely crowded, and where can Journal, a newspaper printed in the city of
the services of the day were concluded. The Belfast, Maine, and that a hearing thereof be
at tile Aid.•mien’s room on the 8th day of
choir, consisting of Mrs. A. E. and Miss
at which time and place
uly. at 7 o’clock
Marie Chase, M. Morrill and Mr. Emmons, resideifts and ownersM.,
of .property upon the filghsang some beautiful selections specially ob- ways to be affected by the granting of the permit
tained for the occasion, Mrs. Amanda Pea- applied for, and all other persons interested, shall
body officiating at the piano. The members have full opportunity to show cause why sucii
of the G. A. R. performed their services permit should not be granted, tile last publicaand the roll of honor was read. Commander tion of said notice to be at least fourteen (14)
days before said hearing.
'3t23
Peabody, as chairman of the meeting, then
A true copy of petition and notice thereon.
presented John E. Nelson of Waterville,
Attest: A. P. MaNSFIECD, City Clerk.
who delivered an eloquent address.
He
was followed by Rev. E. E. Colburn in a
brief speech and the exercises of the dav
were closed.

Bangor veterans, who say that with catarrh, or who is subject to catarrhal
is invited to Moody’s store for a comthey are getting too old for the Memo- colds,
plete Hyomei outfit on approval. So conrial day parade and feel that this fea- fident is he that Hyomei will cure the worst
morning.
ture of the exercises must be done and most deep-seated case of catarrh that
he will furnish a full month’s
of the

External and
Internal Treatment
Price One Dollar

Complete

Kajjuiiucllb

SECRET SOCIETIES.
INVITATION FROM R. H. MOODY.

and

WHEN ALLELSE FAILS

apparently uninjured.
-ujLiUunjAu
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Economically Cured
by Godenn

The theme of Rev. E. E. Colburn’s discourse last
Sunday morning was “Prayer,”
which he treated m a very interesting way.

troubles are mainly responsible for this
It is understood there will be a special
condition; and that, it will be remem- meeting of the Happy Valley Chapter Saturday evening, June 25th, for the purpose
bered, was the reason given by the of
receiving the Grand Patron and comMaine Central for deferring the build- pleting the organization.
ing of the new station in Bangor. The
Harry M. Brown is working up quite a
decrease in railroad earnings is the business as a job printer and has a good
hand press. He went to Belfast Monday to
more seriously felt as during the prosarrange with Mr. Brackett to do some work'
he
had not conveniences for handling.
of
inclusive,
1898-1003,
period
perous
the liabilities of the railroads in the
Sunday, June 26th, will be observed here
as St. John's day and Rev. E. E. Colburn
United States were increased by not
will deliver a sermon appropriate to the
less than $1,500,000. The payment of occasion.
The Masons and members of
Eastern
Star Chapter will be present in a
fixed charges, therefore, leaves but a
body.
Under
small margin for dividends.
Mrs. Howe, the
widely advertised
such conditions the building of the B. lecturer and organizer of the'W. C. T.
U., is
A A. extension is necessarily deferred; to speak in Brooks this month and it is
will
she
be
welcomed
a
hoped
by
large
but not given up.
audience.
She is said to be an eloquent
speaker.
“The statement that the Maine Good
Those of our local people who wish to atthe National Encampment, G. A. R.,
Templars have endorsed the candidacy tend
in Boston, Aug. 13th to 16th, should see Mr.
of Mr. Fernald is untrue,” says Past
Files, our station agent, early, so as to proGrand Worthy Chief Templar A. H. cure tickets, which we understand will be
but S3.20 from Brooks.
Xewbert of Rockland in a letter to the
The show people who are playing in Beleditor of the Courier-Gazette. He adin the

Speedily, Permanently

W. H. Rolfe and Frank H. York were
elected delegates the State Republican Convention at Bangor.

unprecedented, and means
a
Rev. E. E. Colburn and wife went to Belthat railroads are running behind last
fast last Tuesday to meet Mrs. Colburn’s
cost.
year’s earnings at a rate of nearly $45,- uncle, Win. S. Lasbury of Broadbrook,
The net earnings for Conn., who with his wife has come to
The opposition to Mr. Cobb now lias 000,000 a year.”
make them a visit.
a majority of the
delegates elected to April and May were no better than
Tilton A. Elliott and wife of Presque
the State convention.—Portland Ex- those in
March, and in the three months Isle came to Brooks last week on a pleasure
cent.

SKIN HUMORS
BLOOOHUMOBS

out at

$1 37

“

“

*«

1 75

••

“

“

2 00

..

2 37

STATE

OF

PUBLIC

MAINE.

NOTICE.

conformity with the provisions of chapter
orty-two of the Public Laws of eighteen hmitred andjmiety-nine, and upon the petition of
ive or mjjn citizens of the State, and deeming it
or the be®! interest of the State, tilt* Commission-

Boston Universi!'
Offers

of Inland Fisheries and Game, after d e noice to all persons interested in the subject mater of said petition, and public hearing thereon
n the l eality to he affected, and deeming it
lecessary anu proper for the protection and
^reservation of the inland fish of the State, hereby adopt the following needful Rules and Regulations relating to the times and places in which
ind the circumstances under which inland fish
nay be taken in the waters of Swan Lake and
ts tributaries in Waldo County.
*rs

RULES AND REGULATIONS.
Saction 1. It shall be unlawful to fish for, take,
latch or kill any kind of fish on or through the
ce in Swan Lake, situated in the towns of Swanirille, Frankfort and Searsport, in the County of
Waldo, for a period of four years from June 1,
1904.
Section 2. It shall be unlaw ful to take, catch
>r kill any trout less than ten inches in length, or
my salmon less than fourteen inches in length,
;aken from said Swan Lake or from any of its
xibutaries, for a period of four years from June
1904.
this twenty-seventh day of May, A. D.
L. T. CARLETON,
.904,
H. O. STANLEY,
3w23
E. E. RING.
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and Game.

’Dated

Advanm.
MetropolitanKind.

Every

In

College of Liberal

Arts

Address the Dean, 12 Somerset
School of

"•

Theology

Address the

Dean, 72 Mt. Yern«

School of Law
Address Dean Mf.lvili.e M r<i
Isaac Rich Hall, Ashburton r

School

of

Medicine.

Address Dean J. P. Si thehi.
295 Cornu.onwealth Ave.

\

Graduate Department
Philosophical and Literal
For Graduates only.
Address Dean B. P. Bowne,
12 Somerset St.

7

1

W. E. HUNTINGTON, Paesldent
county.-iu probat <

at Augusta
Kennebec
E.

on the fourth Mon-l o
Johnson and Reuel W
executors of the last will and testate, h
rah W. Lincoln, late of Belfast, in tie
Waldo, deceased, having presented t!iand final account as executors of sum
lowanee: said Ueorge E. Johnson h. li
1
the Probate Court for said Waldo <
prived of jurisdiction.

1904, George

<

Frel A. Jia,
Tbe Advertiser of
Masonic

Facts,

Temple,High St., Belfast.

FOR SALE.
The house and lot

on

Belmont avenue, in Bel-

ast. owned by Will R. Howard, is for sale and
; ia.ii be bought at a bargain. Inquire <>f
20
JOHN R. DONTON, 14 Main Street.

Mare for Sale.
M. B. SMITH has for sale a handsome bay
nare, weight 1100 lbs., not suitable to race, kind
ind true to work. Price reasonable. Inquire of
N. W. DELAtfO,
1W23*
Main Street. Belfast.

Ordered, That notice thereof be
weeks successively prior to the four:
of June next, in The Republican
newspaper printed in said Belfast, f
sons interested may attend at a !’i
then to be held at Augusta, and show
any, why the same should not be allow.
3w23*
G.T.Stem:''
Attest:—W. A. Newcomb, Register

SPRING

>

PIGS

FOR SALE.
BELFAST LIVERY ('<>•
14tf

The

news of Belfast.

tignborn has sold the Eben Little( itypoint to Mrs. Alice M.
,. at
.1 of Morrill.

Wm. A. Clark ho* bought J. F. Sheldon’*
carriage horse, Fred S.
Charles A. McKinley ha* sold his milk
route to Augustus Sprague of Waldo.

;,

..

went to Dark Harbor last
.. trell
,m, laid two lengths of pipe below
a. the sewer system,
Van Sickle has bought the
u ni, so-called, in Northport and
f t lie h. A. Knowlton estate,
nia

indebted

M. B. Smith for a
Memorial edition of the HartIt is handsomely illustrated
with interest.
to

hold goods of the late Jeremiah
were sold at auction Tuesday,
;,well of Searsmont, auctioneer.
..

generally brought good prices,
mil black signs were put up last
Odd Fellows’ block for the
second floor: Dr. S. VV.
lawyers W. I’. Thompson,
U ilson. It. \Y. Rogers and Arthur
::,r

the
uul

truck in which Francis II.
rested lias been given a trial
work on the Bangor electrics,
reports it had run 60 days and
wire were but slightly worn,
ii
if- of a truck is from 11 to 16
dial trucks in F. J. Step henshop show the same proporv

:

w.

.McDonald recently gave to
two pieces of paper money
Hilton in war time.
Mr.
ihe custom tailoring business
ii street and, in common with
men here
and elsewhere,
■mil currency on his own reThe scrip above referred to
cent and 50 cent denomina-

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
Frances Mureh on Friday afternoon, June
17th, at 2.30 o’clock.
Clarence M. Knowlton has bought of
Herbert E. Bradman the Ezekiel Small
farm in East Belfast.
There will be a food sale in the Universalist church vestry to-morrow, Friday,
afternoon at 3 o’clock.
Rockland will celebrate Old Home Week
and the semi-centennial of the city’s incorporation, August 14-20.

Marshall of this city recently
: from a gentleman in Plattswho bought the stallion
V
Mr.
horse’s identity had been
tin: owner sent a photograph
n to Mr. Marshall to assist in
ation.
The identity of the
a satisfactorily proved.
The
lias had the horse three
fully satisfied with him. One
■i s colts in
Plattsburgh reeeutThe horse is now 20
l.ooo.
1,(M0 pounds and shows as
is in his younger days.

'inierly

owned

by

The certificate of
o' the Electro-Radiation Com-corded in the Waldo County
meds June 1st. The company
zed in Xorthport for the purrrying on the manufacture and
strong’s Portable High Fre: stratus and such other apparamments relating to science for
ie and scientific purposes as
veiop in the business, and
d:ug and maintaining of such
tlie business shall require,
include rights of letters
; by the United States governr countries, which may be acurchase or direct application,
t of capital stock is $100,(KK),
stock : par value of shares, $10.
-arc Frank it. Kimball, Fred-tiniig, Frank li. Pumphrey of
Willard L. Latlirop of Xorth•i rick R. Strong is president;
imhall, treasurer; W. L. Uathit ation.

■

■

Closed. The Maine
,! ie Commissioners held a hear1 levere House, Relfast, Friday,
the petition of citizens of
n closing the Rartlett
stream,
! its tributaries in Searsmont
until the young fish recently
streams are larger.
Coniniiston and Stanley were present,
stuk am

"iicrs were

represented by A.
•iohn Thompson, F. S. Ilali and
Reebee.
Game Warden R. T.
Relfast also spoke in favor of
The tributaries rise in the
vilie, flow in a southeasterly
d unite near North Searsmont,
Rartlett stream, which empties
intabacook. The streams are
igs, the bottom is generally
lie water is clear and cool,
mill on the stream and several
"Is.
The Commissioners de>c the
Rartlett stream and its
to all kinds of fishing at all
two years, and notices will be
-■ the streams.
The plan is to
streams continuously for two
which an open time will be
r, probably from May 1st to
■f each year.

Notes. Capt. W. H. Farr has
■iiid of steamer Merryeoneag in
I't. L. E. Foss, who has taken
tlie Pemaquid on the Rockland
route.A severe northeast
!« n.terferred with the running
nn and
liangor steamers last
ght.
The City of Rockland
at her usual hour but was
" back aud remain until 5
p. m.
City of liangor, having a fair
through from Rockland to lioshours late in arriving. The
:!|ade a direct trip from Bangor
■Sunday night, and the Bangor
in
Boston Monday morning.
:'te, from Boston to Portland,
-'lit, was 12 hours in making
Her regular time is 8 hours_
Percy V. is to run on the route
-'ton to Atlantic and Bass Har’ing with boats of the Eastern
Twice a week she will run
Rockland and connect with the
i"’S—The steamer Rockland of
ne of Capt.
Crockett’s boats,
"unursions from Bangor this sumH *- of the steamer
Verona, which
'’I Casco
Bay—The Silver Star
on her summer schedule
June
H
will leave Brooksville daily at
for Castine, llewes Point,
Ry've ami the Liujg
Kiln, arriving in
■

a;'« R15;

leave Belfast at 9.45 a. m.
lame points
except Lime Kiln;
"'oksville at 1 p. m. for Castine,
n
o’clock to Belfast direct; leave
M
for all points on the route,
1
■die will also call at Dark Harbor
aud last trips.The Castine
v
onday on the Bucksport and Cam0
hi
place of the Merryeoneag,
■l for her
spring overhauling.
.. M. &
M., now owned by Capt.
will ruu this summer between
s‘guin and Boothbay Harbor and
tlle r°ute
Monday. Her headTint
w'll be Ilermon's
Harbor, a new
.The steamers Castine,
Percy V. were inspected
the...aii(1
'"t week.
The Golden Rod went to
1 for
inspection and the others were
i
pect«f in Belfast.

!'rst

....

Jerry Sullivan and daughter Blanche returned Tuesday evening from
Boston,
where Mr. S. has been under surgical
treatment several weeks.
He appears to
be considerably improved.
Thomas H. Marshall Relief Corps had
its annual children’s day in Memorial Hall,
Tuesday afternoon, June 7th. Musical and
literary exercises were given by the children, and refreshments were served.

The County Commissioners will hold an
Principal Eaton has received notice that
adjourned term at*the court house in Belthe New England College Entrance Examifast, Tuesday, June 14th.
nation Board has placed Belfast High
The Belfast Upper Grammar school boys
School on the approved list.
Graduates
will have an excursion on steamer Castine
of the B. H. S. are now admitted to any
to Castine Saturday, June 18th.
college in the association on presentation
The Freedom Academy baseball nine and of their
diplomas, without examination.
the graduating class of that school were
Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belphotographed at W. L. Hall’s gallery in fast
post office for the week ending June
this city recently.
4: ^Ladies—Mrs. Thomas Churchill, Mrs.
The post office at Northport Campground
Eva Brown; gentlemen—Capt. James Benopened Tuesday, June 7th. The mail is
nett, Mr. Harry Cowley, Homes & Redman
carried to and from the trains at Belfast by
Co., Supt. Parker T. Pearson, R. G. PhilJames F. Noyes.
E. U. Haney is postlips, Daniel Robertson.
master.

Ilatcil Gott recently found among a lot of
old metal a Belfast Police badge of the
style of from 40 to 50 years ago. It is a
6-pointed star, nickel plated, and engraved
in script letters, “Belfast Police.”

ton

M

Mrs. Caro Baldwin is visiting her
niece,
Mrs. Caro Stickney, on Miller street.
F. H. Colley was the Memorial
Day orator at Biddelord and Kev. F. S. Forbes
delivered the address at the memorial services ol Kenesaw Post, G. A. R., in Los
Angeles, California.

William H. Beckwith has made arrangements to leave cream at grocery stores,
markets, etc., for supplies for milkmen,
who prefer getting it from an outside source
rather than to produce it on their own
farms.
liana Lawrence lias received, through
the agency of Giles G. Abbott, a Ileeriug
corn harvester, which cuts and binds the
corn in the field.
Mr. Lawrence has a large
silo and his farm is supplied with many
kinds of labor-saving machinery.
The investigation by the municipal officers into the fire at the Hayes house resulted in a finding that the value of the

uren.

The First Maine Cavalry association, of
which there are many members living in
this section, will hold its annual reunion in
Boston during the third week in August,
probably upon the lfith. An effort will be
made to have every living member of that
famous regiment in line during the grand

parade.

Togus aud the State House at

Augusta.

At the home there are 2,771 veterans, and many things of interest, while
the Fish and Game department exhibition
at the State House is well worth the trip.
An invitation has been given the school
children.
Railroad Sparks. The change of time
went into effect on the Maine Central
Monday morning. Passenger trains leave
Belfast for Burnham Junction at 7 a. m.
and 1.30 p. in., and arrive at 0.45 a. m. and
1.05 p. m.
Mixed trains arrive from Waterrille at 12.45 p. m. aud depart at 3.20 p. in.
The crew on the freight train consists of
Conductor C. IV. Atkins; baggage master,
William McTaggart; flagman, Joseph L.

Quincy.

Harry Marsh, formerly flagman,

is on a freight train between Bangor and
Portland.
The refrigerator cars were put
m for the season June 6th.
These ears
eave Belfast on the 7 a. m. train Mondays.
Parada. Rehearsals for Parada have
leguu, and already much interest is manifested in the coming presentation, which
will be in the Belfast Opera House for four

lights

aud

Saturday matinee, beginning
It will be given with special

a

June 22d.
scenery, beautiful costumes and calcium
ight effects, and there will be about 300 in
:he cast. Many of the scenes and acts are
Tom popular operas, and include dances,
drills, living pictures, etc. Parada has been
great success wherever presented, aud we
ire confident that its production here will
do no

ovponfinn

Fish Facts.
Sch. Ida May, Capt. Patterson, arrived Juue 1st from her first fishShe had a small
ng trip for the season.
[are of fresh and corned fish, taken near
Mt. Desert_Two Penobscot salmon weighng more than 20 pounds apiece, were shipped from Belfast to New York the past
week; one by Capt. F. S. Pendleton of
Islesboro and one by Joel J. Walker of
Liberty
Capt. Bramhall had on exhibition at his market the first of the week a
'resh mackerel that weighed 4 pounds and
10ounces... .The Fish and Game Commissioners have posted notices of the closing
if Swan Lake to ice fishing for 4 years, and
the lake and its tributaries to the catching
if small fish. Trout less than 10 inches or
salmon less than 14 cannot be legally taken
from the lake or its tributaries.
—

Shipping Items.
Sch. Polly went to
Searsport Juue 2d to load hay for A. E.
Nickerson for Bar Harbor....Sch. Carrie
A. Bucknam arrived Juue 2d from Hoboken,
with coal for the Belfast Fuel & Hay Co_
Sch. Roger Drury, which discharged coal
ast week for the Swan & Sibley Co., sailed
June 2d for Hillsboro, N. B_Sch. Good
intent sailed June 2d with barrels for Rockport....Sch. Ida May sailed June 2d for
Uluehill to load hard wood for Vinal Haven.
—Sch. Circle sailed last Thursday on her
regular packet trip to Vinalhaven....Capt.
F. M. Heath of Verona has sold the schoonsr Nil Desperandum to Bangor parties, and
ias purchased the sch. Mary Louisa, formerly of Hampden_The fishing schooner
A. M. Nicholson was abandoned in the ice
ifif the Newfoundland coast last winter.
Later she was fallen in with and a prize
srew put on board. Thursday the owner of
;he vessel, Capt. Thomas M. Nicholson of
Bucksport, who was then in Gloucester, received a despatch containing the
welcome news that the vessel and her crew
lad arrived all right at Bonne Bay, N. F.
...Sch. Lizzie C. Rich arrived June 4th,
dangor for Boston with lumber....Sch.
IVatchman sailed June 6th for Bangor to
oad lumber for Boston....Sch. Anna P.
'base sailed June 4th for Bangor to load
umber....Sch. American Team sailed
I une 5 for Stonington, to load granite.

Notice.

yeaft.

TO ALL PERSONS TO WHOM
THIS HAY CONCERN OR
INTEREST:
I, FRANK L. ROBERTSON, clerk in
Ben D. Field’s grocery store, do hereby testify that being sick, tired out,
nervous, and all run down this spring,
was advised by my doetor to take
KENT’S CELERY WINE. I did
as he advised and can truthfully
say
that It has done me more good than
any medicine I ever took. It made me
feel like a new man, and I believe it
to be all they claim: The best m ® diclne for the stomach, Nerves,
Heart,
Liver, Kidneys and Blood ever made.
It makes you Eat,
It makes you Sleep,
It makes you digest you food.
The three things necessary for perfect health. I give this testimonial to

help the
them to

The annual meeting of the Belfast Improvement Society will beheld in Memorial
hall Monday, June 13th, at 2.30 p. m. The
order of business will be, reports of officers,
election of officers and committees, changes
in by-laws and any other business peculiar
to the meeting. All members and friends
interested in the objects of the society are
cordially invited to be present.
Don’t torget the grand entertainment
that will take place Wednesday, June 15th,
in Memorial Hall at 7.30, under the
auspices of the M. E. Church—“A

entertainment. You will not be sorry if
Tickets only 15 cents. Ice
you attend.
cream and cake will be on sale during the

evening.
To the State Convention. It looks
as though practically the entire Waido
delegation to the Republican State Convention in llaugor June 29tli—51 for Cobb—
will go by steamer Castine from Helfast,
accompanied by the Helfast Baud, which is
second to none in the State. The boat will
call at Searsport, Sandypoint and Winterport to accomodate delegates at and near
those points.
•
now

The Bangor Daily News recently- gave a
sketch of Daniel B. Plummer of Montviile,
and attributes much of the success of the
Freedom Academy ball team this season to
his efficient management.
Mr. Plummer
was born in Montviile, June 10, 1879, the
son of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Plummer.
When but 13 years of age both his parents
died, and he received the care of an elder
brother. He attended the public schools in
Montviile and then went to Freedom Academy to fit himself for college. Finding it
necessary to seek employment he went to
Massachusetts, where he spent several
years, until called home by the serious illness of his brother.
He then remained on
the home farm and engaged in school teaching, in which he has been very successful.
In 1902 he was elected superintendent of
schools in Montviile, and held the position
one year, teaching at the same time. In
1904 he was re-elected superintendent. Last
fall he again entered Freedom Academy,
and is president of i,is class, which graduates in June, 1905. He is a good student'
prominent in athletics and a favorite with
all.

Dry Goods,
Small Wares

sick and suffering, and advise
use

and
PRICE RA.

OUCi

terested in the notice on the 2nd page of the
appointment of Dr. Carlos C. Alden as
Dean of the Buffalo Law School.
Dr. Alden, when a boy, attended the public schools
in this city and ranked with pupils several
The promise of his boyhood
years older.
has been fulfilled in his career as a practicing lawyer and writer on legal matters.

The public schools of Maine will go to
Lake Maranacook by special excursion
over the Maine Central Railroad
Saturday,
June 11th. They will go on the regular
morning train and return by the evening
The members of Seaside Chautauqua Cirtrain. The fare from Belfast for the
round trip will be for adults, 85 cents; cle will meet with Mrs. George 1). Mahoney,
No. 7 Salmond street, Monday afternoon,
children, 45 cents.
The lesson will be from “EvoDickey’s Excursion. Orrin J. Dickey June 13th.
will take his first excursion for this season lution of Industrial Society,” chapters
to Augusta aud Togus next Saturday, leav- twelve and thirteen, and from the Chautauing Belfast on the morning train and re- quan Magazine, a study of the “Racial
turning in the evening at six o'clock. The Composition of the American People,” and
fare will be but $1.45 for the round trip, chapter four of “Provincial Types in Fic
visiting the departments of the National tion.” Author, Sarah Orne Jewett.
Home at

Mrs. Leander Staples died June 1st, aged
79
She had been a great sufferer for
the past few years. She was kindly cared
1
for in her last days by Mrs. Edwin Jenkins,
in whose home she died. Funeral services
were held at the church by Rev. David
Her husband survives her....
Brackett.
The Odd Fellows and Rebekahs will hold
memorial services Sunday afternoon, June
12th. H. R. Dawson will deliver the addresses. Every one is invited to attend the
public services....Mrs. Annie Durham,
who has been very sick, is as comfortable
Mrs. Frank Hamm is
as can be expected.
nursiug her, and she is under the care of
of
this village....Mr.
Dr. W. L. Watson
George Twombly, who has been unable to
walk for a number of years, was taken to
the Maine General Hospital, Portland, last
week for treatment. It is hoped he will receive benefit as his case is a hard one. His
wife accompanied him and will get employment there.... Mrs. Clara Bowden is gaining slowly....Mr. and Mrs. Frank Nye and
Mrs. Nellie Cooper attended the musical
festival in Bangor last week—Susie Colson Lyman from Massachusetts is visiting
her mother, Mrs. Betsey Colson... The Odd
Fellows hall is being papered and painted
and everything varnished—The W. C. T.
U. will meet with Mrs. Mary Putnam J une
10th.

Many in this city and vicinity will be in-

buildings
$2,000; damage to same,
$200; insurance, $1,700; value of contents,
No moving
$500; damage, $75; insurance, $100; cause Trip Around the World.’
of fire, caught from a brush fire set by ehil- pictures, but a pleasing and attractive
was

MONROE.

A

BOTTLE.

The

City Drug Store,

William A.
tells liow
money, time and trouble may be saved bybuying clothing of him. He is also offering
great bargains in furnishing goods to reduce stock. Green stamps
New summer
ideas in toilet articles at Poor & Son’s. Cool
water pads, new patterns: trusses and all
materials for repairs.
Every new medicine on the market. ..Rsad the Belfast
testimonial on Kent’s Ce.ery Wine, for
sale at the City Drug Store_See public
notices of the fish and game commissioners
on Swan Lake and
tributaries, and Bartlett stream and tributaries.. ..M. B. Smith
has a handsome bay mare for sale. “Inquire of N. W. Delano, Main street, Belfast... See advt. of Boston
University....
M. J. Dow, Brooks, dry and
fancy- goods
and millinery, sells shirt waists and dress
skirts
James Coombs offers for sale a
one and
half/story house with L and barn,
all connected, and 2$ acres if land.
Everything in good repair. Enquire on the premises, Swan Lake avenue, or of Mr. Coombs
on steamer Golden Hod....Call at the
N. C.
Matthews shoe store, Main street, and see
the many styles of Oxfords for men and
women....A. A. Howes & Co. are agents
for the Elastic Carbon paint, “the best
waterproof paint on earth.” Call on them
for samples and prices
Owing to the increased cost of the tobacco used in their
manufacture Mr. Bailey has been obliged
to increase the price of the Seth Bullock
cigars.
He does this rather than lessen
their quality... .Melvin 0. Dickey- publishes
a caution notice... Ten
stamps for one at
Carle & Jones, June 9th, 10th and 11th, on
all fancy china, cut glass, vases,
lamps and
jardinieres in stock; and in the afternoons
of those days, beginning at 2 o’clock, 5
stamps for 1 on everything in the two stores,
except the goods before mentioned.
Mason & Hall have just received a carload
of barbed wire—Read Fred A. Johnson’s
advt. It will interest shoppers... .The City
Drug Store will deliver in the city all orders
by telephone from 7 a. m. to 6 p. m. to the
amount of 25 cents and over.

manufacturing

—

SWANVILLE.
Mr. Walter Hill of Howard, R. I., was in
town last week, the guest of Miss Garry
Marden
Master Maurice Curtis was the
guests of his uncle, Mr. Herbert Maddocks,
the first of the week—Miss Mary Cunpingham, who has been ill all winter, rode
out last Saturday.
—

Brown’s Instant Relief has become a
household necessity and Is as staple as 11 our
in the market.

where

Blue

SAND YPO I NT.

UNDERTAKERS.

Mr. and Mrs. John Perkins of Milo and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Perkius of Sebeois were
here recently for a visit to their mother_
Mrs. Herman Leach and daughter from
Penobscot were here several days the past
week visiting her sister, Mrs. L. K,
Perkins-Miss Jessie Black spent several
days in Bangor recently—Miss Bertha
Crocker is at home from Belfast for a short
vacation
The foundation is finished and
carpenters have begun work on F. S. Ilarriman’s new house on the lot recentlybought of F. F. Perkins_Hr. Boynton o'f
Winterport was here last week and fitted
several with glasses
There will be a
sociable in the hall June 9th
The farmers have been very busy the past week
with their crops_The apple trees are
very full of blossoms-Sch. Edith M. Allen is discharging coal here for the Towing
Co.Capt. John Small is loading his
schooner, the A. J. Whiting, with hay for
II. L. Hopkins
Jewett Ginn had a cowdie last week.

R.H. Coombs & Son,

Trading
Stamps

CASKETS,

—

ROBES and
BURIAL GOODS.

—

—

Prepared at all hours to do EMBALMING aud FUNERAL WORK.
ly7
Connected by telephone both day and night.

72 Main

—

with

Street, Belfast.

The young people of the place who attended the ball at Sandypoint Friday-night
report a very pleasant time.. .Miss Theresa
McGee, who is teaching school in North
Castine, spent Memorial day with her
mother—Mrs. Fred Dockham is spending
a few days with her sister, Mrs. Moore in
Sargentville... Miss Ada Clark visited her
sister, Mrs. G. C. Ward, the past week....
The S. B. I. S., after a longtime of idleness,
met June 2d at the Grange hall with about
25 present—McKinley- Lodge, K. of P.,
were entertained at Ellingw-ood’s Corner
June 1st
Dr. Benj. Colson and familyvisited his son, Mr. Josiah Colson, May
30tli
The farmers in this section have
been very busy the past week with their
planting, as the season was so far advanced before the ground could be worked.
It looks now as though it would be a veryfavorable season for all small fruits_
Next Sunday, June 12th, will be observed
as children day. by the
Sunday school at
the Mt. schoolhouse.
—

10

every

cents

worth purchashed
our store.

PROSPECT VILLAGE.

This sale is for
artist ok long experience in
many branches, including teaching, would
respectfully inform the people of Belfast and
vicinity that he has opened a summer studio at
92 Main street, where he is prepared to give INSTRUCTION in DRAWING and SKETCHING
from NATURE, in PENCIL, SEPIA and INDIA

An

at

week only and ends
WEDNESDAY P. M., JUNE 8th.

:

one

INK.

—

LETTER TO W. H.

Inexpensive souvenir views about Belfast and
Bay always on sale.
CIP’Copying and enlarging photographs, ambrotypes, etc., and finishing in both in India Ink
and Water Colors. Special attention given to
pictures where other artists have failed to obtain

the

a

H. 5.

QUIMBY,

BELFAST, DIIANE.
Dear Sir: We manage to get some fun
out of paint.
J. II. Kohlmeyer, Grove
City, l’a., put in Devoe. Along came a
salesman of Somebody elses’s paint before
ours had got there.
Salesman said ours
was short-measure.
Kohlmeyer weakenfire
and
ed, hung
flopped; stopped ours and
took his.
It was our turn now.
We emptied our
can into his and his into ours.
The shortmeasure was his, not ours, and we kept

The Old

from the varnish in Devoe’s Varnish
Floor Paint; costs 5 cents more a quart
though. Sold by Mason & Hall.

4w23*

FISKE,
Up One Flight.

Telegraph

Office.

f—'—

Notice.

Suit
Savings effected by buying

to

5 in afternoon.

CITY DRUG STORE.

Home

Employment Bureau, j

Room 209, Savings Bank Building, Waterville,
Me. First-class help furnished with good positions in all lines, both in and out of town. Let
us know what you want and we do the rest.
No
charges unless successful. Call or seud stamp
for blank.
tf21

10

stamps instead

of l on all

JARDINIERES IN

STOCK.

And during the afternoon of the above days, beginning at 2 o’clock,

5 Stamps

in

place

purchases in each of our 2 stores of all the
(except those that are listed above that
give 10 stamps on all day.)

On all

and Ladies’

will

give

(iaa/Ic
UUUU8

|

WV

(iCCp.

IN ALL THE NEWEST AND LATEST NOVELTIES—Cloaks, Suits, Shirt Waists,
Dress Goods, Hosiery, Underwear, Shirt Waist Suits, and its the best line in town,
Separate Dress Skirts, Corsets, McCall Patterns, Etc., Etc., also China, Glass, Lamps,
Wall Papers, Dinner Sets, Glass Ware, Brushes, Toilet Sets, Tin Ware,
Agate Ware,
S and 10c. Goods, Curtains, Room Mouldings, Paints, Fishing ITackle, Guns, Rea

$15

you need some Dry Goods?
you need a Dinner Set?
you need some kitchen ware?
you need some trading stamps to All up your books?
Do you need anything in our line?
If you do come in, we need some money, lets exchange.
Yours truly,;

now

1

$10.

lO dozen Men’s Gray Mixed Overalls, all sizes, 38c.
Men’s Heavy l>r.ib Corduroy Pants, $1.48.
Men’s Cotton Worsted Pants, 78c.
| Youths’ Cotton Worsted Pants, 68c.
GREEN TRADl.VG STAMPS.

^“The most complete line of Clothes and
be found at CLARK'S CORXER.

Furnishings

in town will

wiluah a. clark,
Belfast, Maine.
J rrrr
Manufacturing Clothier,
>
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! LADIES’ FEET 5
x
♦

Should be properly shod. Winter has gone,
is here, boots are laid aside to give way to

!

summer

♦

f

X

+
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&OXFORDS.V

♦

♦

♦

i
♦

♦

2_Stores.

Rain Coats

Call and

see

the many

HEN’S

styles, with prices to suit.

OXFORDS,

stylish and

easy.

+

\

first class

Do
Do
Do
Do

CARLE & JONES,

Surplus Stock.

k'oort

Furnishings

volvers, Nickel Plated Ware, and everything that goes to make up
Department Store.

to reduce

Outing and Work Shirts,50c. quality for 38c.
30 dozen Men’s Negligee Shirts, sizes 14, 14 1-2, 16. 16
1-2, and 17,
50c. grade, at 29c.
200 Men’s Pittsfield All Wool Pants, nice pattern to close, $1 98.
1 case Men’s Thin Summer Underwear, 18c.

♦

wo

Bargains

Fancy Hall Hose, 25c. quality, 2 pairs tor a
quarter.
25 dozen Police aud Firemen’s Braces, 2 pairs for a quarter
Sold everywhere for 25c per pair.
180 Fancy Vests, $1.00 to $2.50.
Boys’ Corduroy Knee Pants. 38e. Sizes 4 to 10 years.
Men’s Odd Working Pants, 98c
Vests, 98c.

♦

of 1

we

Dry Goods

we

MOXEV
TIME.
TROUBLE.

10 dozen

Fancy China, Cut Glass,Vases, Lamps,'
AND

of us.

month, Jl'X’E.

Great

:
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
June 9th, 10th and 11th,'
give

Saving!

Custom tailors piiargk
more—they don’t givk more. Tliev
make you wait. They take up time with
fittings. Step in
and try on a Hart, Schaffner A Marx Suit. Xo
obligation to
buy. JJOL BLE ORE EX’ TRADIXG STAMPS given with
every purchase on presentation of this advt. only during this

Telephone call 39-11.
Paste this notice up by your telephone.

10 Stamps fori
We will

>1

city between the hours of 7 in morning

since then, that paint-manufacturer gives full-measure; his paint is not
but
his
pure,
gallon contains four quarts.
Go by the name; and the name to go by is
Devoe lead-aud-zinc.
Yours truly,
27
F. W. Devoe & Co.
P. S. Mason A Hall sell our paint.

comes

cordially invited

Goods ordered by telephone at CITY DRUG
STOKE amounting to 25c. or more will
be delivered at once anywhere in the

ever

That lieautiful Gloss

are

92 Main Street,

our man.

And,

!

true likeness.

Lovers of Art and Nature
to call.

—

-—I-U_S_

corner

EDMUND WILSON, Prop.

tailor,

—

old

same

give

BELFAST, MAINE,

New Advertisements.

Clark,

old store, the

your grandmothers and grandfathers used
to buy their goods.
The past week has
again fairly introduced us to the public of
Waldo County. This week we shall
again

RETAIL AND WHOLESALE AT

j

same

Carpets

Belfast.

Not too

busy

to show them to you.

N.C.

HATTHEWS,
BELFAST, MAINE.

*
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in its integrity must be preserved; the cost.
‘’Boys, you know what that
country and tne flag that were born in means,” shouted Col. Tilden. It meant
1775 must be handed down to posterity the saving ot the rest of the division.
as they were given to us.
It must be It meant death to many and a captivity
BY
R.
an undivided country.
The flag must worse than death to the survivors of
H.
COMMANDER
DELIVERED
The stripes that little band of men. There was no
DAWSON BEFORE E. M. BILLINGS not lose a single star.
must have no stain upon them.
thought of wavering. The order came,
POST AT MONROE MAY 30th.
This was the situation on the Uth “About face, 16th,” when they met the
H. I?. Dawson was the Memorial day day of April, 1861. Major Anderson, Are of the rebels, who fired upon them
To fight longer was
with a few brave men, was in command from all sides.
orator at Monroe this year, and spoke
at Fort Sumter in Charleston harbor wicked, was useless. Hemmed in by
extemporaneously, using neither notes and on that day he received an order thousands of rebels there was no hope.
He said, in part:
nor manuscript.
from Gen. Beauregard to surrender Then came one of the bravest deeds of

MEMORIAL ADDRESS.

Comrades, Ladies of the Relief the fort to the forces of the Confederate States. Major Anderson refused
Corps and Citizens:
There is no need of an apology why I to surrender the fort and on the followam the speaker on this occasion.
As ing day the fort was fired upon. The
old flag floated over the fort and it was
you will see our ranks are growing
thinner and our Roll of Honor is grow- torn in shreds by the fire, yet it was
Andering longer each year, and as the years never given up, for when Major
roll on our ranks will be getting smaller son saw that he could not hold the fort
his
he
surrendered
and
flag (or
taking
and smaller until we are all gone. And
what was left of it) he marched his
as the Grand Army of the Republic,
of
war.
The
men
out
with
the
honors
unlike any other organization, cannot
increase its membership, we are des- war was thus begun, and the thunder of
tined to disappear as an organization the guns that tired on Fort Sumter
in a few years from now. But while echoed and re-echoed around the world.
we survive the story of the civil war Foreign nations said that meant the
will be told, the dags and dowers will end of the great Republic, and France
be placed on the graves of our comrades and England rejoiced at the prospect.
who have gone before us, until the last The northern States were wild with
Party lines were forgotone of us shall stand alone at the monu- excitement.
with the
ment, deposit his flag and wreath and i1 ten. All were for the Union,
with tears in his eyes recall his boyhood exception of a few who were termed
had them.
days and wonder why he should be the Copperheads; and all townscame.
This
one remaining to do the honors to his Then the call for troops
was more than 40 years ago and in this
dead.
to
were
fields
This 30th day of May is a day set part of the country there
apart by the government as a national be sown and harvests to be reaped. Sol-

holiday)

a day to do honor to and
remembrance the men who
gave up their lives that the country
might live. It is a day, my comrades,
when-our memories sweep back to our
young manhood, and to the days when
with muskets on our shoulders we stood
betw een our country and dishonor. How
well we remember the days from '01 to
’05. We remember the call for men and
how we responded to that call, and the
story of those days will never be erased
from our memories until the last one is
as

keep in

frniiP

All wars have their causes, and the
wars of our country are not different
from others. There has been a reason
for the wars we have had, and in my
way I shall try and bring them before
you this afternoon. You all know the
history of the first war, when we were
one of the dependencies of Great Britain, and how that government placed
excessive taxes upon the colonies and
how on the 4th day of July, 1776, the
1 leclaration of Independence was issued
ana we determined to be a free people.
After eight years of bloody war we
gained our independence and our country was born. The Stars and Stripes
became our emblem and you, my comrades, when we are about to pass away,
can look at the old flag, greater and
brighter, and hand it down to those
who will come after us without the loss
pf a star or stripe—and a flag that has
never been dishonored.
The war of 1S12 and the Mexican war
of 1S40 resulted in victories for the
United states and peace seemed to be
assured for our country. It is well, my
comrades, to look back in the history
of our country and see what was the
cause of the war in which we were engaged. The cause began before we bad

had been made,
loving
the pledges of happy homes; homes already established were to be guarded
against hunger and want; and as the
days grew darker and darker still, and
the tears of mothers and wives flowed
iu streams, and the husband and father
looked at his wife and children and
possibly the baby in the cradle, whose
eyes seemed to say, “I love you.” But
what tkev really "did say to the father
was:
“Father, will you help save for
me the Union that your fathers estabThose were the days
lished for you”?
that tried men’s souls. Men said goodbye to their wives and children, not
knowing whether they should ever see
any of them again; and comrades, you
remember the lump that came up in
your throat when possibly with your
mother’s arms around your neck she
bade you goodbye. With their hearts
almost broken they watched you until
emn

and

vows

the war, and one that will ever be remembered by the soldiers of the 10th
and by the people of Maine forever.
When ordered to surrender, Col. Tilden
broke his sword and' the men in that
wicked fire, when they were being shot
down on all sides, jumped for their
Hags which they had followed in battle,
broke the staffs, tore the flags iu pieces,
secreted the pieces upon their persons,
and then surrendered; but to the honor
and glory of the 16th their flags were
Alnot surrendered to the enemy.
though their flags were not brought
home and placed in the rotunda of our
State House at Augusta they were
brought home in pieces and became the
priceless relics of the boys who saved
them; and to-day Comrade G. II. Fisher,
who sits before me now, has a piece of
that flag in his possession. But these
two regiments were no braver than
others. Tltey simply were ordered to
do w hat they did, and did it. Go with
me again to the charge of Gen. Burnside at the Stone Bridge at Antietam;
the charge of The Heights of Fredricksburg, when every soldier knew it
was impossible to carry them; Meade
at Gettysburg; Hooker at Lookout
Mountain, in the charge above the
clouds; Sherman’s wonderful march
from Atlanta to the sea; Sheridan's
twenty mile ride to Winchester, turning defeat into a glorious victory.
These were the heroes of our Civil
War; and later we can refer to Dewey
at Manila, Sampson and Schley at
Santiago, and Dobson blowing up’ the
Merrimae under his feet, expecting to
meet almost certain death. These are
the heroes of the present time.
Our navy was not behind the army
in glorious deeds of heroism. Take for
example the sinking of the Cumberland
by the rebel ram Merrimae. She went
down with colors flying and the last
shot was fired as she went under water;
rarragut

lasnea to tne

rigging

oi

me

Hartford while passing the forts and
The northern States were wild with mines in the capture of Mobile; Lieut.
excitement then. When the President Cushing destroying the Albermarle by
called for 75,000 men for three months thrusting a torpedo under her and exservice it took only a few days for the ploding it, blowing himself and crew inquota to be filled. Seven days after- to the water. On the Oth day of March,
Fort Sumter was fired upon, the 0th : 1862, the world saw that the wooden
Massachusetts Infantry was passing ships were doomed; that there must be
through Baltimore, where they were an entire change from wood to steel,
attacked by a mob, and the first men ; for on that day steamed out from a
killed in the War of the Rebellion were confederate port the rebel ram MerviIt was on the 19th of mac and proceeded down to Hampton
killed there.
April, isoi, the anniversary of the bat- Roads, where the Union vessels, the
Slie
tle c-t Lexington, 85 years before, in our Cumberland and Congress, lay.
vmi

ivont mit

nf sifrht

Independence. Troops were came upon them and sank them both.
rushed forward to Washington. Skir- Then darkness coming on she steamed
mishes were taking place on the lines, back, determined to come out in the
when it was determined to drive the morning and destroy the remainder of
rebels from their position at Manassas the Union fleet. It is recorded in hisJunction, and on Sunday, July 21st, tory that at the sinking of the Cumthe two armies met. There was terrific berland the captain of the Merrimac
fighting on both sides, but the northern shouted to Lieut. Morris, who was in
of the Cumberland, to surgained our independence. In the year army was defeated and the defeat re- command
1640 two vessels were upon the ocean sulted in a panic. The Confederates render the ship or lie would sink her.
They ex- Lieut. Morris answered back, “Sink
at the same time. One was the May- were wild with excitement.
flower that landed the Pilgrims at Ply- pected that they would be recognized her, and I will go down with her;” and
when
mouth, Mass., and from whom you of as belligerents by the foreign powers lie did. But on the following day
this part of tlie country descended; the and believed that their success in the the Merrimac came out to complete
war

for

other a Dutch trading vessel that laud- battle of Bull Run decided, what the
ed at Jamestown, Virginia, a load of South had claimed, that one Southerner
negroes and sold them as servants or could whip five Northern men.
There is no doubt that the battle of
slaves. From that transaction resulted
all the trouble that came two hundred Bull Run was a good thing for the
years later and brought on the great Northern States, for they had thought
civil war. The immediate cause of that it would only be a picnic to go down
was the. attempt to extend slavery into South and teach the Johnnies a lesson.
t.. irh.
_.1
-.11
»Lr.S
'I’l.i.
the new States that were seeking to
come into the Union.
The people in North had to face the situation. Their
the North were willing that slavery army had been beaten, their soldiers
should stay where it was, but not that had lied in disgrace, and many were so
it should be extended into other states. frightened that some of them may be
The trouble continued.
It is hard to get one of
Hard woids running yet.
were exchanged in our legislative halls the old veterans to acknowledge that
and the crisis almost came at the time he was at the battle of Bull Bun. The
of the Dreu scott decision, when a North was now awake.
The Presinegro of that name was arrested anil dent called for hOO.oou troops for three
t’«J t
1 1 1 Ul I ViAllfll
) 1 e C!A n<ll1or]
years’ service, and that vast number of
About that time, or soon after, Mi*. men soon responded to the call. The
Harriet Beecher Stowe, a sister of that army must be organized, drilled and
great preacher, Henry Ward Beecher, taught how to light, so that there
wrote a book called Uncte Tom’s Cabin, should be no more Bull Runs, and there
in which slavery was portrayed in its were none. A braver army was never
most hideous form.
It told how slaves organized than the army of the Union.
were bought and sold like cattle and The war was begun in earnest.
Troops
their families broken up by their sale: were rushed to the front; vessels were
and how slaves were whipped to death, built: money was borrowed; the aras in the case of Uncle Tom.
The hook senals of the country were run to their
almost caused bloodshed, and to cap full capacity. In fact, all business was
the climax Preston Brooks, a Southern booming. Battles were fought, thou.senator, caned Senator Charles Sumner sands were killed, and thousands were
in the T. nited States Senate chamber. dying of disease. The wounded were
Then the people became excited and a everywhere in hospitals, and the world
new party was formed in this
country, woke up to the fact that the greatest
called by its enemies the Black llepnb- war of modern times was being fought
lican party. In 185b this party brought on the American continent.
forward John C. Fremont as its candiFor four long years the struggle condate for President. James Buchanan tinued and it was a struggle of giants.
was nominated hv the Democratic or We have had other wars—the RevoluSouthern party and was elected. Dur- tion, 1812, the Mexican, and later the
ing the four years of his administration Spanish war—but they were not like
tlie country was involved in turmoil the war of the Rebellion, and we do not
and strife, which culminated in what have to go far to know the reason why.
is known as the John Brown insurrec- Both armies were composed of brave
tion at Harper’s Ferry. He had con- men.
Both contained the dower of
ceived the idea of arming the slaves young American manhood. The only
and have them free themselves from way the North could win was by overslavery by killing their masters. The whelming numbers, for we were lightinsurrection came to naught, however, ing a foe as brave as ourselves and only
as Brown and his followers were over- by their extermination could we win.
powered and captured by U. S. troops. As to the bravery of the foe, take for
Brown was tried, convicted and hanged example Pickett’s charge at Gettysat Charlestown, Ya.
burg. No braver or more heroic deed
The convention of the Kepublican
uuuvi
x
cxc
was
called
in
1800.
party
Abraham there remember very well how they
Lincoln of Illinois was the nominee. faced that line of artillery and infantry
The Democrats were divided by dis- and how after they were beaten they
sensions and placed three different retreated, not in disorder, but in order,
candidates in nomination and Abra- and gave to the world an exhibition of
ham Lincoln was elected President of valor that has rarely been seen.
the United .states.
Then the States
Formerly in talking of heroes and
south of tlie Mason and Dixon line be- heroic deeds we had to go back to the
to
talk
secession.
gan
They were de- old world, but it is not so now. We
termined to take themselves out of the can point to deeds of heroism that the
Union.
Soutti Carolina led, six other world cannot match. Go with me in
States followed in rapid succession, and your imagination to that fateful 18th
on tlie 4th of March, the day of Lin- of June, 1804, before
Petersburg, on the
coln's inauguration, five States had spot where afterwards Fort Steadman
already seceded. During this time of was built, and see that splendid Maine
excitement tlie Secretary of War and regiment, the 1st Heavy Artillery, a
the Secretary of the Treasury of the regiment composed of the finest young
United States saw to it that tlie few men of Maine, a regiment that was the
war vessels we nau were sent to forpride of the old Pine Tree State, a regieign ports, that the arms in the differ- ment which on that eventful afternoon
ent armories of the Northern States was doomed to almost entire annihilawere shipped south; that the
money in tion. The time had come for the charge
the Treasury was mostly used in the on the enemy’s works. The men were
southern States; and, to’ clap the cli- lined up, nine hundred strong. They
max, the bullion and money was sent realized what was before them. Knapfrom the mint in Philadelphia to the sacks were taken off, bayonets were
mint in New Orleans.. Twelve United fixed, and many with sad faces and tearStates Senators had resigned their ful eyes dictated messages to the loved
seats in the Senate and over sixty ones at home. They shook hands and
members of the House of Representa- bade each other good bye, and it must
tives had done the same.
Lincoln had have been with heavy hearts that they
to go to Washington in disguise to be received the order to
charge into the
as
it was feared he would jaws of death. And now, breaking the
inaugurated,
be assassinated in passing through dead silence, came the order—“Charge,
Baltimore.
Nearly three hundred of- bayonets! Double quick!” The men
ffcers of the army and navy had re- sprang to their work and in the short
signed and joined the seceded States. space of five minutes 634 out of those
These men, educated by the United 900 men were killed or wounded. Just
States government, and who had taken think for one moment what that means
the oath of allegiance to their govern- —66 per cent., or 66 men out of each
ment, committed the crime of treason. hundred, lay upon the ground, either
The dark clouds of war hung over killed or wounded. It was almost the
the country. The people were excited. utter wiping out of the
regiment, and
Party lines were drawn and men who in this engagement the 1st Maine
nirnai-i,

"wo

had been neighbors and friends became
bitter enemies. Families were divided,
and deep trouble was before the Nation. The Southern people were deter
mined to leave the Union, form a government of their own, and called
themselves the Confederate States of
America. The North said: The Union
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Heavies lost
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more
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men<than any body

of men ever lost in battle in modern
times. Again, go with me to Gettysburg on the 1st day of July, 1863, at

about four o’clock in the afternoon,
when the 16th Maine regiment was
ordered out on the Chamberaburg road
with orden to bold the position it any

her work of destruction she ran against
the Monitor, commanded by Lieut. John
L. Worden, and a most wonderful
naval fight took place, the Monitor defeating the Merrimac, and thus changed the navies of the world from wood
to steel.

Comrades, in looking back over
history of the war you jviil notice

the
the
armies
and
disUnion
met with defeat
aster in nearly all our great battles,
from the battles of Bull Run in ’61 to
the battle of Fredericksburg in ’02; but
a change was soon to come; for I believe that on that September day in
1802, after the battle of Antietam was
fought, andjPresident Lincoln issued Ins
that after Jan. 1,1863, the slaves should
be free and cease to become property,
the fortunes of war changed.
The
Union army, although defeated at
Chaneelloiville, began a series of vic-

tories.
Gettysbury, Vicksburg and
other engagements followed in quick
succession. General Grant soon took
command of all the Union armies and

the rebel armies were driven to surrender. The war was over and victory
rested on the side of the Union. The
nation was not to be divided. The old
tiag, born in 1776, was to wave over the
Union, brighter and stronger than it
had ever been. But the cost was fearful in both men and money as these
statistics show: Numberof total enlistments, 2,850,000; killed and died of disease, 303,504; died in rebel prisons, 3,000; died of wounds, 33,993: total deaths
from all causes, 373,497. This was in
the northern army alone, and with the
deaths from all sources in the confederate army would bring the grand total
to over one half million of the voung
men of the land.
The cost in money
we cannot tell, but we do know that
the debts of the northern States alone
were in round numbers two
billion
eight hundred milliou dollars. What a
fearful cost to pay for the extermination of slavery in the United States.
After the war was over Gen. John A.
Logan and a few others conceived the
idea of keeping in memory the deeds of
the soldiers of the Union, and at a meeting held in the west the Grand Army
of the Republic was born and this day,
the 30th of May, was designated to
keep in memory and to honor those
who had died in the cause. Posts were
nrorani'/pH
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living

veterans were banded together
to aid and assist each other, and well
have they done their work; and it is almost done. We will soon all be gone,
but our organization lias done a great
deal for the old soldiers in the matter
of pensions and in the beautiful custom of placing the flags and llowers as
we have done this forenoon.
Not a
soldier's grave in our different yards is
at this moment without a new flag and
wreaths and flowers upon it. This is
not all, the G. A. R. has done. It has

taught patriotism and loyality by placing the stars and Stripes upon the
schoolhouses of our laud, and it is a
grand sight to see the pupils salute the
flag as it is raised each morning. This
ceremony teaches them to respect and
love the flag under which they live.
Many an old veteran has great reason
to bless the Grand Army of the Republic for the aid he has received from it,

aud there is not one of the old veterans
of our town who does not look with
pride upon our monument; and well
they may, for perhaps we have the finest monument of any small town in our
State. And is it not a pretty sight to
look at after it is decorated with its
flags and flowers? No wonder the
town is proud of it. So, comrades, let
us stand
we can, for

by the Grand Army
it has stood by

as
us

long

as
our

in
times of need.
The part that the loyal women of our
country took in the war is something
that many speakers on Memorial day
seem to overlook in their orations; and
it is possible for me to tell you only
a small part.
We all know the heartbreak and tears of our own, and as it

with us so it was with others when
we left home for the seat of war.
The
loyalty of the women in the war had
no small part in saving the Union, and

was

there is not

a comrade present this
but can recall some kind
deed or act by the sisters of chgfity 01
the nurses in field and hospital. And

afternoon

Ayers

women performed their
charity without money and
without price, and after the war was
over these patriotic women formed an

these loyal

acts of

order known

the Woman’s Reliei
Corps, an auxiliary to the Grand Army
of the Republic, and their work has
been something wonderful. Why, in
1903 the Woman’s Relief Corps paid
out in charity over $160,000 and since
their organization they have paid out
two million dollars and over for charitable purposes. Just think of it, comrades.
How many glad hearts that
must have made in the homes of the
as

Sometimes the hair is not
properly nourished. It suffers

We all know the

j

On the Farm

j

for food, starves. Then it
falls out, turns prematurely
gray. Ayer’s Hair Vigor is a

As

restored

tbe natural color.”
G. K. Ward,

Mas. E.
a

bottle.

in an

|

Poor Hair

ex
u

manner, is

^ a,S° ,iaS entertaiuillg P^'ges fur t!ie
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Y ou may secure it in connection with
your home paper,

j

The Republican Journal,

WANTED.

Tobacco and
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military power? But the veterans of
’61 and ’65 were different from the sol- UlRLS IO WOK ON SHIRTS.
diers of the old world. X'o other army
FOSTER KSTABKOOKS CO.,
ever held so many thinking soldiers:
2w22
Belfast, Maine.
none ever represented so high a level
of intelligence or so lofty a conception
of duty, as did the Union army; and
when they were disbanded they went
back to the same avocations as before
F. A. FOLLETT,
and soon resumed the peaceful pursuits
of citizenship, and we today are proud
Across the Square from P O
of the record of the boys who wore the
blue. There has been taken from outranks presidents, senators, cabinet ofamt cut—
ficers, heads of our great departments, 4 FEW 2-IIORSE PLOWS with wheel
ready to hitch to. Only $5 each while
governors and congressmen, and as we A ter
New
last.
goods.
look at the country and 'contrast they
6119
FEED ATWOOD, Winterport.
what it is now with what it might
have been, do not you, my comrades, DEMOCRATIC STATE CONVENTION.
feel that your marching,
fighting and
A Democratic State Conveniton will be
what you gave of your young manhood
was not given in vain.
Instead of a held in City Hall, Waterville, Thursday,
14, 1904, at 11 a. in. for the purpose of
July
divided country, a confederation of
nominating a candidate for Governor, and
States, we have the mightiest republic selecting
six candidates for Electors of
on earth.
We have a country that is President and Vice President of the United
the richest on earth, and more than States, and the transacting of any other
that we have a united country, and the business that may properly come before it.
Stars and Stripes can be handed down The basis of representation will be as folto those who come after us better and lows:
Each City, Towu and Plantation will be
brighter than we received them, with entitled
to one delegate, and for each fifty'
more stars added to its field, and
today votes cast for the Democratic candidate for
it lloats W'llPl’P flip Slin lipvpr sptw nnrvrt Governor in 1900, one additional
delegate;
it.
and for a fraction of thirty votes in excess
of
votes
an
additional
fifty
delegate.
Comrades, our ilag which floats over
Vacancies in any delegation can be filled
this hall today means a united country;
means a country where all men are only by a resident of the County in which
the vacancy exists.
born free and equal; means a country
The State Committee will be in session in
where slaves do not exist; and com- the
reception room of the hall at 9 o’clock
rades, although I was born under a for- oil the morning of the Convention to receive
eign llag I am proud that 1 can stand the credentials of delegates.
All Democratic conservative c’tizens of
under the folds of the star spangled
banner and say that 1 am an American Maine, who believe that the State should be
governed in a more economical manner,
citizen.
and a cessation made of the
method
Now, my comrades, we are all going of squandering the people’s present
money, are cordown the western side of life and soon dially invited to unite under this call in
we will all be gone to answer the last electing delegates to this Convention.
Per order, Democratic State Committee,
roll call; but 1 expect in that grand reGeorge FI. IIfghes.
view above, when all nations and peoChairman.
ples shall stand before the bar of God,
1904.
8 w
Bath,
14,
Me.,
May
there to be judged according to their
works, J expect there will appear in the
distance a long line of boys wearing
The Lemon as Medicine.
the blue. There may be no sound of
The value of lemons in the treatment
the drum, no w aving of banners, but 1
of both rheumatism and consumption is
expect that when the line passes in re
now known to be very great. Tbe treatview before the Lord, the righteous
Judge of all men, He will say: “Well ment is to bogin with one or two a day
and gradually increase the number. In
done, thou good and faithful servants,
thou hast been faithful over a few
one
case of rheumatism twenty-five
things, I will make thee ruler of many lemons a day were the dose for a time.
things. Enter thou into the joy of thy As a preventive of illness, however, a
Lord.”
half a lemon a day is all that should
be taken—that is. if taken every day
Register of Deep Water Vessels.
year in and year out. A half a lemon
In a cup of liof water taken an hour beSHIPS.
fore breakfast (without any sugar) will
Abner Coburn, arrived at San Francisco
annihilate the darkest of dark brown
Feb 22 from Baltimore via Montevideo.
tastes in one’s mouth. If you make a
A ii Ropes, ]). Rivers, sailed from Kuhului May 4 for Delaware Breakwater.
practice of eating more buyer and sugA .1 Fuller, arrived at Sydney, S S W,
ar than is good for you tal# lemon and
la
from
Tacoma.
May
hot water every morning.—Maxwell’s
Aryan, A. S. Pendleton, sailed from HonoTalisman.
lulu May 13 for Delaware Breakwater.
Bangalore, Blanchard, sailed from Kahlului May 21 for Delaware Breakwater.
Life nnd the Sun.
E Ii Sutton, arrived at Cheefoo May 31
All the energy of life is derived ultifrom New York.
Fort George, sailed from Melbourne April
mately from the sun. A little of this
22 for Sydney, NSW.
comes
indirectly through lightning
Gov Kobie, arrived at San Francisco May
which in passing through the air forms
15 from Baltimore.
Luzon, Park, arrived at Honolulu April ammonia and oxides of nitrogen. These,
18 from Newcastle, N S W.
being carried by rain into the ground,
Mary L. Cushing, arrived at Guam April are the constant source of nitrogen for
5 from San Francisco.
vegetable and indirectly for animal
Manuel Llaguno, D C Nichols, arrived at
life. A much larger quantity of energy
New York May 6 from Boston.
Puritan, A. N. Blanchard, sailed from is well known to be taken direct from
San Francisco Nov. 2 for Hull.
the sunshine by plants and used in
Paul Revere, Whittier, sailed from Newtheir uuabolic processes. This energy
castle, N S W, Jan 20 for Manila.
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 30 from is appropriated by animals in their
N.
S.
W.
Newcastle,
food, and whether in the vegetable or
S 1) Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from
in the animal it assists in any alternaNewcastle, N S W, Dec. 12 for San Francistions of the system before it is comco.
St Paul, F W Treat, arrived at Seattle
pletely dispersed.
March 5 from Manila.
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, sailed
Food aid Nervous Troubles.
from New York March id for Honolulu;
I have the privilege of
knowing
spoken April 23, N lat 24 11, W Ion 42 32.
Win II Macy, arrived at San Francisco
many eminent men in the medical proMarch 20 from Ladysmith.
and
their advice in nine cases
fession.
BABES.
out of ten is to eat ar.d take as much
Edward May, arrived at San Francisco
nourishment as i*os6iNe.
Numbers of
May 15 from Makawell.
cases of nervous breakdown are entireEthel, Williams, sailed from New York
ly paired by what your correspondents
May 28 for Charleston.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
would call “overeating.”
In all nervBarbados May 0 for Porto Rico.
ous disorders, from which so many sufPenobscot, sailed from Boston May 8 for fer In this
age of keen competition, the
Buenos Ayres.
chief remedy Is eating more than Is
Rebecca Crowell, arrived at Windsor, N
S. May 25 from Boston to load for Newburg.
seemingly required.—London Telegraph.
Rose lnnis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
Pensacola April 26 for Axim, W C A.
EraralnliU Ifor Revenoe.
Thomas A Goddard, sailed from Boston
Some years ago a British warship
March 23 for Rosario.
visited St. Kilda in exceptionally calm
SCHOONERS.
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at weather. As the natives of the place
New York May 10 from Jacksonville.
had never seen a steamer, the captain
Henry Clausen, Jr, sailed from Calais good naturedly offered to take them for
May 18 for Cheverie, N S.
Gladys, H B Colson, sailed from Bruns- an hour's cruise, which was readily acwick May 27 for New York.
cepted by a great many. On their reJohn E Develin, E L llichborn, arrived
turn the captain, seeing them ail standit Philadelphia June 2 from. Boston.
ing in rows on the quarter deck, asked
John C .Smith, sailed from Bath May 28
the cause,
lie was at once informed
for Philadelphia.
Mary A flail, Haskell, sailed from Bruns- that they were waiting to be paid.
wick May 27 for Boston.
R W Hopkins, llichborn, sailed from New
The Secret Elopement.
York May tl for Port Limon.
He—We bad best elope about 2 in
the morning. I will bring my motor to
OASVORXA.
the next corner, andKind You Hq*a Always Bought
,
Bears the
She—Oh, couldn’t you make it a little
earlier, dear? Pa and ma do so want to
see us off, and I don’t like to keep them
up so late.
K. H. Moody
isks the readers of this paper to test the
New Definition of Principle.
ralue of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure.
Those
“I fought the case not because I canpersons who have used it and who have
not pay, but on principle,” explained a
jeen cured by it, do not hesitate to recomnend it to their friends.
Kodol digests
defendant in the Southwark county
what you eat, cures indigestion, dyspepsia
court recently. "Yes, I know,” said
ind all stomach troubles.
Increases
itrength by enabling the stomach and Judge Addison wearily. “In these courts
ligestive organs to contribute to the blood principle is another word for temper.”
til of the nutriment contained in the food.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure is pleasant and palapiiln’t Take the Hint.
able.
» Nora—Oi towld tliot installment moo
thot he naden’t call so often.
The Keeley Institute in Portland, Maine,
Mistress—Did he take the hint?
)n
Muujoy Hill, is successfully curing
Irunkards and drug users.
“No, mum; ho took the plonny.”—
Iyr26*
Philadelphia Record.
Three spectres that threaten baby’s life.
Cholera infantum, dysentery, diarrhoea.
To the last day she lives a woman
Dr. Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry
never fails to conquer them.
can never understand how a man can
worry about money matters when the
children are doing so well at school.—
New York Press.

Weekly Visitor

The New=York Tribune Farmer

co.,

fOI*

h

failure of the farm for ti,,.

success or

whicti mill give aid of this kind, with the
opinions and practical
perienceof the best known agricultural authorities in America

Landing, N. J.
J. C. ayer

the

Aid to Success

an

A

My hair was coming out terribly. I was
almost afraid to comb it. But Ayer’s Hair
Vigor promptly stopped tbe falling, and also
pi.00

means

every farmer should keep in touch with new methods which
will in
crease the productiveness and
consequent revenue of his farm.

hair food. It feeds, nourishes.
The hair stops falling, grows
long and heavy, and all dandruff disappears.

government has been

110116 then

ye^r"01^

Hair Vigor

old veterans.
The Woman’s Reliei
Corps has been, as it were, the backbone of the Grand Army, with its enormous relief fund; but the money is not
all.
Just think of the sympathy oi
these loyal women, who give freely
their help, aid and assistance in times
of sickness and trouble. That cannot
be estimated in dollars and cents. God
bless them!
liberal in the matter of pensions, and I
believe the people of our country will
never see the old veterans suffer in
their old age. Now, inclosing, let me
say, comrades, that we have a great
deal to be proud of; for after the war
was over foreign nations shook their
heads and said, what will you do with
your disbanded army, intoxicated with

April—May—June
Are the three most important months of the
year

which will he

brighter

and better than ever, both
papers One Year

For

Cigars,

by sending

your

orrjer

Only $2.00
at once to

The Rep. Jour. Pub. Co., Belfast,He
mzmxam

PLOWS.

A Great

Clubbing Offer

A FREE PATTERN
(your

selection) to every subOnly 50 cents s year.

own

scriber.

Tie Rmiiicai Journal

MSCALL'S£jjjjk

AND

MACAZINEW
audEsmvSgazSTT
A rem; beautiful colored plate*; late*?
fas nions dressmaking economies ; faI
work ; household hints fiction, etc. Si...
acribe to-day, or, send cc for latest copy
Lady agents wan tod. Sand for terms.

Tbe Best sad Most Practical Farsi and Famil*
Pacer Published

For

Stylish, Reliable, Simple, Up-todate, Economical and Absolutely
Perfect-Fitting Paper Patterns.

Only $2.00

Believing that every

one of our readers should
have at least one good farm and family journal
have perfected arrangements whereby we can
send that practical and instructive journal Farm
and Home, in connection with Thk Rkpubli
dan Journal for only
oo. tin* price of Thu
Republican Journal alone. We are unable
to give but a brief description of the contents of
Farm and Home, which is unequaled for variety
and excellence
Prominent among its many departments may be mentioned the

MSCALL^BIkl

we

Farm and Garden

Fashions and

The

Lawyer

Dairy and Creamery
The

and town,

Poultry Yard

Apiary

News of the

The

Day

Question Box

The Veterinary
Sheep and Swine

__

Probate Court held at Belfast, w
the Counrv of Waldo,ou the loth
A. L). 1904.

At a

/"lORA E. MAYO, guardian of But
\J Isabel s. >layo and Em ry E.
children of Joseph K. Mayo, late
said County of Waldo, •ocea>eC, ha\
ed a petition praying for a license o
lie or private sale ami cotn. y eertan
of said minors described m said petti
Ordered, That thesaitl petitioner g
all persons interested by causing a
order to be published three wet ks
in the Republican Journal, a newsj a;
at Belfast, that they may appear ;r
Court, to be held at Belfast, within
County, on the 14th day of June. \
at ten of the clock before noon am:
if any they have, why the prayer ••!
er should not he granted.
GEO. E JOHN St
A true copy. Attest
21
has. P. Hazkltink

Republican Journal Publishing Co., Belfa

EASTERN STEAMSHIP CO.
SI MMER SCHEDULE.

Trips

a

mail from

The Republican Journal and M <
ziiit* with live patten >. will be >em
$2.10 in advance. Address
Rl.l'. JOI H.VAI. I
Bell

Farm and H<*mk Is published semi-monthly,
the J4 numbers which comprise a year’s subscription making a volume of over MO’pages, teeming
with all th** latest and most reliable information
that experience and science can supply. No better proof of its popularity can be offered than its
enormous circulation, which extends into every
State, each number being read by no less than a
million readers.
Remember we send both papers a full year, al
postpaid, at the very low price stated. Address
all orders to

6

by

McCALL CO.,
113-115-117 West 31st St, NEW VOftK.

Household Features

Plants and Flowers.
The Horse

or

THE

Fancy Work.

Breeding

Talks with Our

All Stam Allowed md id Bastino
and Sewiog Lines shown.
to and 15 cents each—none higher
Ask for them. Sold in nearly every cry
Only

Market Reports
Mechanical Devices

Fruit Culture

Feeding and

PAtfERHstP 1

Week to Boston.

>

s

Probate Court, held at Belfast, withe Countv of Waldo, on the 10th
A. D. 1904.
M. YOCNG, guardian
f
Kuowlton, minor, adoptee, dang!
I bridge H. Kuowlton. late of Belfast
I ty of Waldo, deceased, having pre><
for a license to sell
Commencing Monday, May 2. 190t,*steamers I tion praying
private sale and convey certain real cleavt* Belfast:
For Boston, via Camden and Rockland, Mon- minor described in said petition.
days at 3.00 p. m other days, except Sunday, at
Ordered, That the said petitioner
4.30 I*. M.
i to all persons interested by causing a
For Searspoit and Hampden, Tuesdays, Thurs- order to be published three weeks s
|
days and Sundays at 7 45 a. m.
the Republican Journal, a newspap*
For Bueksport, Winterport and Bangor daily, at Belfast, that they may appear
except Monday, at 7.45 a. m., or upon arrival of Court, to be held at Belfast, within
steamer from Boston.
County, on the 14th day of June.
at ten of the clock before noon, and
if any they have, why the prayer of s.<
RETURNING
er should not be granted
From Boston dally, except Sunday, at 5.00 p. m.
GEO. K. JOHNSON
From Rockland, via Camden, daily,
except
A true copy. Attest:
Mondays, at about 5.00 a. m.
21
Ciias. P. Hazeltist
From Hampden and Searsport,
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
SS.—In Court of Probatt
From Bangor, via Winterport and
Bueksport,
fast, on the 10th day of May.
Mondays at 12 m., other days except Sundays, at
beceaj. Poland, administratrix on
1.30 p. M.
Sumner Poland, late of Montville, it
All freight via the steamers of this
company is j
insured against lire and marine risk.
ty, deceased, having presented her f
account of administration of said
FKKI) W. BOTH. Agent.Belfast,
Iowa nee.
A. H. HANSCOM (i. B. & T. A., Boston.
Ordered, that notice thereof be
CALVIN AUSTIN,
Vice President and Gen’l Manager, Boston. weeks successively in The Republi*
newspaper published in Itelfast, in
that all persons interested may atte
bate Court, to l>e held at Belfast, on
of June next, and show cause, if an
why the said account should not be a
GEO. K. JOHN Id >'
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltini
At a

IIMWA

>

1

|

WALDO

..

E$**

hereby gives notice that he has 1
pointed administrator of the estate
CHARLES E. BRYANT, late of
in the County of Waldo, deceased

.Q.

bonds as the law directs. All per>
demands against the estate of said
desired to present the same for sett
all indebted thereto are requested t
ment immediately.
BENJAMIN H I
Unity, May 10. 1004.—21
■

Grain, Feed, Feeds,
Groceries.'
a

IMPORTERS OF SALT.

Dealers in the tiueat

NOTICE.

«

Anthracite and

Ocll

37 Front St.,

t

1

.

HUIIEKS PROMPTLY FILLED

3. 3 5,

ha-

the estat<
pointed administrator
W. C. TOWER, '.ate of Lincoln
in the County of Waldo, decca-<
bonds as the* law directs. All j»* rdemands against the estate of saiu

desired to present the same f*>r si
all indebted thereto are requested
ment immediately.
E.
Lincolnville, May 10, 15)04.—21

quality of

Blacksmith

I

ADMINISTRATOR’S
flhereby gives notice that he
of

Beliast, Main

TELEPHONE 4-*.

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTICE.

M

hereby gives noiict^that he hapoinUnl administrator of the estate
FRED H ALL, late of Urn
in the County of \\ aldo, decease,

bonds as the law directs. All pet s,
mauds against the estate of said
desired to present the same for set*
all indebted thereto are requested
ment immediately.
ASH \ I
Sangerville, May 10, 11H>4 —21
NOTICE. The subs-

DRINKWATER.

EXECUTRIX’S
gives notice that she has been duh
executrix of the last will and

Mlcajah Drink water of Northport,
Maine, and Elizabeth Bradford, his
wife; Their Ancestors and Descend-

ment,
make

ants, 1630 to 1825.
One copy 50 cents.
Five copies $2.00.

■Ufflir* Early Risers

4w20.‘

|
> By
)

testaux

KNOWLTON, late of Nor
\
in the County of Waldo, deceased.
having demands against the estate
ceased are desired to present the same
MARK

all indebted thereto

are

o

FOR SALK

mail prepaid.

;JOHN 8. FERN ALD,
Belfast, Maine.

aud

payment immediately t«> R. E 1
Belfast, Me., my authorized agent
JESSIE S KNOW 1
Jamaica Plain, Mass April 12, 15*04

an;1

An Organ, second-hand Bed Couch
and a Pool Table. Apply at the Bov
on

High Street, Belfast.

FRED M.

1

r

STAl'O1’

^

History of Bclfost.

s

SHtA> IN
E

BELFAST
FELLOWES.
-N'< Ll

Montville—John Emerson.

Camden—Joseph Hall.

in l8a7 BY

conies a translation of
I ies Monts, for which the
to his friend George

ri

Stephen

Longfellow.
Brooks—Joseph Freeman.
Camden—Ephraim Wood, Alden Bass.
Frankfort—Daniel Toby, Henry H.
Trevett, Tisdale Deane, Elisha Chick,

1*
VJHI LE in your city some time ago 1
bought several bottles of the True
'L. F.' Atwood’s Eitters at your store and.
found that it greatly benefited me. I

Nathan Weed.

Hope—William Arnold, John Jones,
which has little local William Hasty.
Eames.
the
Islesboro—Elisha
follows
Then
;s time.
Jackson—Jonathan Wright.
REGISTER.
,, ST\
Knox—Scolly Baker.
Lincoluville—Solomon B rooks, Josi^h
n of Waldo is composed
*
,i Hancock, Lincoln and Stetson, Israel Miller.
Barker.
be
found
Montville—Stephen
can
only
> :ogister
Northport—Benjamin Stevens.
.ifts—and these parts need
Palermo—Jacob Greelv, Jun., Chase
These considerations
,,i,
nelief that a register of Robinson, Jun.
Prospect—Paul Hichborn.
a al not fail to be aeeeptSearsmont—Bailey Moore.
:i, been prepared aceordSwanville—Samuel Eames.
errors that occur in the
Thorndike—Silas Whitcomb.
.,
are here corrected.
Troy—Joseph Green.
I T OF SESSIONS.
Unity—Daniel Whitmore, Hezekiah
eld of Belfast, Chief JusChase, John Stevens.
Thomas
.oerino, Associate Justices.
suttee on road#

■

Lincolnville.
Frankfort.

veils,
....

mate—Alfred Johnson,
Fro bate—Nathaniel M.
;■ kiort.
1 iceds—(not yet chosen).
do
,,-urer—

Courts—Hugh J. Ander,mey—Joseph

;

Belfast
Becket

—

Twining,

islesborough—Job

Philbroof.

Dress.

•A

>>eph Chandler, .Joseph
I

Uuriey,

,-s

!

Thomas

I

I 1'EAl

K

AXD

Nursery,” “First Aid
Young: Housekeepers,” “Housekeeping Made Easy,” “What to Eat,” “In City
Tents,” Etc.
to the

I,

njamin Cushing.

1

Ephraim Fletcher,

Xa-

hken.

ii.seph Chandler, Joseph
Everett.
1 (avid Alden.
/r-r

I

mas

Fireward*.

George Watson, Philip Morrill, Daniel
Lane, John S. Kimball, Joseph Smith,
Bohan P. Field, Benjamin Ilazeltine,
Benjamin Cunningham, Ralph C. John-

J. iienezer Williams,
it us

s—Robert Patterson, 2d.
0—David Otis,
John T. Poor
to—Samuel W. Miller.
11—Calvin Pitcher,
Benj. P. Dillingham.
Constables.
William Salmond, John W. Shepherd.

Eastman,Eli Ayer.

Harry Hazeltine.

1—Alexander Houston.

7—Joseph P. Ladd,
Stephen Longfellow.

in,

.!lishua Hall.

VJl?

V.l'- ■-

4—James Durham.
5—Hiram Holmes.
6—Robert White.

Lane,

John S. Kimball.
as Ashman.
:
W iJiaui Parkman, Jonamis'

Burnham.

ES OF T11E PEACE.

George Watson,Samuel Gor- son, Salathiel Nickerson, Jun.
Harford: William Moody,
Tithingmen.
Manasseh Sleeper, Ralph
Peter
Thomas

James McCrillis, William
p!i Kay res. Rufus B. Allyn,
Peter Rowe, S, W. Eells.
James Poor, XathauielH.
Jolin Clark, Hugh J. Ander-

Osgood, AVil-

Pickard,

liam Durham.

■

ist.

Timothy Copp, Cyrus
Emery, Moses True,

■

•aniel

c

■

il, Samuel Atkinson, Robie
Jones Shaw, Phineas BilBrown, Jonathan Hol■s

Mahoney,

David

Alden,

Moses Burley, Christopher
iiuuel Buffum, Elijah Grant,
G reely.

"

Andrew Leach, Joseph P.
Dow, Josiah Lane,

nathan

ivncli, Jun.,

Clifford,

John

Samuel Sluite, Nathaniel
'lies Blanchard, Green Pen'tephen Ellis, Ephraim K.
jainin Houston,
Noah Prescott, Ansel Loitennan Maxcy, Janies Maid-

Moody.

il

James Leach, Ebenezer
.Jun., Samuel Eames.
dike
Joseph Shaw, Joseph
Josiah Moulton, Peter Hara--

1
'■

ias Holbrook.
Funes Parker, Dennis Fair-

-i■

ies

•>i

Hillman,

Hanson White-

Henry Farwell, Daniel Whit
F omas
Broadstreet, Hezekiah
-aac Adams, Abner Knowles,
■'’-evens; James Fowler, Elijah

•unlaw.

Plantation—William Me.' Benjamin P. Keene, Abraham
J

,:
IT

on

F
George Pease.
111,1
Plantation—Henry
1
Fluents

Davidson,

notaries public.

iust—Alfred Johnson, Jun., Ma
deeper.
•OHilen—Jonathan ThAyer.
'-fort—Archibald Jones.
olnville—Samuel D. Reed.

i*1'"1
1

1

OI’NSELLORS AT LAW.

"llohan P.

Field, William
John Wilson, William White,
T,1 Johnson, Jun., Joseph William.
Allyn, James White.
,,u*s
1

,

i

Pliineas Ashmun.

'Oct)—Jonathan Thayer, Charles

rl,,|tei.

okfort—Archibald Jones.
“JKNKVS AT TIIE COMMON
1

j

Surveyors of Lumber and Measurers of
Wood.

Nathan B. Foster. James Gammans,
Samuel French, John Groos, Benjamin
.! iseph Drew, James Wey- Fells, Jonas Emery, John llaradeu,
,-s Bicknell, William AVhite,
John T. Poor, Samuel Jackson, Jun.,
ishman.
Shepherd B. Blanchard, William Beck'-amuel Whitney; William et,Joseph. Treat, Samuel Jackson, James
nia Perry, Jacob Roberts,
MeC'rillis, Samuel B. Hanson, Peter
Winslow, Salathial Nickerson, Jun.,
.> er. J.uther Fogg.
Ebenezer ACilliams, Mar- Josiah D. Hinds, Thomas Cunningham.
Otho Abbot, Samuel Gilbreth.
'-amuel Jacobs, Job lngraCuller of Hoops and Staves.
’.hard AVilson, Jesse CushJ. L. Moor.
David
Wood,
Tolman,
General School Committee.
Daniel Packard, Edward
aides It. i’orter, Stephen
Rev. William Frothingham, Rev. N a.lam Carlton.
thaniel Wales, Hiram O. Alden, William
William McGlathry, Ar- Poor, Zebah Washburn.
Vbner Bicknell; Samuel
Law Agent.
iii I (eane, Simeon Kenney,
Bohan P. Field.
Thomas Snow, Joseph
iii P. Pike, Oliver ParSchool Agents.
( hick, Xathaniel M. LowDistrict No. 1—Mark Blaisdel.
2—Lewis Bean, 2d.
'Viiiiam Sibley,Peter Ayer,
3—Robert Patterson, 3d.
nws, Nathan W. Chase,
4 and 5—Philip Morrill.
tall, Robert Thompson,
t>—C. C. Chandler.
•aniel Ricker.
7—John W. Wilder.
;s McLane, Matthew BevS—Benjamin Monroe.
t Gushee, Wade Sweetsi—Nahum Hunt.
Thaddeus
iobbs.
Hastings,
10—John T. Poor.
Robert
Jacobs,
yce Crane,
11—Robert Hilis.
e, James Weed.
12—Nathaniel Gilmore.
-Josiah Farrow.
13—Dennis Emery.
Fordman Johnson, Thomas
14—James McCrillis.
i.' a
Abbot, Silas Warren,
BELFAST DEBATING CLUB.
timothy Thorndike.
Present Officers.
Fip Greely, James Lamson,
John Haskell.
Alfred Johnson, Jun.. president.
Jonathan Fogg.
Joseph Williamson, 1st vice president.
..lie —Samuel A. Whitney,
James White, 2 vice president.
Hiram O. Alden, secretary.
French, Jonathan Fletcher,
ens, Samuel D. Reed.
John S. Kimball, William Crosby,
.1 oseph Neally, Ezra Thistle, Bohan P.
Field, R. C. Johnson, Daniel
Finery, Luther Parker, Win- Lane, standing committee.

:

asl

PLEAS.

William Stevens, Hiram O.

Al^rt Jf°j<

~

Nathaniel M.

Lowney,

The fresh air fashion has ceased to
be a fad. Everywhere people are learning the value of a life in the open air
and are proving for themselves what
even a few weeks of roughing out of
doors will do. The complete change of
habit aids the fresh air to get in its
good work and it is not necessary for
the tired toiler to take a long and costly
trip in order to make a total variety in
the habits of daily life. Farmers’ wives
have found out that there is benetit to
be derived from leaving home for a few
days and camping down at some place
a few miles from the farm.
Busy city
workers who cannot afford to take
themselves and their families to distant rural spots have discovered that a
tent or a cabin within a short ride of
town, near enough for the business
men to go back and forth to work on
their wheels, is not to be despised as a
means of getting the change that every
one should have in the course of the

2—Joseph Houston.
3—George Patterson.
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[Copyright, lfXM, by Christine Terhune Herrick.]

Surveyors of Highways.

1‘. Field, William
Wilson, John Merriam,

4

Unity.

pure tomato pro-

duct in color and flavor.

very fortunate when they go camp
1 do not refer only to the lucky
women who love to fish and row, or
who can handle a gun.
They may be
are

process retains the

new

considered supremely blest. But the
advantages of an outdoor fad, already
dwelt upon iu these columns, are felt
especially by the woman who camps

Perhaps men have more of the native
wood dweller in their composition than
women, but they never seem to have
much difficulty in adapting themselves
to the lack of home convergences and
comforts during a camping out period.
Possibly this is because they tiave less
of the "work of tlie purveying to do.
Children, too, enjoy this sort of life
and are never happier than when enduring some small privation that makes
them feel that they are leading a truly
wild existence.
The average woman does not take
quite so kindly to the unconventional
camp life,—for obvious reasons. She
is usually more a creature of habits
than the man and she takes her pleasVet it is
ures in an orthodox fashion.
a good thing for her to be shaken out
of tier accustomed round once in a
while and even if she does not become
so enthusiastic over camping out as do
her children and husband she can hardly fail to get real benefit from it.
There are many ways in which the
camp may be made comfortable for the
seekers for health and change who cannot indulge themselves in the luxuries
of those Adirondack campers who supply their rustic dwellings with brass
beds and porcelain tubs. That sort of
tiling is not camping at'all, in the real
sense of the word, much as it may api peal to the lovers of the ilesh pots. The
day has gone by when a camp must of
necessity be a tent. A tent lias its adI vantages, but it also possesses drawIn hot weather it is very hot,
| backs.
even although it cools quickly at uightr
i In wet weather it is not always wate.
j proof, and is chilly. Men and boys are
i usually satisfied with it. but a woman
owns to a preference for some kind of
a shanty or shack when she goes camping. Whether it be under canvas or
! beneath a more substantial roof, the
I main thing to make sure of in planning
I for a camp is that the beds shall be

|

|

t

comfortable.
»*"rr

v

—
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Lincolnville. 4 Waldo. 2
Monroe. 3 Wiuterport. 4
Montville.4
Morrill. 3
9a
The county committee will be in session
at the Court House, at nine o’clock a. m.,
on the day of the convention to receive credentials of delegates. Total number of delegates eligible to seats in the convention, 93.
Per order Democratic County Committee.
Fbarklin A. Greer, Chairman,
Dr. A. E. Kilgore, Secretary.
Belfast, JuDe 1, A. D. 1904.
—

1

already referred.
In the regular hunting camps where
there are guides, these take charge of
the cooking, and the women of the party do not have to trouble themselves
with anything in the way of kitchen

work. But there are many camps where
the women do the housework and there
must be provision made for the cooking and eating. The best camp outfit,
both for tne stove and the table, is of
the blue and white enamel iron ware,
which is light and durable and not un-

Our

of the

will do well to take with her some
Let it be
means of amusing herself.
her fancy work, or her basket making

perfectly ripe

tomato.

COLUMBIA CONSERVE COMPANY.

or

more

delightful.

Presidential

Democratic

I

Candidate.

Who will be the Democratic Presidential
nominee
Is the question that now agitates the soul
Of the party who, on the making
Of a slate, is cogitating
In the interest of the Democratic whole.

STATE OF MAINE.
*
County of Waldo, ss.
To the Honorable Justices of the
JuSupreme
dicial Court, next to he held at
Belfast, within
and for the county of Waldo, on the third
Tuesday of September, in the Year of our Lord on*
thousand lime hundred and four.
Nellie*. Whitten of Searsmont. in the County
of Waldo, and State of Maine,
respectfully libels
and gives this Honorable Court to
be informed
tlui she was lawfully married to Walter
M

IAwimml
GOODCOOKINSISTsl
■

ON GETTING

WASHBURN-CROSBY’S

There is Gorman, bland of manner, deep of
I
purpose, bold in deed:
The leader of a recusant cabal,
But his boom has gone to pieces—
lie made one too many speeches
On the subject of the Panama Canal.

I

a

|

On and after June 6, 1904, trains
connecting
Burnham and Waterville with
through train*
and from Bangor, Waterville. Portland ant

tor

Boston, will

run as

follows:

FROM

BELFAST.
AM

£,m,x

..
...

Portland

way;

GOLD

our

Brooks.
Waldo.
City Point.
Belfast, arrive

MEDAL

Address

Raises his eyes to the dark heavens for

Mention this

light;

And sees the sunbeam on the distant peak
Gleam through the trackless void of night.
He turns his steps from out the deepening
shade
And breasts the rugged ascent of the hill;
But ’ere his weary feet the summit reach
He sees the light grow faint and fainter
still.
1

Why is it They so Seldom
Agree With Us?

Then follows i It of Indig Hon.
Only lasts a day or two perhaps But
It’s a most uncomfortable day e. two.
We don’t mean to abuse our stomach*
hut we all do It more or less. We see
things we want and can’t resist
the longing for them. When It’s too
late we regret our rashness.
But
there's n way to escape the consequences of such Indiscretions. A dose
of n good dlgestaot like Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will relieve you at once.
Indigestion is always due to the
same cause. Tour stomach Is too weak
to digest what you eat. It needs rest.
Tou can’t rest It by going without
food. That would mean starvation.
But Kodol Dyspepsia Cura will rest it
It does the stomach’s work. In the
moan time the tired organ la gaining
fresh stnsugth. Before long It will be
u stroitfc as ever.
Ton don’t have to
Hot. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will direct any Undo! wholsomefood.
had atomaab fee Ms (ear years," nn
•an. AOelbatb, Alpaoa, Mien.. “rkSkra

j
|
1

I

j!

Dyspepsia

lewnrsumc uki

j

j

Coro

19 20
19 35
10 20
10 50
11 15
111 30
1200
tl2 17
112 37
12 45

14
4
4
6
5
16
6
16
16
6
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for

Nellie A. W
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WALDO,
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Of

FIDELITY
Fidelity to the eating of

WHEAT FLAKE CELERY

Fletcher, dealer in

will work a great change in persons of constipa ted habits, who do not sleep well, feel dull.
have little appetite, food tasteless and heavy on
stomach.
Especially it is good for elderly
people and growing children. Served hot or
cold. A toothsome delicacy.

!
:

j
j

Palatable—Nutritious—Easy
OF ALL KINDS.

Fresh Mackerel,

New Scallops,
Lobsters.
Hayford Block, Belfast,
Telephone

46tf

14-4

capitaiTfire

Maine.

insurance company

1
|

of Digestion
and Ready to Eat
on
My signature
0/&
/
ISA every Package.
«*/
Cf W.
for
79
excellent
receipts
Book
A Cook
containing
using the Food mailed free to any address.
For sale by all leadiag Grocers.

PRICE CEREAL FOOD

SS.

Belfast, May ji. a. i>. 1004.
Upon the annexed libel, it
..ide.nl by me.
the undersigned, a Justice of -aid
Court, that
notice be given to the liheme
by publishing an
attested copy of the same, or an abstract thereof. together with this order thereon, three weeks
successively in The Republican Journal, a newpaper pri ited in Belfast, in tin ('ountv of Waldo,
the last publication to be
thirty days at least
betoiv tile next term of sai Court, to* be leaden
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
thud Tuesday of September next, that lie
may
then and there
appear in said Conn and answer
thereto, if lie see lit.
W M. B. WHITKlinesE.
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true oopy of libel and older of <’ourt
thereon.
Attest;
TILESTON WADI.IN.
Clerk.

TO BE GIVEN AWAY
This Handsome Embroidery Out&t. -nm|
-n ^
will <•
s. 1
*toi> ff-o 'charge. I:, nsi-:of 1 Crvs.mtheui..- lenten -.<• e llxll in.* with 0 11 ilu-s
e.vh
m
linty Cellars. An h.-rs for sail suit
II -km irk. l’.utv.r.iies fII.ir V Autumn Leaves and
2 Conventional Designs for shirt-waist omameutation.

terial,

READ OFFER

NEW IDEA

Vthe

W Oman's Magazine
is, without e\i option, ti e‘ nest
eat ntayvi

!
oritv n
liters ;< it it:;;-^
ra t: al st\Ls
latest an-: in- st
anywiiere in the maea.ine w- ri 1. If v
•-•
at a ::
i-.-r.ite expense.the Nhv 11• K-\ Woman
ZINK is a;
sitive no. essitv. 1 a. h issue
rit.i.
--r itions in
I r-.
It :r<
also
ill
1
women in their
n.i
50
t
.flits and we w:.i enter vour subs ri;
n f
.-nevCat, and
mail a.s- the 1-u-.1 r- ierv ■ n.trt s!: .wn at•« ve.
lie sure to mention this paper when »<m write.
It is it;
infants

v.;:

t: <•

NEW IPEA PUBLISHING CO

BANNER LYE
To make the very best soap, simply
dissolve a can of Banner Lye in cold
water, melt 5 xz lbs. of grease, pour the
Lye water in the grease. Stir and put
aside to set.

*.

!

Lye"—free.
The Penu Chemical

WRIGHT & HALL,
Opera House Block, Belfast,
-OKAI.KKS IN

HEATING and
GAS SUPPLIES.

can

prices.
All labor and material
p lid for.

guaranteed satis*

factory lief ore

Marcellus J.

Dow,

Brooks, Maine,

^
t

Dry and
Fancy Goods

/

Millinery Dept.

]

...

3w2l*

Me.

...

furnish all of the latest ami up-todate good- in the above lines at reasonable
We

1

liabilities and surplus.§482,441 26

Works, Philadelphia
Boston, Mas*

Charles Richardson & Co.,

Belfast, May 16,1904.
We, the undersigned, hereby agree to cease
our
and
to
customers green and
giving
buying
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1903.
blue stamps mi the 18th day of June, A. D. 1904.
Real estate. .$ 99,501 07
1
E. F. Carrow.
Gannon & Sou,
Mortgage loans. 104,841 90 Thomas
W. H. McIntosh,
W. H. Wadsworth,
Collateral loans.
1,700 00
Dutch Bros
Stocks and bonds. 212,289 00 A. A. Moore,
!
Edmund
D.
Wilson,
Ben
Field,
18,813 23
Cash in office and bank.
" in. O. Poor & Son,
Agents’ balances. 41.<69 62 A. A. Howes & Co.,
R. 11. .Moody,
Interest and rents..
3,626 44 Fogg & Brown,
j Swift & Paul,
Gross assets.
$482,441 26
After June 18th. Carle & Jones will stop giving
trading stamps in thei. crockery department ex
Admitted assets.$482,441 26 cepting on wall papers and window shades, on
which stamps will be given the same as usual.
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1903.
Stamps will also be given in their dry goods deNet unpaid losses.$ 14,298 93
5w*jo
partment until further notice.
Unearned premiums
172,090 56

Total

New York

with

SOLI) IJY A. A. HOWES & CO.

_Men or women, local
tgi Jh
fw AH V HU
representatives for
class
high
magazine. Large Commissions. Cash
prizes. Write J. N. TRUNF.R, 80 EhstWash8tf
ngton Square, New York, N. Y.|

Broadway.

Soap-Making

CONCORD, N. H.

All other liabilities..
33,300 63
Cash capital.. 200.000 oo
14
all
over
liabilities.
62,751
Surplus

f-36

Easy and Quick!

CO., Chicago PLUMBING,

Special Notice

BELOW

Full Directions on Every Package
Banner Lye is pulverized. The can
may be opened and closed at will, permitting the use of a small quantity at a
It is just the article needed in
time.
It will clean paint,
every household.
floors, marble and tile work, soften water,
disinfect sinks, closets and waste pipes.
ses cj B:\nef
Write for booklet

ooosiipsUoou

MUODY, DRUGGIST

Successor to Charles L.

Justice of the Peace.
STATE OF MAINE.
Jl’DIt'lAL C<U '1 'N \ A('ATIi'X.

a,t.

j
j

D9PRKE5
ARTHUR A.MOORE,
FOOD
fh§ famous Utils pills

ss.

May 21,1004.
Subscribed and sworn to by the above named
bitten, before me.
If. F. DI NTON*.

21
31
50
08
17
25
40
5t

Mav 25. A. I). 1904.
Taken this 25tli day of May a. i>. 1904, on execution dated May 4th a. n. 1904. issued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme Judicial Com t for
the County of Waldo, at a term thereof begun
and held at Belfast in said County of Waldo, on
the third
of April a. i>. 1904. to wit. on
the 7th day of the term, being the 27th day of
April \. i). 1904, in favor of H. Ft. Sellers of Sears
port iu said County of Waldo, against Hattie A.
Young of said Searsport,for tifty-one dollars ami
sixty-nine cents, debt or damage, and thirteen
dollars and thirty-three cents, costs of suit, and
will be sold at public auction at the office of W.
T. C. Runnells in said Searsport, to the highest
bidder, on the 30th day of June, a. i>. iihh, at two
o'clock in the afternoon, one undivide > third
part of the following described real estate and
all the right, title and interest which the said
Hattie A. Young 1ms and had in and to the same
on the 17th day of April \. i> 1903. at seven
o'clock and fifteen minutes in the forenoon, the
lime when the same was attached to the writ in
the same suit, to wit: A certain lot or parcel of
real estate situate in said >earspmt and hounded as lollows; eginnmgat the northeast corner
of land foimer'-y or Emily K. Young; Hence
westerly by .and last mentioned, to laud humor- *
ly «.wned by Elbridgr Dickey; tluuie northerly
on line of *,iid Dickey laud sixty-three feet";
thence easterly about one bundled* ami twentythree feet t" street, thence southerly bv street
lo pine*- of beginnm.u
Al-o ali the rights which tin said Hattie \.
Young lias at <1 had on the said 171 h nay of April
\. 1*. 1903 at sc\cn o'clock and fifteen minutes in
tie* forenoon, the time when the same was attacheo on the w rit in the same suit, to redeem
the following described parcel of land from the |
followin': mortgage*, viz.: v parcel of land situ- |
ated in said Searsport. hounded as billow*: Beginning at the southeast comer of Hie Jusei-h
1 rent lot. so-called: thence
somberly by Hie
west side of street tour rods mai twenty fink*;
thence south seventy-five amt one hall degrees
west, to Park land; thence northerly by said j
l’ark land, so called, to the southwest corner of !
said Treat lot; thence easteily by said Treat lot ;
to place of beginning, with the'bmldings thereon. 1
Said mortgages on said land are as follow*: a i
mortgage of the same given by Emily K. Young1
to James G. Fendleton dated April lull. IS95. 1
recorded in Waldo registry of deeds in Book 241.
l’age 27d, for one bundl ed and live dollars, in one
year, and interest at five per cent, payable semiannually; upon which one year's interest and
thirtv-tive dollars have been'paid
mortgage
given by Welcome G. Young. Benjamin E.
Young and said Hattie A. Young, on said prem- i
•■ses, to said James g. Fmdieton, dated Oct. is.
1900 and recorded m Waldo registry of deeds, in
Book 260. l’age 80, for one hundred and ten dollars in one year and interest semi-annuallv, 1
nothing having been pal".
These sales will be made subject to rights of
administration on estate of Emily H. Young.
|
SA M U EL G. NORTON, Sheriff.
I
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STATE OF MAINE.

Waldo,

M

Tuesday

For those who want to get the New York
news and news of things the world over
and don't want to spend the money or time
in buying and reading a metropolitan paper
seven days in the week The Tri-Weekly
Tribune tills the bill. It is issued on Monday, Wednesday and Friday of every week,
and contains the essence of The Daily Tribune for the whole week.
To those who are
interested in the prices of flour, grain,
wheat, cotton, livestock, butter, cheese,
eggs and other farm products, its market
reports are invaluable, because of their
correctness. Its interest in agitating the
building of good roads in the country sections has elicited heartfelt praise on the ■a had
that as urns I was faroad to remain
part of our readers. Price, SI.SO a year. mbed. At last I was ladeosd to toy hU
Send S2-50 to The Republican Journal Pub- DyspspsU Dm Asm whloh I received tmlishing Co., Belfast, Me., and get The oedltmreltoS and a Sew battles a* acted a
‘Republican Journal and Tri-Weekly Trib- aomplat* eue."
une ore year each.
For a free sample copy
of the Tri-Weekly send a postal to the New
Cures All Stomach Trouble*
York Tribune, New York.
Prepared aaly by K.aDbWt>* AO&. Oblneoe
TbaSl bourn can talas *H times tbaHcaSe
Hawthorne and Bowdoin.

Is it a burn ? Use Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric
Oil. A cut? Use Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric
Oil. At your druggists.

4 16
1 40

COUNTY OF WALDO SS.

Paper.

So ever will it be in life’s dark vale:
That which to-day looks bright, and true,
and clear,
1
What’s the reason the things we like
To-morrow, as the summit high is reached, best so seldom seem to agree with oaf
Is absent, does not lend its welcoming
Maybe It’s because we overeat of them.
cheer.

For a hundred years or more Witch Hazel
has been recognized as a superior remedy,
but it remained for E. C. DeWitt & Co. of
Chicago, to discover how to combine the
virtues of Witch Hazel with other antiseptics, in the form of a salve. DeWitt’s
Witch Hazel Salve is the best salve in the
world for sores, cuts, burns, bruises and
piles. The high standing of this salve has
given rise to counterfeits, and the public is
advised to look for the name “DeWitt” ou
the package, and acuept no other. Sold by
R. 11. Moody.

9 10

STATE OF MAINE.

THINGS WE
LIKE BEST

Kodol

19 06
920
19 30
19 40
9 45

libelant

M

SHERIFF’S SALE,

BROWN & JOSSELYN,
Portland, Maine.

come.

Hundred Years.

1 20
A

f Flag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold a*
85 00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and N’ortl
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. Georgi
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager,
F. E. Boothby, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.

COOK

BOOKS, containing 1000 carefully
prepared recipes. If your dealer does
not handle Gold Medal Flour, please

The traveller, thinking that the|night has

a

9 Ot
88,

p

mention it in your letter.

One hill top still a sunny gleam retains,
The last sad emblem of the dying day.

For

A 6

7 00

D.

Benton. 17 06
Clinton. t7 15
Burnham, depart. 8 SO
Cuity. 8 48
Thorndike. 8 57

Cut out this advertisement and mail
to us with name of your grocer and
we will send you free of charge one of
!

Brunswick Kecord.

w

Waterville. 7 00
Bangor. 7 00

Free to Housewives.

Silent the night descends; the vale is dark,
The sun now throws no light upon the

The erection of a statue of Nathaniel
Hawthorne at Bowdoin College, Brunswick, where he obtained his academic
education, would be a suitable memorial
of a son'of the college who greatly honored I is Alma Mater by his life work,
says the Boston Herald.' Hawthorne’s
name stands at the head of the literary
geniuses of America, and it is likely to
remain there for a long time to come.
How perennial his fame is, the increasing number of readers and the increasing interest of critics afford sure testimony. The fascination of Hawthorne’s
genius and of his masterly expression
will continue to challenge the appreciation of earnest students of character
and art. This year is the centennial of
his birth, and many projects for honoring him are in preparation. The commencement at Bowdoin will be largely
devoted to the celebration of his fame.
The desire is to be able to announce at
that time the completed contribution
of a sufficient fund to place a statue of
the first order of artistic merit in the
beautiful quadrangle now architecturally complete. The propriety of such a
tribute and the desirableness of it with
reference to the influence it will exert
on all future generations of students
resorting to that institution of learning
and culture are obvious. Others than
the alumni of Bowdoin may well assist
in the accomplishment of the design.—

»K- n.

Knox.

DISAPPOINTMENT.

Tribune.

Boston

P M

Harper's Weekly.

Tri-Weekly

|&

a m

Then there’s Harrison and Olney, Gray,
McClellan, Williams, Folk:
Men of Presidential timber all and each;
But looking them all over,
Many think that good old Grover
Is the great and only pebble on the beach.

The New York

1 06
8 6:
7 20

Portland.-.1C 30

~

reached,

5 35
» 05
0 10

PM

Sphynx.

No pot of gold to mark the rainbow’s end.
G. WtLnru Lane.

—

6 3t
a*

.12 05
r’
*****
" D. 4 05

f

bos-on.j

W hat he's said and done is history,
;
i
But the everlasting mystery
is—what
he
his
friends
That worries all
I
thinks.

mend,

4 45
3 00

to

marriages, and ever since said marriage has eonducted herself towards said 'ibelee ;,s a faithful
chaste and affectionate wife ; y.-t. the -aid Walter M. Whitten, wholly unmindful ot his imuriage vows and duty, since >aui marriage has
cruelly and abusively treated vour libelant
and
as had gross and combined n.abi:^
of intoxication. Libelant flirt'er sav> ilia she lias
b> said Walter M. Whitten two 'children. name(
IN*
y.
ir[ Whitten, aged seven years, and
Gladys R. Whitten, aged tour years.
Your libelant further says that the residence
OI the libelee is not known to
her. and that she
lias used reasonable
diligence to ascertain his
residence, and is unable to ascertain it.
W herefore, libelant prays that sin mav 1*.- divorced from the bonds of matrimony mm .-\ist.
mg between her and said W alter M.
Whitten,
am
tliat tile care and custody of said minor
children may be given to her.
Dated this twenty-first dav of Mav \. p. 1904
nli.uk a. Whitten.

TO BELFAST.

Now “the Judge” is wise and wary, large
ot thought and grave of mien, a -*s,
He presents the endless silence of the

We find, when e'er the sought for goal is

8 50

Boston,

Whitten, whose residence is

known, on the second day of June, v > i$oi ■>{
said Searsmont by Rev. *E. m. Fowler a minister of the
Gospel, duly authorized to solemnize

P*

3 2t
13 2*
t343
4 C8
14 26
4 46
6 25
55;
16 15
t6 25

pm

over, his friends are
forced to say,
And the issue that he represents is dead;
Underneath the golden daisies
Let us bury him, and raise his
Cross of Gold- in retribution—at his head.

Bryan's usefulness is

So on through life we stumble, and we trip;
And though we try our faltering ways to

30
35
45
56
08
15
23
45

M

A

Waterville.

wide,
And sees naught but the black and boundless night,
Its curtains lowered, upon his every side.

1
11
ti
1
*2
2
2
2

" aldo
.+7 15
Brooks
7 26
..*7 38
Thorndike..
7 45
7 53
Burnham, arrive.
8 15
Clinton. 8 35
Benton. 8 45
Bangor.11 20

race.

And when the crest is gained, he gazes out
Upon the landscape stretching far and

PM

7 00
depart
City Point.17 05
Belfast,

Now llearst has in his bonnet the Presidential bee;
And he sets a most exhilarating pace ;
Bu: the color of his “Journal” "
i
r
In decollete diurnal,
Lends a “Yellow Peril” feature to the

—

original

color and the delicious flavor

Therefore, unless the woman who
goes camping has the love of Nature
very strongly developed, or is deeply
interested in some outdoor fad, she

v*»ii

A camp cot,—two lengths of wood witli
a breadth of canvas between and folding legs beneath,—makes a bed not to
be despised, especially when a mg or
quilt or comfortable is laid upon it.
Such a bed as this can be shifted from
place to place, but the same result may
be achieved with less bother of transportation by driving into the ground
four posts, corresponding with the four
of the bed, fastening strips
corners
from one of these to the other so as to
form a hollow square and to these
INSURANCE OFFICES.
strips securing stout canvas. If one is
The following offices have agents in within reach of evergreens in abundance, cross strips of wood may be fastBelfast:
Manufacturers and Mechanics, Bos- ened to the lengthwise strips of the bed
frame and boughs of spruce or balsam
ton—James White.
or hemlock arranged on these for a
Commonwealth, Boston—G. F. Cox.
Protection, Hartford, Conn.—H. O. mattress. The old style of making a
bed of boughs on the grouud left much
Alden.
New England, Concord, N. TI.—Wil- to be desired. In wet weather, even
with a ditch cut around the tent, some
liam Stevens.
dampness was sure to make itself felt.
CUSTOM HOUSE.
Likewise crawling things found it very
Daniel Lane, Collector of Customs.
easy to get into the green mattress.
Nathaniel H. Bradbury, Deputy ColThe coverings for such a bed should
etc.
lector, Inspector, Gauger,
he dark blankets,—blankets are warmer
James Douglass, Inspector, employed and
lighter than comfortables,—and
in revenue boat.
there should be enough of them. Cold
Camden—Calvin Curtis, Inspector.
1 nights are not unknown even in sumFrankfort—Aaron Holbrook, Inspec- mer and if one lies awake and shivers
tor.
during the dark hours there is not much
Bangor—Joseph Carr, Inspector.
good won from the camping out experiment. Let no woman be deluded into
DEMOCRATIC COUNTY CONVENTION. 1 believing she can be really comfortable
sleeping on a rubber pillow. This may
The Democratic voters of Waldo county do for a
foundation, but for genuine
are hereby notified to meet by delegates in
comfort she will need a pillow of feathconvention, at the Court House, Belfast,
Friday, August 5, 1904, at 10.30 o’clock in ers or down.
When a man camper wishes to wash
the forenoon, to nominate candidates for
senator, sheriff, county attorney, county he takes a plunge in the nearest body
treasurer, judge of probate, register of pro- of water. A woman must plead for a
Also to wash basin. If she can afford herself
bate and county commissioner.
choose a eouuty committee and transact the
luxury of a rubber tub she is in
any other business which may properly
great luck. Some sort of a rude washcome before said convention.
Each city and town will be entitled to stand can readily be contrived for her
two delegates and one additional delegate in the corner of her tent or of her cabin
for every forty votes cast for the Demo- and there may be a rope put up or pegs
cratic candidate for Governor in 1902, and on which she can hang the few clothes
for a fraction of twenty votes in excess of
she takes with her in camping.
forty, a further additional delegate. Upon
Her wardrobe should be small and
this basis the following allotment has been
sensible. Of course she will wear a
made.
short skirt of some woolen stuff, thin
Belfast.10 Northport. a
flannel shirtwaists, as being easily done
Belmont. 3 Palermo. 4
of laundried
Brooks. 3 Prospect. a up, soft stocks, instead
Burnham.3 Searsmont. 4 collars, knickers, rather than elaborate
Frankfort. 3 Searsport. a underwear, stout boots and a soft hat.
Freedom. 3 Stockton Springs... 4 “Frills” of any sort are out of place in
Islesboro.3 Swanville. a a camp,—unless it be one of the luxuJackson. 3 Thorndike. a rious establishments to which I have
Knox. 3 Troy. 4

Liberty.

a

ing.

---

Author of “Cradle and

wortliy.

p,ni.au

is

Catsup,”

Uncolored

By CHRISTINE TERHUNE HERRICK,

Philip Morrill, John S. Kimball, Samuel A. Moulton. Joel Hills, James Lang-

District No.

"Williams,
Burnham.

lenezer

a-

“The

...

outing

Camp Occupations.

Clerk.

?

Japanese paper
damask.
Washing and ironing should
be spared the campers as much as possible.
The women who enjoy outdoor sports

The

Nathaniel II. Bradbury.
Selectmen, Assessors, Overseers of Poor.
O i;F ALIFY CIVIL OFBohan P. Field, Robert Patterson, 2d,
FICERS.
.ed Johnson, Jun., Daniel John Palmer.
Treasurer and Collector of Taxes.
u
Whitney.
Thomas II. Marshall.
nhan Thayer.
Auditors of Accounts.
px under Milliken.JoshRufus B. Allyn, R. C. Johnson, WilEphraim Fletclier, Xa- liam Grinnel.
iuh Edwards.

I.

William

OFFICERS FOR 1827.

Town

William-

Columbia,

her pet game. There should always
be books and reading aloud and with
these and the needed work of the camp
The Camp Near Home. How to Make a
When the
the days should not drag.
Camp Comfortable. The Outfit for Camp camp is in a place accessible by good
Housekeeping. Women’s Camping Out roads the bicycle will help to make the

Camden—Job Ingraham, Jun.
Hope—Thomas Bartlett.
Lincolnville—Abner Milliken, Jun.

,eu.

:

CAMPIN6 OUT.

INSPECTORS OF LIME.

BELFAST TOWN

j

So Certain, Safe and Reliable that No
Other Medicine Can Take Its Place

Prospect—Daniel Putnam.

TV

■

Emery,

Robert

i

..

Table linen, too, is better dispensed
If one cannot
with as far as possible.
be happy without a tablecloth it is well
to take a colored one, but a white oilcloth comes in well as a substitute.
napkins are better than

out.

Camden—Tilsou Gould, Robert Ogier.
Frankfort—Tisdale Deane, John Lindsey, Abner

Knox.

..

I
j

INSPECTORS OF FISH.

Thorndike,

|

wish to get some more. I send you my
route and several addressed stamped envelopes. Please tell me where I can procure the medicine when I reach New
York. 1 am anxious in the matter, for it
did me more good than anything I have
ever taken and I must have several bottles right away.” —Mary Churchill
Emmett, of “Sowing the Wind” Co.

,ut

iw,

ition.

The Talented Actress Finds the
“L. F.” Medicine indispensable

CORONERS.

Belfast —Joseph Houston,

l>EI>.]

Stone china is I
to look at.
well as heavy and anythin?
liner or more fragile is out of the ques- j

pleasing
ugly as

Mam Churchill Emmett

SHERIFF.

its.

a

N-MO

We sell the Ulobe
Corsets and recoinmend them.

““

8KAR8MONT.

County
/

SEARSPORT

Correspondence.

LOCALS.

Frank Gross spent Sunday in town.

Capt. L. A. Colqord arrived Sunday
ing.

morn-

Ned Griffin is at home for a short vacation.
Mrs. M. R. Black is at home for the summer.

Bert Webber is visiting his brother, F.
W. Webber.
A. J. Nickerson made a trip to Bangor on
business Tuesday.
Miss Rose Closson is again occupying her
rooms at Mrs. Davis’.
Mrs. N. C. Shute has returned from a
visit to friends in Albion.

at
advanced age of 89 years, 9 months
and 19 days. Air. Dorr at the time of his
death was the oldest man
living in the
town of Searsport. lie had been confined
to the house about three months. 'Mr.
Dorr
moved to this town from Frankfort about
and
had
won
the
of
all
respect
y<?P5
wno
had the pleasure of his
acquaintance,
we leaves to mourn their loss a
devoted
wile, three sons and four daughters:
Thomas Dorr of North
Charles
Searsport,
and Warren A. of Southwest
Harbor, Mrs.
Sadie Colson, Airs. Annie Colsou and Miss
Nellie Dorr of North
Searsport, and Mrs.
Bloomfield Reed of Southwest Harbor.
Ihe funeral services were held at his late
home May 31st, Airs.
Whitney of Winterport officiating. The profusion of beautiful
flowers showed the esteem in which the
deceased was held. The interment was in
Mt. Olivet cemetery.

Miss Batchelder of Roxbury is the guest
of Miss Annie L. Stevens.

NORTH TROY.

E. F. Porter arrived by stmr. City of
Rockland Tuesday morning.

grandson,

Hon. A. E. Nickerson is loading sch.
I’olly w ith hay for Bar Harbor.
Dr. P. P. Nichols has had a gasoline engine put into his yacht, The Bowery Girl.
Mrs. Eugene P. Carver arrived by stmr.
Tuesday for a short stay with friends here.
Mrs.

lloadley

Hall and Miss
occupying the Pattee cottage.

Raymond,
are

Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Webster K. Staples are receiving congratulations on the birth of a
son.

The W. C. T. E. will meet with Miss
Emma„Porter Thurs lay afternoon at 2.30
]>. m.
Geo. M. Porter has opened his icecream
parlors at the old stand in the Mosman
studio.
Mariners Lodge, F. & A. M., will confer
the third degree next Tuesday night. Refreshments.
Mrs. ,1. 11. Park and Miss Pike have removed their dressmaking parlors to the
'J'uttle studio.
Rev. Geo. H. Hamilton will preach at the
North Searsport church Sunday, June 12th,
at 2.30 p. m.
Mrs. Christina Wbitcomb returned to
lioston Monday, after a visit with her
parents here.
Miss Ethel Rice arrived Saturday evento spend the summer with her mother,
Mrs. C. E. Rice.

ing

Mrs. Catherine Park has returned from
Malden, Mass., where she spent the winter
w ith her children.
Mrs. Louisa Parkman of Dover, Me., is
spending a few weeks with her sister, Mrs.
tf. U. Hamilton.
Dr. and Mrs. V. T. Lathbury arrived
Tuesday morning and will occupy the W.
O. Barney house.
Eugene Nickerson of Portland was the
guest of his father, Hon. A. E. Nickerson,
lor a few days this week.
Misses Emily and Eunice Whittum were
in Mapletou this week to attend the wedding ot their sister Marion.
A. B. Ferguson, who spent the
winter in New York city with his sou, Dr.
Ferguson, returned last week.

Capt.

Owing to the storm last Sunday the
monthly contribution at the Congregational
church was postponed to next Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Trundy were in Boston for a few days this week and were accompanied home by Mrs. Laura Trundy.
Mr 'and Mrs. G. E. Hamilton of Portland
and Miss Helen Brooks of Bartlett, N. IL,
have been visiting at the Methodist parsonage.

There are unclaimed letters at Searsport
post office for Miss Caro A. Engstrom, F.
A. Jones, Mrs. G. D. Nickels and Mr. A. L.

Ripley.
Hervey Carr, who has been in the
ernment transport Oesar, is at home
short rest, as the transport is out of

gov-

for

a

com-

mission.

Subject at the Methodist church next
Sunday, “The Doubter”; Sunday school at
1“ m.; young people’s meeting at 6.15 p. m.;
evangelistic service at 7.15 p. m.
Among those registered at the Searsport
House are I.. Ji. Burton, Bangor; Henry S.
Cole, Portland; Lewis A. Barker, Bangor;
11. L. Shepard, Rockport; \Y. R. Perkins,
R. \Y. Fitzgerald and M. Altey Vose, Boston.
A most

enjoyable birthday surprise party

given Miss Olivia M. McGilvery and
Miss E. Mary Park at Knyvetta hall, Tuesday evening, May 31st. Games were played,
lemonade and cake were served and a very
pleasant evening spent by the thirty friends
present.
\Y. S. Carletun has placed an up-to-date
linik wagon on his Searsport route, it is
ol the Union Buggy Co.’s make, with green
top work and led running gear, enclosed
with sliding glass doors and shutters. A
huge sash on the front is a perfect protection to the driver in stormy weather. The
cart is supplied w ith portable trays.
was

NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.

For additional items

see

Mrs. Ellen Carleton of

2nd page.

Winterport

iting her sister, Mrs. Nancy Dorr.
Miss

Springs

week.

is vis-

Emma Stairs of North Stockton
visited Mrs. Irving George last

Miss

Lettie Nickerson is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Eugene Blanchard, in Sandypuint.
Jonathans. Nickerson was in East Belfast a few days last week visiting his son,
D. E. Nickerson.
Miss Bessie M. Matthews of Searsport
village visited her grandmother, Mrs.
Marion Matthews, last week.
Mrs. Ellen Carleton of Winterport has
bought of sheriff Norton of Belfast
Shadyside cottage at Swan Lake.
Kerwin and Harold Rogers of Auburn,
whose mother is in poor health, have come
here to live in the family of their uncle,
Wilson X. Dow.
Mrs. Charles Moody of Winterport has
of Capt. X. D. Nickerson a cottage
on the shore of Swan Lake and is
having
a cottage built.

bought
lot

Mrs. Nancy Dorr, Miss Nellie E. Dorr
and Thomas Dorr wish to extend their
thanks to their kind neighbors for their
assistance in their affliction.
Mrs. Cynthia Grant, whose remains were
interred in Mt. Olivet cemetery last week,
died in Lynn, Mass., Feb. 1st. Thedeceased
is well remembered in this place and had
many friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Nickerson and

baby, Joseph, of Waldo were in town last
Saturday and Sunday, visiting Mrs. Nickerson’s father, Win. M. Merrithew.
Doddoe’s Corner.
Mrs. C. S. Chapin
arrived from Camden June Jrd to spend
her Siith birthday with her son, George E.
Chapin—Mr. Mortimer and Mr. Eauer of
Boston are boarding at W. J. Matthews....
Morris Nickerson is working for W. J.
Matthews....Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Feruald
visited Stockton Springs last Friday_
The lish in the lake continue to bite. Several good catches were reported the first of
the week.
Dow-Clark.
Lester Dow, the oldest
sou of Mr. and Mrs. Wilson N.
Dow, and
Miss Hannah M. Clark of Clark’s Corner,
Prospect, were joined in the holy bonds of
matrimony at the home of the bride’s
sister, Mrs. Everett Littlefield, in Prospect.
Sunday, May 29th, Rev. J. R. Wilson of
Frankfort performed the ceremony. The
groom is one of North Searsport’s most
promising young men and the bride one
of Prospect's most worthy young ladies.
She has hosts of friends in Searsport and
Prospect who wish the happy couple a
long and prosperous voyage through the
sea of life. The wedding gifts were
many
and beautiful.
_

Obituary. Mr. Thomas S. Dorr, an old
and respected citizen of this place, passed
to a higher life Saturday night, May 28th,

Rev. A. P. Hatch is
stopping with his
Charles Hatch, in Unity....W.
K. Jordan has moved to Detroit_Airs.
Cora E. Batchelder is visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Rhoades....A
lovely
little daughter (Cleora Adell) came to gladden the home of Mr. and Airs. Frank
Thompson Tuesday, Alay31st....Air. Wentworth S. Stevens, an aged and highly respected citizen, died Alay 31st, at the home
of Al. R. Ferguson in East Troy.
The
funeral services were held at the church at
Troy Corner, June 2d....A very pleasant
meeting of the Sunshine Society was held
at the home of Airs. N. \VT. Barker Wednesday, June 1st....Airs. David Smith is visiting relatives and old acquaintances in this
vicinity... .Mr. Thomas Shaw, who has been
very sick, is reported as improving. Dr.
Dodge has attended him... Peter Barrows
of Burnham was in town on business Saturday— The present heavy fall of rain will
make the planting of wet land very late.
The outlook is that farming will
hardly be
finished in season to begin haying.

FOREIGN ports.

of Company A, Fourth Maine Regiment.
He was in every battle from Bull Run to
Fredericksburg, and in the latter battle was
wounded twice. The second time be was
shot in the lung. The army surgeons could
not remove the ball and he carried the
marks of a good soldier to his death. He
died of consumption consequent upon his
wound, and suffered intensely. He bore
his suffering with Christian resignation.
Mr. Cross was a member of the Baptist
church, of Quantebacook Lodge, F. & A.
Masons, and of the United Order of the
Golden Cross. He was a good citizen, a
loving father and a kind friend. He leaves
two daughters, Nettie A. and Ora D. of this
place; three brothers, Frank A. of Whitinsville, Mass., William C. of New York City,
and Charles E. of Mattapan, Mass. Funereral services were held June 1st, Rev. C. H.
Beebee officiating, and he was buried with
Masonic honors in the family lot in Oak
Grove Cemetery. There were many flowers
from loving friends and among them an
elegant pillow of ro; es from the daughters.
.Mr. Will Burgess had a critical opera-.
tion performed (for an abscess near the
brain) at the Maine General Hospital last
week. He is reported as doing well.
Messrs. Frank A., William C., Charles E.,
and Wilfred E. Cross, who were called here
on account of the sickness and death of
their brother and uncle, have returned to
their homes.Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Marden
have returned home to Pittsfield.Mr.
Elon Gilchrest and Miss Helen M. Dunton
of Belfast were guests of Miss Sarah A.
Farrar last Sunday—Mr. and Mrs. V. A.
Simmons are attending the Commencement
exercises at Kent’s Hill this week... Local
fishermen caught six landlocked salmon in
Lake Quantebacook and Georges river last
week.Children’s Day will be observed
at the M. E. church, June 12th, and a Sunday school concert in the evening— ,1. L.
Bean has begun to saw spool wood for
which he has a large contract.

SHIP NEWS.

—

New York.

ington.

June 4.
gor.

Iron and Brass Castings in Neff.EpjM

Sid, bark Hattie SHOULD
CONVINCE THE GREATEST
SKEPTIC IN BELFAST.
Conakry, W. C. A., June 1. Sid, bark
Willard Mudgett, Blanchard, Barbados.
Honolulu, June 3. Sid, ship Luzon, Dela-

Savana-la-Mar,

June 1.

G. Dixon, Chester.

ware

Because it’s the evidence of

Breakwater.

John, N. B., June
Porter, Philadelphia.
St.

4.

Old, sch. Lucia

a

$trougest endorsement of merit.
best of proof. Read it:
Samuel L. Moore, two and a half miles from
the business center says: “I have had attacks of
The

DUPLEX ROLLER RUSHING CO,

The

MARINE MISCELLANY.

New York, June 2. Sch. Fred B. Balano
sailed from New York May 20 for Rockland, Me., with coal, arrived, discharged
and proceeded to Long Cove, loaded paving, thence to New York, arriving here
June 1, making round trip in 12 days.
Gloucester, Mass., June 2. Sch. Chas. A.
Hunt, Dowe, from Stonington, Me., with
granite, for New York, foundered off Halibut Point, Cape Ann, after having sprung
a leak in an easterly storm last night. Crew
rescued.
Bath, Maine, June 1. The four-masted
schooner Louis Bossert, owned by Louis
Bossert & Son, New York lumber dealers,
and built for lumber carrying, was launched to-day. She was christened by Miss Nellie Fletcher, daughter of Capt. George D.
Fletcher of Brewer, who will go in command.
Shipbuilding. At Waldoboro, George
L. Welt has begun work on another fivemasted sch. for William F. Palmer of Boston. At Tbomaston, Washburn Bros, have
in frame a four-masted sch. of about 1400
tons, and during the summer will build a
three-master of 700 tons. At Dunn & Elliot’s yard, a four-masted sch. of 1200 tons
is in frame and nearly planked. This firm
also has a frame cut for a four-masted sch.
of 1000 tons to be built this summer.

sharp piercing pain in the small of my back and
! through my kiuneys for a number of years. When
they were in the acute stage some mornings when
I got out of bed my back felt lame and sore for
two or three hours until I moved about, when it
eased up a little and relief followed. I havd always noticed that during inclement weather, or
if 1 caught cold, the attacks were much more
aggravated. At all events if not caused by hard
work in my younger days and heavy lifting, when
I made an attempt at overexertion was always
rewarded with excruciatiug twinges across the
loins that on some occasions I dropped what was
in my hands. Advertisements about Doan’s Kidney Pills led me to go to Edmund Wilson’s drug
store for a box and took a course of the treatment. Four boxes brought such undoubted benefit that 1 have not the slightest hesitation iu endorsing publicly Doan’s Kidney Pills. 1 have

repeatedly advised their use to friends and acquaintances whom 1 heard complaining of backache.”
Price 50 cents a box.
For sale by ail dealers.
Fester-Milburu Co., Buffalo, N. Y.f sole agents
for the United States.
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take

Is that

BKOOKS, MAINE.
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Norway Medicine Co., Norway, Me.
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TELEPHOHE 64-3,

SAILED.

June 2. Schs. Polly, Ryan, Searsport:
Annie May, Pattershall, Bluehill; Good In-

tent, Harford, Rockport; Roger Drury,
Kelson, Hillsboro, N. S.; Circle, Staples,
Vinalhaven.
June 4. Schs. Marie Webster, Turner,
Mt. Desert; Annie P. Chase, Nickerson,

Bangor.
June 6.
Schs. American Team, Atwood,
Stonington ; Suunyside, Barbour, do.; Orizon, Rich, Burnt Coat; Watehmau, Welch,
Bangor.

millinery department

ESTABLISHED

IN 1836.

A ainf

ORGANIZED AS NATIONAL BANK IN
|86s

Capital Stock $100,000, Surplus $20,000, Stock Liability {toon
DEPOSIT ACCGUNTS
and

advantage

SOLICITED.

consistent with conservative

banking extended to

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
Established for the benefit and convenience of those seeking an income from their ac<
TIONS and SAVINGS, and yet desiring them so invested as always to be
subject to the,
INTEREST

PAID

AT

PER

3

CENT

COMPOUNDED SEMI-ANN l

j

Y(|\

Money deposited goes on interest FIRST DAY OF EVERY MONTH, or, if preterr.
CATES OF DEPOSIT will be given bearing interest from day of issue.

u

For the safety of the Depositors in either department of this
bank, are pledged ItSURPLUS and the personal liability of its STOCKHOLDERS, to the extent of the pi „.
National Currency Act, thus affording a very great degree of security.

j

DEPOSIT BOXES for rent at $3.00, $5.00, $6.50 and $8.00 per year.
finest construction, and equaled in few instances in this country.

j

Elastic Carbon

Vault i>

Paint,

j

The Best Water=Proof Paint

Buggy for 75c.
to $i.00 with Devoe’s Gloss Carriage Paint.
It weighs 3 to 8 ozs. more to the pint than
others, wears longer ami gives a gloss equal
to new work. Sold by Mason & Hall.

Beef, corned, p lb, 8(610 Lime p bbl.,
9051.( 0
Butter Salt, 14 lb,
20 Oat Meal p lb,
4«5
Corn p bu.,
70 Onions p lb,
'5
AMERICAN PORTS.
racked Corn p bu., 70 Oil Kerosene, gal.,15516
New York, Juue 1. Ar, schs. Ellen N.
orn Meal pbu.,
70i Pollock p T,
44a 5
lieese P lb,
10: Pork p lb.
Baxter, Bucks Harbor; George E. Prescott,
~10
otton Seed p cwt., 1.55 Plaster p bbl.,
1.13
Vinalhaven; Telunmh, Hurricane Island;
odfish. dry, p lb.
Meal p ft-,
Fred B. Balano, Long Cove; William Pick5@8jltye
ranberries p qt.,
lOlShorts p cwt.,
1.30
ering, Bangor; J. V. Wellington, do.; Susau
lover Seed,
U615 Sugar p ft,,
0
N. Pickering, Brunswick; Ella M. Willey, Flour
p bbl., 6.oou»(,.5oSalt, T. I., p bu.,
40
Satilla River; 2, ar, schs. John C. Smith, I II.G.Seed pbu.,
0
Potatoes,
2.20jSweet
Bath for Philadelphia: Jonathan Sawyer, Lard p lb,
ill Wheat Meal.
3^t4
Stonington; passed Hell Gate, sch. Hattie
H. Barbour, Port Reading for Bucksport;
BORN.
4, cld, ship Manuel Llaguuo, Cheefoo; 5, ar,
sells. Anna Pendleton, Brunswick ; Gladys,
Brewster. In Belmont, June 5, to Mr. and
do.; sld, sch. Merrill C. llart, Castine;0,ar, Mrs. Edmund Brewster,
a daughter.
schs. Norombega, Frankfort; M. V. U.
French. In Orlami, May 22, to Iiev. and Mrs.
Chase, Savannah; Edward 11. Blak e, Vir- Howard I). French, a daughter.
Heath. In Penobscot, May 27, to Mr. and Mrs.
ginia; Thomas V. Lawrence, Stonington ;
Charles N. Heath, a daughter.
sld, sch. John C. Smith, Philadelphia.
Men dale. In Belfast, June 5, to Mr. and Mrs.
4.
June
bark
John
S.
Sld,
Boston,
CENTRE MONTVILEE.
Emery,
H. Mendall. a son—8 pounds.
Sierra Leone: o, ar, schs. Mary A. Hall, Ralph
Thompson. In Troy, 'lay 51. to Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Price of Kockport visBrunswick; Frontenac, Newport News; Frank Thompson, a daughter. Clara Adell.
ited her grandmother, Adelia Keller, last Mary Willey, Bangor; Fannie F. Ilall, OrSaturday and Sunday....Crosby Fowler land; Julia Baker, Bangor; Diadem, do.;
MARRIED.
schs. J. Manchester Haynes, Kennebec
and wife of Unity visited at E. A. Sprawl’s sld,
and Washington ; Laura M. Lunt, Southeru
last Saturday and Sunday_Rev. E. A. port; 6, ar, schs. Henry B. Fiske, BrunsBowen-Knowlton. in Belfast, June 1. by
Rev. E. S. Philbrook, Walter It. Bowen and Miss
Dinslow preaches at the Plains schoolhouse wick; Robert Pettis, Brooksville; Charles- jrace
vi Kuowlton. both of Belfast.
Sunday afternoons. A Sunday school was ton, Bangor.
Bczzell
Weston.
In Camden, June 1,
June 2. Ar, soh. John E.
to have been organized last
Philadelphia,
L'luirles
Chester Buzzell and Florence Evelyn
if
it
Sunday
had not rained-Wheeler Rowell has Develin, Boston; 3, cld, sch. llumarock, Weston.
Cunningham-Morang. In North Palermo.
moved into tjje Frank Alleu house... The Charleston ; 5, ar, schs. Charlotte T. Siblev,
schools in town will close this week, Fri- Bluehill, Me.; Maggie Ellen, High Island, May 29, by ltev. H. W. Abbott, W. w. Cunning:iairt of South Liberty and Miss Ellen Murang of
Jennie
Fernan6,
ar,
brig
Me.;
the
Hnlbert,
Centre school, which did
day, except
East Palermo.
not begin as early as the others.... Welden dina; cld, sch. John E. Develin, Boston.
Dow-Clarke. In Prospect, May 27, by Rev j
Baltimore, June 1. Ar, schs. Geo. W. Mr. Wilson of Winterport,
Poland recently sold the “mountain pasLesier Dow of North !
ture” to Elijah Belgard....Mrs. Eunice J. Wells, Boston; Mount Hope, do.; Henry Searsport, and Miss Hannah Clark of Prospect.
Davis-Varnuai. In Orland, May 24, Eben L.
Bennett is very ill. Dr. Small of Freedom W. Cramp, Portland; 2, ar, sch. Nimbus,
Davis and Miss Nora B. Varnum, both of Orland.
aud Dr. Millett of Searsmont held a consul- Brunswick.
H OI) g K in S on K M HALL. In Belfast, June l,by
Cld, sch. Abbie C. Rev.
tation last week....Mr. Clifton Moore has
Portland, June 2.
J. W. Hatch, Samuel Hodgkinson and Miss
bought a separator, the American, it is a Stubbs, St. John, N. B.; Pendleton Broth- Lillias E. Kimball,
both of Belfast.
first class machine and does good work_ ers, coal port; G, ar, schs. Paul Palrabr, BosHooper-Furi ush. In Madras, May 25, Dr.
Mr. James Cushman, who returned from ton ; Lillian, Sedgwick; Mark Gray, Prov- J. K. Hooper of tamden and Carrie L. Furbusli
>f Machias.
the west last January and is living with incetown for Brooksville.
Huohks-Whittum. In Mapleton. Me., June
his father, Mr. Albert Cushman, has gone
Bangor, June 1. Sld, sch. James W. Paul,
I. Mr. Everett Smythe Hughes of Boston and
to load for Baltimore;
Jr.,
into the poultry business.
Sargentville
in
the
Early
Miss Marion M. Whittutn of Searsport.
New
Y’ork
E.
L.
Izetta,
season he bought a Cyphers incubator and
;
Warren, Vineyard
Kelloch-Seavey. In Warren, May 27, Arhas now nearly 400 chickens. He has just Haven for orders; 2, ar, sch. Inez N. Car- nold T. Kelloch and Miss Flora
Seavey, both of
refilled his incubator which holds 380
ver, Newport News; sld, schs. Harriet RogWarren.
eggs
....Fred Carter of Morrill, who bought
Nichols-Gilkey. In Searsport, June 4. by
the Kev. (4. H. Hamilton, Capt. W. V. Nichols
the Alfred Howard farm, has taken posses- York; 3, sld, schs. William Slater, New
Mrs. Pronell P. Gilkey.
sion.Frank, W. Gowen, of Waterville Y'ork ; Gamecock, Boston; 4, ar, sch. Annie md
Rawley
Porter.
In Rockland, May 17,
I’. Chase, Belfast; sld, schs. Mary E. Palwas the guest of E. L. Bennett and
family
Michael H. Rawley and Ethel A. Porter, botli of
June 3d and 4th.... Work on the State road mer, Newport News; James W. Elwell,
Rockland.
Kit
was begun June 6th under the direction of do.;
Carson, Port Jefferson, L. I.
Wiley-Moody. In Warren,
28, Sidney
M. C. Gordon....P. W. Rowell lias moved
Ellsworth, June 1. Sld, sch. Sadie Corey, Wiley and Miss Fannie Moody ofMay
Warren.
to the F. A. Allen farm....Miss Frances Fall River.
Bath, June 2. Cld, sch. S. M. Bird, PhilaMayhew visited Miss Margie Poland last
DIED.
week.
delphia; bark Frances, Iceboro; 4, cld, sch.
Henry R. Tilton, Philadelphia.
Barter.
In
Rockland.
May 29, James D. Bar29.
sch.
NoromFrankfort, Me., May
Sld,
aged 70 years, 8 months and 17 days.
bega, Armstrong, New York: June 3, ar, ;er,
STOCKTON SPRINGS.
Bartlett. In Kockport, May 31, infant son
sch. Helena, Philadelphia, with coal to Mt.
)f Mr. and Mrs. William Bartlett.
Mrs. Melviu E. Colcord spent Memorial
Waldo Granite Co.; 6, ar, sch. American
Condon. In Kockport, May 30, Mrs. Seth ConDay very enjoyably with her daughter, Team, to load for New Y'ork.
Ion.
Carpenter. In Orland, May 23, Ambrose T.
Miss Ethel, in Castiue, where the latter is a
Sargeutville, May 31. Ar, sch. James W.
Jarpenter, aged 81 years and 5 months.
student at the Normal school_The Cur- Paul, Jr., Bangor, to load ice for Baltimore.
Dority. In Sedgwick, May 27, Daniel ProcHalls Quarry, Me., May 29. Ar, sch. if
;or Dority, aged 79 years, 8 months and 26
rent Events Club was entertained Wednes- H.
days.
Read, Rockland.
Dork.
In North Searsport, May 28, Thomas
day, June 1st, by Mrs. FTank E. West. The
Newport News, May 31. Ar, sch. Jacob S. Dorr, aged 89 years, 9 months and
19 days.
next regular meeting will be
In Bangor insane hospital, May 26,
Gray.
Wednesday M. Haskell, Bangor; Edward E. Briry, do.;
afternoon, June 15th, with Mrs. C. S. Ren- Joseph G. Ray, do.; June 2, sld, sch.
Gray of Penobscot, aged 42 years.
Henry Melvin
dell
Mrs. Laura Kelley celebrated the J. Smith,
Kali.och. In Burkettville, June 3, Mrs Chas.
4, ar, sch. Edward T.
Bangor;
D. Ka loch of Rockland, aged 69 years.
70th anniversary of her birth, June 1st, biStotesbury, Bangor; 6, sld, schs. Jacob M.
mixer. In Knox, May 31, Sarah F. Mixer,
spending the day in Searsport, the guest of Haskell, Portsmouth, N. H.; Joseph G.
ig**d 86 years, 2 months and 3 days.
her sister, Mrs. Black.Mrs. Angie G.
Bangor.
Patterson. In Belfast. June 2. Sarah A. PatMudgett went to Prospect last Friday for a Ray,
Norfolk, June 2. Ar, sch. Brina P. Pen- erson, aged 56 years, 9 months and 16 days.
visit of a few days with her aged and infirm
Parker. In Seattle, Wash., May 16, Mrs. Abidleton, Boston;4, cld, sch. Young Brothers,
aunt, Mrs. Lydia Mudgett....Mr. and Mrs. coal port;G, cld, schs. Mary E. II. G. Dow,
gail B. (Coombs) Parker, a native of South
Charles Staples of New Hampshire are the Bangor: Charles
riiomaston.
Davenport, do.; sld, sch.
Staples. In Monroe, June l, Mrs. Martha J.
guests of his brother and wife, Mr. and Gov. Ames, Boston; 7, cld, sch. Iona TunStaples, aged 79 years, 9 months and 9 days.
Mrs. W illiam Staples, since last
nell, Bangor.
Friday....
Twomuly. In Bangor, May 31. Colby F.
Saturday our church was cleaned and put
Jacksonville, June 1. Sld, sch. General Twombly, aged 55 years, 2 months and 3 days.
in order for our regular summer
service, Adelbert Ames, Fall River.
expected to begin the first Sunday in June;
Gulfport, May 30. Sld, sch. Clifford N.
A DMINJSTRATOR’S NOTICE.
The subscriber
but, alas! the fog enveloped us, and the Carver, Baltimore.
ci. hereby gives notice that he has been duly apmidday rain descended so determinedly
Mobile, May 31. Cld, schs. Fred W. Ayer, minted administrator
of the estate of
that the opening was postponed to next
Progresso; James Slater, Mayaguez.
VIRUM B. PAUL, late of Morrill,
Sunday. May the “weather bureau” favor
Fernandina, June 4. Sld, sch. Thelma,
n the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
us in its adjustment of rain and shine!_
New Y'ork; 4, sld, sch. Edward Stewart,
tonds as the law directs. All persons having deMr. Maitland LaFurley left Saturday to Perth
Amboy.
nands against the estate of said deceased are despend Sunday with his brother-in-law,
Perth Amboy, June 1. Sld, sch. Mineola,
dred to present the same for settlement, and all
Calvin
Capt.
Sprague, in Rockland_Mr. Searsport; C, ar, sch. Sarah L. Davis, New ndebted thereto are requested to make payment
Walter F. Kimball arrived Saturday from York.
mmediately.
DELBERT PAUL.
Boston for a brief visit with his wife at the
Brunswick, June 3. Sld, sch. Robert II.
home of her mother, Mrs. Roxanna Sim- McCurdy, Rockland; 4, sld, sch.
Morrill, May 10, 1904.—23
Theoliue,
mons.... Pownal Lodge, F. and A. M., is
Boston.
contemplating a Sunday service at the
New Haven, Ct., June 3. Ar, sch. Henry
church, near St. John’s day_Capt. L. M. Whitney, South Gardiner, Me.
Partridge, the recipient of a large salmon
Providence, J uue 5. Ar, sch. R. Bowers,
trout from Swan Lake—delivered recently Brunswick, Ga.
by Belfast express—desires to acknowledge
Vineyard Haven, Mass., June 6. Ar, schs.
to the unknown donor, through these items, Frances C. Tunnell, Norfolk for
Bangor;
the arrival of the highly
Golf and yacht caps. Big line Men’s
gift, Andrew Nebinger, South Amboy for Bar
appreciated
with many thanks for the delicious piscato- Harbor;
B.
Coxsackie
for
Ferguson,
ind Boys’ just In at Clark’s Corner.
rial treat— We judge from the appearance Bangor; George
Hattie H. Barbour, Port Reading
2w23
WILLIAM A. CLARK
of J. G. Lambert’s store that wants in the for do.; Addie Jordan,
Philadelphia for
line of summer dress goods, underwear and Saco; S. S. Kendall, Bangor for New
York;
small wares can be easily satisfied from his passed, schs. Winfield S. Schuster, Norfolk
well filled shelves....Mr. George S. Staples tor Bangor; John J. Hanson,
Newport
of Colebrook, N. IL, arrived Monday for News for
BaDgor; Pendleton Satisfaction,
a brief visit with his parents,
and Georgetown, S. C., for Boston; Wm. K.
Capt.
Mrs. Horace Staples. Welcome, our former, Park, Philadelphia for do.;
Rodney Pargenial townsman!....Mr. and Mrs. Charles ker, Bucks Harbor for New York; Mollie
Grant and family from Prospect have re- Rhodes, bound west; Grace Darling, do.
ONE CAR JUST RECEIVED BY
cently moved into the brick cottage on
Wiscasset, June 6. Ar, sch. Sallie l’On,
Church street, now owned by Mrs. Daniel Philadelphia.
Me.
Thompson....We have no need of rain at
Washington, June 7. Ar, 6th, sch. Star V1AS0N &
1W23
present; everyone is wishing for sunshine! of the Sea, Kennebec.
—

Straw Hats.

Barbed Wire.

Earth
j

IRON

STEEL HR!;
FENCES,
GUTTERSJand COPINGS,
PILES
BREWERIES,
GIRDERS,
TANKS,
HOT HOUSES,;
RAILWAY STATIONS,
PUMPS,
IRON BUILDINGS,
SHIP’S BOTTOMS,
PIERS,
FARMING IMPLEMENTS,
SUGAR REFINERIES,
IRON AND STEEL STRUCTURES,

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Prices Pa id Producer.
Produce Ala rket.
50 to 00| Hay p ton,
12.00514.00
Apples pbu.,
5 Hides p lb,
dried, p lb.
54
2.25 Lamb p lb,
9
Beans, pea,
2.25 Lamb Skins,
medium,
50575
2.75 Mutton p lb,
057
Yel’eyes,
15518 Oats p bu., 32 lb,
Butter p lb,
lo
0(58 Potatoes p bu.,
75
Beef, sides, p ft>,
0 Hound Hog,
Beef fore quarters,
51
00(6 75 Straw p ton,
7.00
Barley Pbu..
134 Turkey p lb,
Cheese p It.,
22525
l2tol4,Tallow p ft,,
Chicken p It,,
*264
Calf Skins,per lb. i0@li.Veal P ft>,
8«9
Duck p lb.
14@15| Wool, unwashed, 18(520
17 Wood,hard,
Kggsp doz.,
4.00J»4.5C
14! Wood, soft,
Fowl p lb.
3.00
Ueese p ft,.
14515!
Retail Price.
Retail Market.

on

It is lire-proof, it is elastic, it is acid proof, and it requires no mixing
guaranteed to be unexcelled for rooling purposes of every descript
is equally serviceable for the following
purposes:

CURRENT.

Belfast,

BELFAST,

SAFE

Paint Your

HALL,

*

Belfast National Bank,

|^^^^^^^Sen^orTestimonials^^^^^^^

BELFAST PRICE

i

Machines, Stone Polisher,

THt W ELLMAN AND MclNTlRE
PATENT SHEAVES DO NOT WEaR
on

GOODS,

BROWN'S
INSTANT
RELIEF

Tastes good, stops all suffering, and quickly
cures children’s illness.
Many parents have
6ent us letters of gratitude.
Buy it to-day
and prevent sickness.
MONEY REFUNDED if it fails when
used as directed. All dealers sell it.

■

thern

no

Marcellus J. Dow,
DRY and FANCY

to mix

PLOWS, SHAFTING, WINDOW WEIGHTS, SLED SHOES,
ETC
CAIVANIZINC and SHIP Work

Every courtesy

A REMEDY

only the best materials and know how

Saw Mills, Stave

••

Lizzie C. Rich, Pattershall, Ban-

we use

substitute.

little
ONES.

ABE MADE BY TTTF.

■

Belfast citizen.

Testimony easily investigated.

Transfers in Real Estate.

The following transfers in real estate
were recorded in Waldo County Registry of
Deeds for the week ending June 8, 1904:
WIS'TEKPORT.
A large audience assembled at the Metho- Joseph G. Packard, Searsmont; to Ralph L.
dist church Sunday evening, to listen to the Heald, Camden; land and buildings in
baccalaureate sermon given by Rev. J. W. Searsmont. Vinal E. Dills, Northport, et
Hatch before the graduating class of the als., to Martin G. Black, do.; land and
W. H. S.
The entire school was present, buildings in Northport. Wm, C. Thompas well as the teachers and members of the son, New York, to Edwin P. Frost, Belfast;
land and buildings in Belfast. Herbert E.
school board.
The church was beautifully
decorated with the class colors and every- Bradman, Belfast, to Clarence M. Knowlthing passed off satisfactorily. Everyone ton, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
was pleased to see Mr. Hatch and wife afJohn Sanborn, Belfast, to Aliee M. Creater their short absence from town_Mrs. sey, Morrill; land and buildings in Belfast.
Harry Hill has gone to brooksviile to visit L. A. Knowlton estate, Belfast, to Emma
her mother, who is ill....Miss Sarah Jeffer- Van Sickle, do.; land and buildings in
H. H. Treat,
son of Somerville, Mass, is the guest of her Northport and Belmont.
aunt, Mrs. James Nason_Mrs. James Frankfort, to Frances W. Peirce, do.; land
in
Frankfort.
and
Freeman left for Boston on Monday’s boat.
buildings
She was called there by the death of her
sister’s husband....Joseph Moody is quite
iff.
He had a slight shock Friday night,
which rendered him partially helpless_
Mrs. M. J. Simpson arrived Saturday from
New York, where she spent the winter_
Mrs. Dwyer and sons arrived at the ComPORT OK BELFAST.
mercial House Monday.Mrs. Callie
ARRIVED.
Howe of Missouri, nat’l organizer of the
U. C. T. IT., will speak at the M. E. church
June 1. Schs. Polly, Kyan, Searsport;
Thursday evening, June Kith. It will be Windward, Scott,
Vinalhaven; Circle,
well worth hearing. Let no one miss it.
Staples, do.
June 2. Schs. Carrie A. Bueknam, Torrey, Hoboken; Suunyside, Barbour, StonMORRILL,
The Elmer Flanders family have shut up
their house and gone to Belfast and Northport to spend the summer and autumn_
Mr. A1 lie Richards has bought the small
farm lalely occupied by John F. Creasey.
Messrs. Samuel Pliinney and Ed. Simmons attended the musical festival in Bangor last week....Mrs. Sophia Hartshorn
has returned from a visit to her daughter
in Belfast, Mrs. Fred Carter.... Mrs. Adeline Labaliister from Greenfield is visiting
her sister, Mrs. Emily E. Mears....Mrs.
Rowe from Holden, Me., was in town last
week. Her brother, Mr. Prentiss, and
family, returned with her last Saturday. A
little child of Mr, Prentiss died at Elmer
Hartshorn’s June 1st.
The mother had
been, buried in Holden a few days before.
....Miss Pauline Rhoades of Belfast recently spent a week with the family of Mr.
I. D. White. Mr. White is very much improved in health, and is able to walk about
some—The society of standard Bearers
met last week with Miss Nellie D.
Thompson.
rIhe annual election of officers insulted in the re-election of Miss Thompson
as president and Mrs. Grade E. Bowen as
secretary. Their next meeting will be w ith
Mrs. Bowen—Miss Ardra Sanborn, who is
employed in Camden, visited in town last
Sunday.... Rev. Robert Morriss gave us an
extra sermon last Sunday from Acts

THE REASON WHY THE BEST

Ephraim C. Cross died at his late home
Ponce, P. R., May 30. Ar, sch. Wellfleet,
May 30, 1904, aged 61 years, 21 days. He Jacksonville.
was a veteran of the Civil war, a member
Chefoo. May 31. Ar, ship E. B. Sutton,

Or anything requiring the application of

We sell SHIRT WAISTS and
DRESS SKIRTS.

Notice of Foreclosure,
\\ liereas, Benjamin F. Farnham, late of Knox,
in the County of Waldo, by his mortgage ueen
dated the 9th day of November, A. 1). 1874, and
recorded in the Waido Registry of Deeds, in Yol.
165, Page 70, conveyed to one Srhimiab Abbott of
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, a certain parcel of real estate described in said mortgage deed
as follows, to wit: A ceuain piece or parcel of
land situate in Knox, and being tin* same premises which Joseph Farnham eo iveved to
him. said
Benjamin F. Farnham, by his deed dated the 27th
day of October. A. D. 1866, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book .37 and Page 297, to
which reference was thereby made for a more
particular description. Ami whereas, the said
Nehemiah Abbott has since deceased, and one
Clifford B. Abbott lias been appointed and duly
qualified as the executor of the last will and testament ol said Nehemiah Abbott. And whereas,
said Clifford B. Abbott, in his capacity as executor aforesaid, by Ins deed of assignment bearing
date of November 19, A. 1). 1903. and recorded in
aldo County Registry of Deeds, in Book 274,
Page 113, assigned to me, .lie undersigned, the
said mortgage deed, the debt thereby secured,
and ad his right, title and interest by virtue of
said mortgage deed to the premises thereby conveyed, subject to redemption according to law.
And whereas, the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated at Brooks, Me., this 2d day of June. A.
I>. 1904.
WILLIAM is. CROSBY.
Bv F. W. Brown, his Attnrnpv.

1904.

3W23
MARY E. HALL.

_»■_
STATE

OF

PUBLIC

and the circumstances under which inland fish
may be taken in the waters of Little Pond Brook,
Shibles Brook, Bartlett Stream, Newall and
Thompson Brooks, in Searsmont and Montvilie,
in Waldo County.
REGULATIONS.

Section l. It shall be unlawful for anyone to
fish for. take, catch or kill any kind of fish at any
time in any way, in the following named waters
In Searsmont and Montvilie in Waldo County,
to wit: Little Pond brook, Shibles brook, which
flow into Bartlett stream: also Bartlett stream, a
tributary to Lake Quantabaeook, and Newall and
Thompson brooks, tributaries to said Bartlett
stream, for a period of two years from dune 10,
1904.
Dated this third day of June, A. I). 1904.
L. T. CARLFTON,
H. O. STANLEY,
3W23
E. K, RING,
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and Game.

FOR SALE.
a half story house with L and barn
connected; two and a half acres of land;
twenty apple trees; small fruit; cemented floor
In cellar; spring and cistern water. Everything
in good repair. Will be sold at y. bargain. Apply
on the premises, Swan Lake avenue, East Belfast, or to me on steamer Golden Hod.
one

PRICES

OX

—

Fancy Goods,
Tinware, Wooden Ware, Htc,
CALL

**

SEE

AND

OUK

WASH SUITS FOR SMALL BOYS
SATISK ACTION

GUARANTEED.

F. H. BLACK & CO •>

F. B.

Knowhon, High St.,

Supply Can
as
Whenever you
can as

low
the Door Kuob

see a

as

separator with

a su

low as the door knob you know it'.-

TUBULAR—the only

ne!

The bottom feed makes it possible. T
tine point about the Sharpies Tubular—om
the many it has over the “has beens.” Ash

i

a

I

ISdiw

catalog telling

I

:

about THE DON’T BRl a

YOUR BACK KIND—the Sharpies Tubular
arators.
H. S.

COLMAN,

Searsport,

flari

Ladies’ i Gents’ Lunch Rooms

NOTICE.

conformity with the provisions of Chapter
forty-two of the Public Laws of eighteen hundred and ninety-nine, and upon the petition of
five or more citizens of the State, and deeming it
for the best interest of the State, the Commissioners ot Inland Fisheries and Game, after due notice to all persons interested in the subject matter of said petition, and public hearing thereon
in the locality to be affected, and deeming it
necessary and proper for the protection and preservation of the inland fish of the State, hereby
adopt the following needful Rules and Regulations relating to the times and places in which

11A

NEW GOODS

T OVVEST

and

,

Belfast, Maine.

NEW STORE
Dry

Forsa,

MAINE.

In

RULES AND

first-class paint.

A. A. HOWES & C0„

Notice ol Foreclosure.
Whereas, Lizsie H. Conant of Belfast, in the
County of Waldo and Stat<* of Maine, by her
mortgage deed dated the nineteenth day of November, A. I). I9v2, and recorded m the Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Books 268, Page 17, conveyed
to me, tlie undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of
land situated in said Belfast, on the southerly
side of the road leading from Belfast to Belmont
Corner, and bounded as follows, to wit: Bounded
< n the north by said road ; on the west and south
by land of Edgar M. Cunningham, and on the east
by land of George W. Boulter, containing twenty
acres, more or less, and whereas, the condition of
said mortgage has been broken, now therefore,
by reason of the breach of the condition thereof,
1 claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of May, A. D.

a

F.S

and

all

tf33—*l\v

.1 AMES COOMBS.

Caucus Notice.
Waldo. The Republicans or Waldo are requested to meet at the Ritchie Grange Hall, on
Saturday, June 18, at 6 o’clock p. m., to choose
one delegate to attehd the Republican State Convention to be held at Bangor on June 29th.
Per Order of Town Committee.

Waldo, May 9,1904.—6wl8
The Republicans of Montville are requested to
meet at tne North Ridge meeting house, in said
town, on Friday, June 10th, at 5 o’clock p. m. to,
choose delegates to.attend the State Convention
to be holden at Bangoi June 29,1904.
Per Order Republican Town Committee.
Montville, June 6, A. D. 1904.

FE CREAM, COLLEGE ICES, ICE CREAM SODA,

H. 0. FOSS 4 CO.’S FINE CONFECT*
CHAS. O’CONNELL, Proprietor,

71 Main

Class Convention
The Republican voters of the Representative
class composed of the towns of Winterport. Monroe, Frank fort, Brooks and Jackson are notified
to meet at the town house, in Monroe, July 2d, at
10 o’clock a. m., for the purpose of
nominating a
candidate for representative to the Legislature
and to elect a class committee for the ensuing
two years and to transact such other business as
may properly come before said convention.
Winterport is entitled to eight delegates, Monroe six, Frankfort four. Brooks four and Jackson
two.
Per order Republican Class Committtee.
F. L. PALMER, Chairman,
Monroe, May 19,1904.—5W21

Summer
FOR

Cottage
SALE.

A North Shore Cottage. East Northport, Maine;
in perfect order, fully sheathed; gas machine.
For particulars, address
Box 1987, Boston, Mass.
5W21«

FOR SALE.
The fine residence property known as the Albert Jewett lot between Congress and Main
streets and Lincolnville avenue, opposite the
Abbott place. Apply to
3w22*
W. B. HASSARI),
Care Merrill Trust Co., Bangor, Me.

To Let

or

for Sale.

On terms to suit, the brick building 48x50,
Main street, Belfast, 20 feet land in the
rear and the right of way to Cross street.
Enquire of
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Esq
22tf
Williamson Block.

Street,

*«

Belfn«

Notice of Foreclos
Whereas, Lizzie A. Conant of
County of Waldo and State of M
mortgage deed dated ihe fifteenth
ber, A. 1). 1897, and recorded in \\
Registry of Deeds. Book 247, Pag-to Laura A. Bartlett of Montvill.
of Waldo, a certain parcel of r.-al
in Belfast, in said County of W:i!d<>.
ed as follows, to wit: One undivnl.

j

certain real estate situated in said
the same real estate escribed m
Annie J. Banks to Lizzie A. Coiiani.
ber 12, 1897, and recorded in th** "
Registry of Deeds, in Hook 24s, I'
deed and record reference may
tieular description, said real esiaias the late homestead of Frank 1
said Belfast, also the Brown :
whereas, the said Laura A. l;
said mortgage deed to W illiam \
Belfast by her assignment dated <>
1897, and recorded in Waldo Krgi
Book 259, Page .817, and whereas.
Mason assigned said mortgage !•
signed, by his assignment dated 1
1900, and recorded in Waldo Kem- t
Book 259, Page 818, and w hereas, 11
said mortgage has been broken, e
by reason of the breach of the o
1 claim a foreclosure of said mon_
Dated this twenty-seventh da\
1904.
l>.
MARY

Notice ol

1

i

1

Foreolc'.'"

Whereas, Lizzie A. Conant of rCounty of Waldo and state of M
mortgage deed dated the twenty-»"> w
July, A. D. 1899, and recorded in ttit*
istry of Deeds, Book 250, Page 12.\
me, the undersigned, a certain lot

land situated in said Belfast, being
ol the homestead farm late of Frankli
said Belfast, deceased, which lies
side of the road leading from the <*ii\
to Belmont Corner, bounded and >
follows, to wit: Bounded on the i" 11
road; on the west and south by lam!
Cunningham, and on the east by lam!
W. Boulter and land formerly of Ann
containing fifty acres, more or less,
the condition or said mortgage has !■"
now therefore, by reason ol the le
condition thereof 1 claim a foreeP

1

J

s

CAUTION.
To rent. North Shore, North port.
WILLIAM A. CLARK.
2w23

This is to forbid all persons from trusting any
one on my account after this date.
MELVIN O. DICKEY.
Belfast, June 8,1904.—3 w23*

mortgage.

Dated this
1904.
D.

twenty-seventh day ol
3W23

.,;
v

.a

uKii.
MARY b liA^

i’-

]

